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Summary
i
Over the past few years much interest has been shown in the computer language 
Prolog, a fifth generation language. Since its beginnings in the early 1970's more and 
more implementations of the language have been written each with their own particular 
characteristics. One of the main drives has been in trying to achieve more efficient 
implementations in terms of speed and use of storage space. Many implementations 
have been interpreters and only a relatively few compilers, which generally tend to be 
faster than interpreters, have been written, especially for machines other than personal 
computers. Garbage collectors are present in most systems and for large programs can 
make real time processing difficult. Prolog itself is a markedly different language to 
conventional languages like Pascal, Algol, C etc. and linking with existing software 
written in these languages can also be difficult. ProtoCola is an attempt to suipass some 
of these difficulties in that it takes a Prolog program and translates it into an equivalent 
(i.e. when run produces the same results as the Prolog program) Pascal program.The 
advantages come from the facts that: it is compilable for fast code; no garbage collector 
is needed; links to existing software are easier to achieve. As an added advantage it is 
highly portable since it is written in Standard Pascal. The use of 'continuations' to 
mimic the control flow and search strategy of Prolog easily and successfully has been a 
key factor in producing such an implementation. The idea of their use in such a way 
comes from the existing Gener8 system which produces a parser or generator of a 
language as defined by an input grammar specification. This thesis describes my work 
in improving the Gener8 system and gives a full description of the ProtoCola system 
which I have designed and developed.
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Chapter 1
1
Introduction
This thesis describes the system ProtoCola written in the computer language 
Pascal which takes a program written in Prolog as input and produces a program 
written in Pascal which when compiled and run will produce the same results as the 
Prolog program. In short, ProtoCola translates Prolog to Pascal.
The name 'ProtoCola' is derived from 'Prolog to Conventional Languages', 
and any high level language could have have been chosen as the target language. This 
thesis is merely concerned with a conventional programming language to establish that 
it is possible to translate Prolog to such a language. Pascal was chosen as representative 
of conventional programming languages. Also, Pascal is widely available and most 
graduate programmers know the language. The main constraint on the language used 
(in the method to be described in this thesis) is whether or not it allows a procedure to 
be passed as a parameter to another procedure (and then invoked in that procedure), a 
continuation. Pascal and Algol 68 both allow such a feature, but 'C, for example, does 
vjnot..... _ ^ v> * \  /  _ yi-* ; •_
ProtoCola originates from the Gener8 system (developed in the Mathematics 
Department at the University of Surrey, [Knott,83]), a program to produce a parser or 
generator (written in Pascal) from a given input grammar. Cohen points out that there 
are correspondences between parsing and theorem proving, [Cohen,8 8], and the 
structure of a Prolog program and a grammar definition supplied as input to the Gener8 
system are very similar. Gener8 uses continuation procedures as an integral part of the 
parser or generator produced and without having to change this method of using 
continuations Gener8 could be used to produce a Pascal program which when run 
would be similar to running a parameterless Prolog program. The method of 
continuation procedures used in Gener8 successfully mimics the search strategy, and 
backtracking capabilities of Prolog. It is this basic similarity which prompted the work 
on ProtoCola.
Since the first implementation of Prolog in the early 1970's by Colmerauer, 
[Colmerauer,72], much work has been carried out on writing more efficient, and more 
useful interpreters and compilers. By 'efficient' I mean faster and with better use of 
storage space. By 'more useful’ I mean different facilities provided for the user such as 
different built-in predicates or different search strategies. These have been built largely
with a particular machine architecture in mind. With the increasing use of Prolog, in 
expert systems, the demand for quicker implementations has grown. Interpreters are 
generally slower, and have problems of storage.
The project of translating Prolog to a conventional language hopes to address 
some of the current demands. The advantages of such a translator are that it produces 
code in a high level language which is not specific to any one machine and is :
1) compilable for maximum speed;
2) alterable to include calls on database files, graphics etc;
3) without needing a garbage collector.
Because the translator is written in Standard Pascal, [Jensen,85], as well as the 
above advantages it will also be easily portable. The basic method of using 
continuations is one used by Cohen in his paper which shows how Prolog programs 
can be converted into Pascal, [Cohen,85]. His presentation is based on a hand 
compiled program by Michael Van Caneghem of Marseilles, France, and there appears 
to be no record of the method being automated, though Cohen has co-developed a 
compiler which produces a C program similar to the Pascal version he presents except 
that the mechanism of continuations has to be simulated, [Cohen,85]. MeAii*w
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Chapter 2 describes the Gener8 system developed at the University of Surrey, 
and the work I did on it, mainly in optimising the generator it produces.
Chapter 3 gives a background to Prolog and more detail about the various 
implementations of Prolog, including a section on optimisations that have been 
introduced to make implementations more efficient.
Chapter 4 gives the full Prolog syntax that is used and allowed in the programs 
to be translated. It is based on Edinburgh Prolog and the differences between the two 
syntaxes are listed.
Chapter 5 is a full description of the translated programs, describing how the 
control flow of Prolog, search strategy, unification are achieved in Pascal. The 
unification procedure used is also shown to deal correctly with any Prolog structures 
that are inputted to it, (what is meant by correct is described in that section).
Chapter 6 lists the built-in predicates that ProtoCola includes, along with their 
definitions and where appropriate the Pascal procedures which achieve the same ends 
as the predicates. The predicates assert and retract are not allowed and the reasons 
for this are given.
Chapter 7 gives some conclusions and an indication of how efficient the system
is.
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Appendix A lists most of the code added to Gener8, along with example output
code.
Appendix B lists the Pascal translator code along with a full description of the 
procedures and methods used.
Appenix C is a user manual for ProtoCola, which details how to run the system 
and also gives a brief listing of the built-in predicates for completeness.
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Chapter 2
4
The Gener8 System
2.1 In troduction
Compiler-compilers are a way of trying to automate as much as possible the 
process of producing compilers for various computer languages. The source program 
for a compiler-compiler is a way of describing the compiler to be produced. As such, 
this source program usually needs to contain information to describe the lexical 
analyser, syntactic analyser, code generator and any other phases of the compiler to be 
constructed, (Aho 1972, p77). For example, YACC (Yet Another Compiler-Compiler), 
[Johnson], requires a set of grammar rules to describe the allowed syntax, with the 
optional use of actions associated with these rules to be carried out on the recognition of 
the appropriate rule. It also allows the user the option of specifying a lexical analyser in 
the source program for the compiler-compiler. From this information YACC will 
produce a parser of programs that satisfy the syntactic requirements and will carry out 
the appropriate actions during a parse. YACC depends on having deterministic 
grammars so that actions need never be ’undone'.
The Gener8 system is similar to YACC in that it will produce a parser from a 
given input specification consisting of a set of (non-left recursive) grammar rules. 
However it can also produce parse trees and a generator of programs which satisfy 
these rules, rather than a parser, allowing for non-deterministic parsing and generating 
of sentences. The Gener8 system will also readily accept ambiguous grammars and if 
requested produce the appropriate parse trees to show the different parses for a given 
ambiguous input. This feature of producing either a generator or a parser from a given a 
set of grammar rules has been used to introduce the option of testing a grammar for 
ambiguity by producing strings according to the grammar rules and then applying the 
parsing process to the strings to see if there is more than one parse, [Knott,83], briefly 
describes this idea.
This chapter briefly describes the Gener8 system, designed originally by Knott, 
[Knott,83], and then goes onto explain my work in improving the system.
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2.2 Description of GenerS
The Gener8 system takes a grammar as input and produces a program which 
when run will either:
a) Produce strings of the language defined by the grammar, or;
b) Parse strings of the language.
In each case there is the option of producing parse trees. The program actually 
produced by the system is a Pascal program and is called Genr8a.pas.
Before the current work on the Gener8 system, the program Genr8a.pas when 
run would produce all the strings of a language in a sequential manner. The user is 
asked for a minimum and maximum number of tokens that a string is allowed to have 
and only the strings meeting this requirement would be produced. A token is a terminal 
of the language.
There was also an option available when running the Gener8 system for the 
user to have the strings produced randomly rather than sequentially. When running 
Genr8a.pas all the strings would be produced, (subject to the minimum and maximum 
length requirement), in a random order.
Gener8 consists of two files, Genr8.pas the actual program that produces 
Genr8a.pas and uses the second file Genr8.text which contains some of the Pascal text 
for Genr8a.pas. Gener8 also requires as input a file containing the grammar.
The grammar input to Gener8 needs to be of the following form, (given in 
EBNF, Extended Backus-Naur Form).
program = sentence {sentence} endofprogram.
sentence = rule
rule = rulename "=" body.
rulename = nonterminal.
body = alternative {or body}.
or = V  I T .
alternative = production {"" alternative}. 
endofprogram = nonterminal
terminal = """" {any_ascii_character}  ...
nonterminal = lowercasejetter {any_letter_or_digit_or_"_"}.
This is actually quite similar to the EBNF with the following differences. The 
Gener8 system uses rather than 7  and 7  or T instead of just T. None of the 
bracketing "]" used in the EBNF is allowed in Gener8. In the above
denotes that what is inside may occur zero or more times.
The character " itself inside quotes is written The empty production is 
written as a dash (-). Comments may be placed between the [ and ] symbols and are 
ignored as are spaces and new lines. The sentence rulename is given followed by a 
fullstop to end the grammar.
Writing this grammar in Gener8 form gives :
program = sentence moresentences;
moresentences = program, endofprogram;
sentence = rule
rule = rulename "=" body;
rulename = nonterminal;
body = alternative morealtematives;
morealtematives = or body, -;
t i  t i  * t m .or = , , I ;
alternative = production moreproductions; 
moreproductions = " " alternative, -; 
production = terminal, nonterminal; 
endofprogram = nonterminal 
terminal = "MM" string_of_any_ascii_characters
nonterminal = lowercasejetter string_of_letters_or_digits_or_underline;
The following is a sample grammar for simple English sentences in the 
specified form for Gener8.
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arta = " a ", "the [article]
artb = "an
nouna = "man ", "ca t", "m a t", "pig ", "dog", "fox [nouns]
nounb = "arrow ";
nounc = "tim e";
verb = verba prepa, verbb prepb, irregverb prepa;
verba = "jump" vend;
verbb = "play" vend, ve rba , "sa t", "sits
irregverb = "flies";
vend a. " s ", "ed
prepa = "over", "like
prepb = "on ", "by ";
sent = subjph verb objph [sentence]
subjph = subjpha, subjphb; [subject phrase]
subjpha = arta adjsopt nouna adjphopt;
subjphb = arta nouna, artb nounb, nounc;
adjsopt = adj adjsopt, -; [adjectives option]
objph = subjph; [object phrase]
adjphopt = "w ho" verb objph, "w ith " subjph, -; [adjectival phrase option]
adj = "quick ”, "brown", "lazy ", "big "; [adjectives]
sent. [The goal nonterminal is "sent"]
Table 2.2.1 - A grammar for simple English sentences
Table 2.2.2 gives example output from Gener8 on using this grammar as input 
to the system.
On running the sequential generator...
1 : a quick man sat on tim e.
2: a quick man sat by time .
3: a quick man sits on tim e.
and then randomly for strings between 5 and 56 tokens long ...
1 : a brown fox jumped like time .
2: the mat flies like a dog with the man who jumps like the dog . 
3: time jumped like an arrow.
and parsing the following sentence ...*
>the quick brown fox jumps over the lazy dog .
producing a parse tree ...
sent subjph subjpha arta "the"
I I___ adjsopt adi____ "quick "
I I I
I 1 I adjsopt adj "brown "
I 1 I
I . I I____adjsopt
I I.___ nouna____ "fox "
i I___ adjphopt
I. verb.__ verba____"jump"
I I I
I I I vend "s "
I I
I I__ prep a____"over11
I
I___ objph__ subjph subjpha arta "the "
I I
1 I adjsopt____ adj____ "lazy ”
I I I
I 1__________I___ adjsopt
I I
I I____nouna "dog "
I I
I I____adjphopt
I
I t t  i t
Number of correct parses 1 
Table 2.2.2 - Example output for the English grammar
2.3 M odifications to the G ener8 system
There are four main areas where I have modified the original system:
1) Larger range of options for the user.
2) Random generation of strings has been improved.
3) The speed of generating strings has been increased.
4) The option of testing a grammar for ambiguity been added.
To illustrate some of the following points the grammar given below will be
adequate for most of the points. This grammar will be called the stuv grammar after the
names of its four nonterminal symbols.
s = Y t , ¥ u ;  
t = "c" s, v;
u = Md" s "e" t " f1 Y  My" "z"; 
v = "g"; 
s.
2.3.1 Larger Range of Options for the User
a) On running the Genr8.pas program the user is no longer prompted for random or 
sequential generation on asking for a generator. This is now provided in the 
generator produced and the choice available at generate run-time.
This has involved adding the prompt for random or sequential strings to 
Genr8.text and ensuring that the code for both random and sequential generation is 
put into the procedures in the generator produced. (These procedures are produced 
by Gener8.) The example code in Appendix A.l for the u rule from the stuv 
grammar shows this.
b) The named file containing the grammar used to have to be insyn. Gener8 will now 
prompt the user for the file name. The default is still insyn.
c) The user is told the minimum and maximum possible length of a string in the 
grammar in the prompt asking for the lengths of string required. This involved 
adding marks in Genr8.text which the procedure 'editcopy' recognises and takes 
appropiate action on.
d) The user now has the option of reading a string from a file for parsing rather than 
direct input. Likewise the output can be directed to a file rather than the terminal if 
desired.
e) All the prompts have been standardised so that <CR> has to be pressed for the user 
to complete a response.
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f) Genr8.pas and Genr8a.pas now issue the following prompts:
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Gener8
Syntax File [Default is INSYN] <RETURN> :
* Here the grammar is echoed onto the screen *
Parse or Generate? [p/g] <RETURN> »
Generate parse trees? [y/n] <RETURN> »
Genr8a - the generator prompts
Generate strings Randomly or Sequentially [r/s] <RETURN> »
Enter Minimum (>=2) and Maximum (<=500) number of tokens
<RETURN> »
Strings written out or counted [w/c] <RETURN> »
File for generated strings [Terminal] <RETURN> »
How many strings wanted <RETURN> »
* The strings found are written out if W is specified to the file given 
by the user. If the strings are just counted then the user is not 
prompted for a file name, and the number of strings found along 
with the time taken to find them is written out. *
Again [y/n] <RETURN> »  n
Genr8a - The parser prompts
Parse File [Terminal] <RETURN> :
Enter string to be parsed followed by a blank line Carriage returns are
ignored
>
* Number of correct parses of the string and the time taken is written 
out. *
* If a file other than the terminal is specified then the string read from 
the file is echoed out onto the terminal followed by the number of 
parses of the string and the time taken. The user is not prompted for 
the string in this case. *
Again [y/n] <RETURN> »
2.3.2 Random  Generation of Strings is M ore General
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For each rule that there is in a grammar there is going to be one or more 
productions associated with it. In the generator a rule is associated with its own 
procedure. For example with the stuv grammar there will be four procedures called 
sMK, tMK, uMK amd vMK corresponding to the four rules s, t, u and v. Originally 
the generator in these procedures would deal with each production of a rule in turn. 
Sequential generation would cause the order of dealing with the productions to be the 
same as set out in the grammar. Random generation would mean that each production 
would be dealt with in turn until all the productions of a rule had been satisfied but in a 
random order.
For true random generation of strings then when the generator calls a rule it will 
choose any one and only one of the productions of the rule randomly. That is, when it 
has dealt with the production it has called, it will not then call the other productions in 
the rule to try and produce other strings. What this means is that the generator will 
choose a path randomly through the grammar starting with the sentence rule. When it 
has finished the path (ie no more non-terminals to satisfy) and perhaps produced a 
string in the required range then it will start the next string from the sentence rule again.
For the stuv grammar the code in Appendix A.l would be produced for the 
procedure associated with u.
This now brings in a new problem of how to stop the random generation going 
on for ever. Sequential generation will stop after a finite time since it only generates 
strings up to the maximum length required and only tries each path in the grammar once 
to produce these strings. Since there is only a finite number of ways in which a string 
of a finite length can be produced from the grammar it is guaranteed to stop.
The user is asked how many strings are to be generated randomly and once this 
number of strings has been generated the generator will stop. However what happens if 
the user asks for a length of string of which there are none in the language? For 
example in the stuv grammar there are no strings three tokens long.
One way round this problem, and the solution adopted here, is to allow the 
generator a finite number of attempts in which to find a string in the required range. If 
the generator reaches this finite number of attempts then it stops looking and tells the 
user how many strings it has found, (which may well be none). Thus the random 
generator will keep on looking while the following condition is satisfied:
While (COUNT<MAXNUMBER) And (TRIES<COUNT+MAXFAILS)
Do Begin
TRIES :=TRIES+1; {* call the sentence rule *}
End;
where : - COUNT is the number of strings found in the required range.
- MAXNUMBER is the number of strings the user has asked for.
- TRIES is the total number of attempts (successful or not) the 
generator has had.
- MAXFAILS is the number of unsuccessful attempts the generator 
is allowed. In this case it is set at 200.
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2.3.3 The Sneed of G enerating Strings has Been Increased,
Take for example the grammar below. We can work out "by hand" the 
minimum and maximum lengths of a string of the grammar to be the following.
s -  "a" t, min = 2, max = 'infinite'
"b" u; min = 4, max = 'infinite'
t = "c" s, min = 3, max = 'infinite'
v; min = 1, max = 1
u = "d" s "e" t "f", min = 6, max = 'infinite'
"x" "y" "z"; min = 3, max = 3
v = "g"; min = 1, max = 1
Thus for the whole grammar the minimum number of tokens in a string would 
be 2, while the maximum number would be infinite theoretically. (Practically we limit 
the number of tokens allowed in a string to 500. However, this is easily changed if 
required since it is a constant of the Gener8 system.
Suppose the generator is now asked to generate strings of 2 tokens exactly. 
Sequentially it would work its way through all the possible strings in the language 
printing out those that are of length 2 tokens. Using the first production of s, ie "a" t, 
the generator would be successful and find "a" "g". After trying all the strings resulting 
from using this first production the generator would then try the second production of 
s, "b" u, which is clearly a waste of time since any expansion of the rule u will always 
make the length of a string at least 3 tokens longer than before.
The generator stops using a production when the length of the string it is 
currently producing becomes greater than the length of string asked for. It then 
backtracks to try the next alternative production in a rule.
Randomly the generator could waste even more time by trying the second 
production of s many times before trying the first production. Clearly a method is 
wanted which will stop the generator going down dead end paths. Such a method 
would make the generator quicker, especially when dealing with large grammars.
First of all the problem of finding the minimum and maximium lengths of rules 
and of finding the minimum and maximum lengths of the productions that make up the 
rules is looked at.
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To find the minimum lengths
The following algorithm was devised to do this job:
For each rule set the minimum length to 'infinite', (ie a large number.)
For each production of each rule set the minimum length to 'infinite'.
Pass over the grammar looking at each rule and each of its productions in turn 
trying to decrease the minimum lengths. If no change takes place in a pass then 
the algorithm is finished.
A pass is as follows:
For each rule find the minimum of all the minimum lengths of each of the rule's 
productions. If this minimum is smaller than the present minimum length of the 
rule then we indicate a change and set the new minimum length of the rule.
In each rule we find the minimum length of each production as follows:
Add together the minimum lengths of each of the components of a production. 
There are tv«* cases: - , _ _ ,
- The component is a terminal : minimum length = 1;
- The component is a non-terminal (therefore a rule name) : minimum 
length = present minimum length of the rule.
If this length is smaller than the present minimum length of the production then 
indicate a change and set the new minimum length of the production.
Thus for the example grammar:
Pass 1,
Pass 2,
Rule s: production "a" t = 1+infinity 
production "b" u = 1+infinity 
min s = infinity
Rule t: production "c" s = 1+infinity 
production v = infinity 
min t -  infinity
Rule u: production "d" s "e" t "f ' = 1+infinity+l+infinity+l
production "x" "y""z" -  1+1+1 (*Change*)
min u = 3 (*Change*)
Rule v: production "g" = 1 
min v = 1
(*Change*)
(*Change*)
Rule s: production "a" t = 1+infinity 
production "b" u = 1+3 
min s = 4
(*Change*)
(*Change*)
Rule t: production "c" s = 1+4 
production v = 1 
min t = 1
(*Change*)
(*Change*)
(*Change*)
Rule u: production "d" s "e" t "f" = 1+4+1+1+1 (*Change*) 
production "x" ny" "z" = 3 
min u = 3 (^Change*)
Rule v: production "g" = 1 
min v = 1
Pass 3, Rule s: production "a" t = 1+1
production "b" u = 4 
min s = 2
(*Change*)
(*Change*)
Rule t: production "c" s = 1+2 (*Change*)
production v = 1 
min t = 1
Rule u: production "d" s "e" t "f" = 1+2+1+1+1 (*Change*) 
production "x" "y" "z" = 3 
' min u = 3
Rule v: production "g" = 1 
min v = 1
Pass 4 results in no change and the algorithm is completed.
In the case of an infinite grammar, where whatever productions of a rule we 
choose, (starting with the sentence rule), we can not get a string that terminates, for 
example:
s = "a" t;
t = "b" s;
s.
In such a case the minimum lengths remain infinite after the first pass. Thus an 
infinite grammar can be detected and an error signalled. For implementation infinity is 
set at 500 tokens long.
Since a change is only indicated when a new minimum length is found that is 
smaller than the previous one the algorithm will always stop.
(Suppose it did not, then one or more of the minimum lengths is/are changing 
and getting smaller. Eventually they must either stop changing or reach length 1. 
According to our assumption that the algorithm does not stop, one or more of the 
lengths will reach -1 which is clearly impossible. Hence the algorithm must always 
stop.)
To find the maximum lengths the algorithm is basically the same. The initial 
maximum lengths are set to -1. Since the maximum length of a rule or a production can 
be infinite a finite 'infinity' of 500 tokens is set. Once this limit is reached on increasing 
the maximum lengths for a rule or a production then the maximum length is no longer
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increased to give us a no-change situation in order to guarantee the algorithm stopping.
The algorithm is probably slower for finding maximum lengths than for finding 
minimum lengths since the increasing of a maximum length may well only go in steps 
of 1, and thus quite a few passes will be needed before the algorithm stops.
The next problem is how to use these minimum and maximum lengths to direct 
the generator. In Genr8a.pas the user specifies the 'MINLENGTH' and 
'MAXLENGTH' of a string required. There is also a variable called ’INDEX' which 
keeps track of the number of tokens in a string so far.
Before a production is called the minimum and maximum lengths of the string 
produced after calling it can be worked out. Thus a suitable condition to be satisfied 
before going on with a production could be:
INDEX + Minlength of production < MAXLENGTH 
And
INDEX + Maxlength of production > MINLENGTH
But consider also the following rule from the stuv grammar:
u = "d" s "e" t " f ,  "x" "y" "z";
Suppose the generator is using the first production and has called the procedure 
associated with s. The generator is now faced with a choice of two production 
alternatives, "a” t, or "b" u. If the above condition holds for one or both the 
productions then the generator can proceed with one of them. But this check fails to 
take in the rest of the production in u, ie the "e" t " f T h e  length of the productions 
following on need to be taken into account. Thus the condition necessary to ensure that 
a production will succeed before going ahead with it is:
INDEX + Minlength of production + Minlength of following components <
MAXLENGTH
And
INDEX + Maxlength of production + Maxlength of following components
> MINLENGTH
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Appendix A.2 gives some example code to show how this is implemented in 
Genr8a.pas with the code used to generate the example code from Genr8.pas in 
Appendix A.3.
Thus, most times the generator will only go ahead with a production if it can be 
sure of producing a string from it. There are difficult cases where it will not be able to 
tell it cannot produce a string ffom the path it is taking until it is most of the way 
through the path. For example the following grammar will produce only strings with an 
odd number of tokens. If an even number of tokens is asked for then it will produce all 
the string - 1 token before the checks stop it seaching any more. It will keep on trying 
paths (if random generation) until the maximum number of failures it is allowed is 
reached.
s = "a", "a" "a" s;
s.
This optimising is not needed if parsing, since it is trying to choose productions 
which will cause the string to parse succesfully.
Timings
The syntax of Pascal as given in the Pascal User Manual and Report (Jensen 
1985) was converted directly into the Gener8 form and the generator used to produce 
some "random" Pascal programs. Some average times are given below for this large 
grammar:
100 strings of 100 tokens takes 17 CPU seconds.
100 strings of 120 tokens takes 21 CPU seconds.
100 strings of 200 tokens takes 37 CPU seconds.
2.3.4 The Option of Testing a G ram m ar for Ambiguity
Grammars are often required which are unambiguous, i.e. for any string of the 
language defined by a grammar there is only one parse tree. It is easier to construct 
compilers for computer languages if the grammars which define the languages are 
unambiguous. Unfortunately proving that a grammar is not ambiguou.s is
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uncomputable. Aho, [Aho,72], p203 gives a proof to show that it is undecidable 
whether a context free grammar is ambiguous or not. The Gener8 system provides a 
way of testing for ambiguity to some extent by testing each string of the language in 
turn to see if it has more than one parse tree. To fully test a grammar would involve 
testing all the strings of the language which with most useful grammars, for example 
those that define computer languages, is an infinite number of strings.
Without the optimising and random code the generating and parsing code are 
very similar. This is used to allow the user to request a disambiguator instead of either a 
generator or a parser.
The user states the range of strings the disambiguator is to look at i.e. putting 
bounds on the lengths of the strings, and also limiting the number of strings the 
disambiguator examines. After a string is generated sequentially it is then parsed. 
Strings with more than one parse can either be listed directly to the user or to a.user 
named file, or, altemativley counted.
Proving a grammar is ambiguous is an uncomputable problem, but by using the 
above method the user can gain a good idea as to whether the grammar is ambiguous or 
not.
Appendix A.4 uses the dangling else ambiguity to show the disambiguator at
work.
2.4 F u rther W ork
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A lexical analyser could be specified by the user in the definition of the grammar 
file, similar to YACC, in Pascal which would be then incorporated into the resulting 
parser. The user would also need to declare the token names to be recognised by the 
lexical analyser.
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Implementations of ProIo2
3.1 Implementations
Over the past few years, interest in Prolog has increased rapidly, perhaps as a 
response to the Japanese interest in the language.
The first implementation of Prolog in 1972 was designed by Colmerauer and 
his team and was written in Algol W on an IBM 360/67 by Phillipe Roussel, 
[Colmerauer et al,72]. Kluzniak, [Kluzniak et al,85] gives a brief account of the 
development of Prolog carried out by Colmerauer.
Since then many other implementations have been written for a wide variety of 
machine and operating systems and in many different languages.
These m achines range from  the Z80, the 68000 based 
microcomputers,[Manuel,83] and [Waller,83] briefly describe these, and the IBM PC's 
and compatibles [Morein,86], through various mini-computers such as the Norsk Data 
ND-100, [Fogelholm,84], and the Prime range, [Bailey,85], through to the main frame 
computers such as the DEC system-10, [Warren,79], the VAX-11, [Fogelholm,84] 
and the IBM/370, [Manuel,83, pl37]. These use a variety of operating systems 
including MS-DOS, PC-DOS, UNIX and VMS.
The languages that these implementations have been written in are again varied 
and include Fortran, [Battani,75], Pascal, [Bruynooghe,76], CDL, [Szeredi,77], 
LISP, [Fogelholm,84], and Prolog itself, [Warren,79].
Currently there is no standard syntax for Prolog. However the most popular 
version in use is the Edinburgh syntax described in [Clocksin and Mellish,84]. Most 
other implementations use this as a basis for their syntax, usually extending it in some 
way. PD Prolog, [Morein,86], ALS Prolog described by [Lane,87], Exeter Prolog, 
[Fogelholm,84], the Salford Lisp/Prolog System, [Bailey,85], and NIP Prolog, 
[Hutchings et al,87] all use the Edinburgh syntax as the basis for their implementations. 
Other implementations tend to try and add something to this 'core' syntax, such as 
IC-Prolog, [Clark,82], which introduces control of the evaluation order of the calls of a 
procedure and pseudo parallel evaluation, Epilog, [Porto,84], which provides the user 
with several different connectives for conjunction defining different time constraints on 
the execution of the goals which they apply to, Quintus Prolog, described briefly by
Buraham [Burnham,85], which has Prolog as a compatible subset, and N-Prolog, 
[Gabbay,84], which can be described as Prolog with hypothetical implications. Turbo 
Prolog reviewed by Shammas [Shammas,86] is perhaps the implementation that 
deviates most from the Edinburgh syntax, with the necessity of declaring types 
included.
Two of the key figures in the development of Prolog have been Colmerauer, 
who's team first developed Prolog, and Warren who has done a lot of work on 
compiling Prolog in the design and construction of his Prolog compiler on the DEC 
system-10, [Warren,79]. Colmerauer has gone on to develop Prolog II and Prolog in  - 
both of which use a principle of constraint resolution, [Colmerauer,87], rather than the 
original resolution principle and its application in standard Prolog.
A lot of the implementations of Prolog have been interpreters rather than 
compilers. Exeter Prolog, ESI Prolog, Arity Prolog are interpreters as are most of the 
early implementations. More compilers have been written over the past few years, 
mainly for microcomputers, for example, Silogic's compiler for the 68000 based 
micros, ALS Prolog, Turbo Prolog, LPA Prolog, and SD Prolog for the IBM PC's and 
compatibles. Compilers do exist though for the DEC-10 system, [Warren,79], and the 
VAX-11 and the SUN-2 Quintus Prolog, [Burnham,85]. Prolog-X designed by 
[Clocksin,85] is also a compile^ <*c is 0«e. daweWcA -Hi*. pop use*
3.2 Optimizations
Much work has been done on trying to improve the efficiency of Prolog 
implementations in terms of speed and use of storage space. Waterloo Prolog, 
[Roberts,79] is one of the fastest interpreters around, but its speed is partly at the cost 
of space saving mechanisms. Warren in his DEC system-10 compiler attempts to 
optimize in both areas.
Some of the main areas where such attempts have been made are the following :
1) Mode declarations, where the arguments to a clause can be classified as 
either input or output throughout the use of a clause in a program, i.e. the 
clause argument will be either always instantiated to a non-variable (input), 
or always instantiated to a variable (output). Warren’s DEC system-10 
Prolog includes this for use by the user. The Salford Lisp/Prolog System 
implements the idea internally as does an extended version of Poplog Prolog 
by [Mellish,85],
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2) Tail recursion optimization, which is a method of reclaiming stack frames 
which are no longer in use. Warren includes this in his system and Hogger 
gives a description of the mechanism in his book, [Hogger,84].
3) Structure sharing as opposed to non structure sharing techniques for storing 
Prolog terms.
Hogger describes the main difference between the two as being that 
"non structure sharing represents the assignment of a structured term to a 
variable simply by associating the variable's local cell (using a pointer) with 
a global cluster containing a compact literal copy of that term, whereas 
structure sharing represents the term more diffusely as a hierarchy of 'pure 
code' skeletons requiring interpretation in the context of various binding 
environments delocalized over the two stacks. Thus non structure sharing 
generally provides virtually direct access (ie. minimal use of pointers) to the 
structured data it has already computed, whilst structure sharing does not.", 
[Hogger,84].
It is not clear which of the two approaches is the best; Mellish 
compares the space efficiency of the two approaches and comes to the 
conclusion that the decision about which one to use is not simple and may 
depend on the type of machine being used, with structure sharing 
comparing better when used on a machine that can hold two addresses in 
one word, [Mellish,82]. Bruynooghe brings out the point of speed 
observing that structure sharing is faster in constructing new compound 
terms but slower in accessing them, [Bruynooghe,82]. Warren, 
[Warren,79], uses structure sharing in his DEC system-10 implementation 
exploiting mode declarations to save run time-storage in representing new 
Prolog structures created during the execution of a program.
4) Clause indexing. Salfords Lisp/Prolog System and Warren’s DEC 
system-10 both include some form of this idea which avoids searching 
through all clauses in the program to find the one that matches a call.
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The translator described in this thesis does not include mode declarations, tail 
recursion optimization or clause indexing though that does not preclude their inclusion 
at some later stage. According to Hogger's definition (see above) the implementation 
stores terms in a non structure sharing way. No work has been done on structure 
sharing but it is a possible area to be looked at.
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3.3 G arbage Collection
Most compilers and interpreters include a garbage collector of some sort where 
space previously used by the Prolog program to store Prolog terms and procedure calls 
is reclaimed if it is no longer needed by the program. This usually occurs automatically 
when all, or nearly all, the available storage cells have been used by the program. It 
normally involves the program halting while the cells are reclaimed. Salford 
Lisp/Prolog, DEC system-10, Prolog-X all have garbage collectors. The problem with 
garbage collectors is that they can be time consuming and frustrating because of the 
progran halt where real time applications are required, especially in some applications 
where successive collections may mean the program almost stopping completely.
Clocksin maintains that this is particularly so when the heap is used to store 
terms, [Clocksin,85]. In Prolog-X he uses a garbage collector but does not use the 
heap. He states that with Prolog, memory is used in a more structured and predictable 
way unlike Lisp or Smalltalk, and that memory processing can be carried out more 
efficiently using stacks rather than the heap.
Cohen gives a review and comparison of the various garbage collection 
algorithms available, [Cohen,81]. He gives an introduction to the mechanism pointing 
out that even on fast computers with dedicated processors the program interruption is 
still noticeable to the user.
Cohen has also found that Pascal implementations, in general, do not provide 
fully automatic garbage collectors. Such processing needs to be done by the 
programmer. The Pascal built-in procedure 'dispose' is used to free storage of a 
dynamically allocated variable, [Tenenbaum,81], but whether this storage is then 
available to the program or not is dependent on the implementation.
The translator described in this thesis does not use the heap to store terms, nor 
does it have a garbage collector. Prolog terms are stored in a stack and the question of 
procedure calls is dealt with by the Pascal compiler.
scW w ft \s T o  a  s+awcta«xL uw\pleme T^cctiovi
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Chapter 4
The ProtoCola Syntax
4.1 Full Syntax
This section gives the full syntax of Prolog as used by the ProtoCola system. 
The predefined operators are listed and the differences between ProtoCola Prolog and 
Edinburgh Prolog are also given.
The Prolog syntax for ProtoCola is based upon the NIP syntax as described in 
Hutchings (1987). This known as the Edinburgh Prolog and is compatible with 
DEC-10 Prolog, the main differences being that Edinburgh Prolog can deal with 
floating point arithmetic and no distinction is made between compiled and interpreted 
code. Clocksin and Mellish, (1984), in their book use DEC-10 Prolog as their "core 
Prolog". The ProtoCola syntax, however, is not defined using the same notation as in 
the NIP manual, but in a form suitable for input to the Gener8 system.
Briefly, ; denotes the end of the rule.
The full syntax is :
program = sentence moresentences; 
moresentences = program,
sentence = clause
clause = goal optbody, directive sp body;
= denotes "is defined to be". 
" denotes a terminal token.
, denotes "or".
- denotes the empty rule.
optbody = sp sp body, -, grrule, "," slterm grrule;
grrule = sp sp grbody;
grbody = grgoals moregr;
moregr = junctive sp grbody,
grgoals = grgoal, " {" body "}
grgoal = grterm optexp, number restexp;
grterm = predicate, "(" grbody
directive =
body = goal moreb;
moreb = junctive sp body,
goal = term optexp, number restexp;
term = predicate, "(" body ")";
junctive =
predicate -  functor parameters, slterm, mop sp arg; 
slterm = list, string;
restexp = morexp, pop optexp; 
optexp = restexp, -; 
morexp = sp dop sp arg optexp;
arg = term, number;
parameters = "(" optparam ")", -; 
optparam = params, -; 
params = arg optexp moreparams; 
moreparams = sp params, -;
dop = [only predefined infix operators allowed] 
mop = [only predefined prefix operators allowed] 
pop = [only predefined postfix operators allowed]
list = "[" listexp "]"; 
listexp = sp, params restlist; 
restlist = T  afterbar, -;
functor -  lower alphas, variable, symbs, solo, quoted;
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variable = startvar alphas; 
startvar = upper,
number = integer restnum;
restnum = integer exponent, exponent;
exponent = e sgn integer, -;
e = "E", "e";
sgn = "+", -;
integer -  digit moredigits; 
moredigits = number,
symbs = symb moresymbs; 
moresymbs = symbs, -;
alphas = alpha alphas, 
alpha = lower, upper, digit,
string = """" strs 
strs = str morestr, 
morestr = strs, -; 
str = char, ......";
quoted =  qtes "m;
qtes = qte moreqte; 
moreqte = qtes, -; 
qte = char,
char = alpha, symb, solo, spcl,"";
upper = "A", "B", "Cn, "D”, "E", "F", "G", "H", "I", 
"T\ "K", "L", "M", "N”, "O", "PM, "Q", "R", 
"S", "T", "UM, "V", "W", "X", "Y", "Z";
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digit -  "1", "2", "3", "4", "5", "6", "7", "8", "9", "0";
symb = V ,  V ,  'V , "A",
ti^ ii 11*711 n(g)M n^ ,t flJjJff 11 ¿¿l! tlM1 l!#!t U M*
solo = T f, "%";
n/ti n\n ti 1 ti iirtt 11 in urn 11*111 11 if*sp c l— ) ,  1 y ( j  j > Li J i  i i
sp = ""  sp, 
program.
N otes:
1. The predefined operators will have the same syntax as that of a functor.
2. If a prefix operator appears before a bracketed expression then a space is 
needed to avoid ambiguity with a functor name. .
3. "program." defines the start symbol of the grammar to Gener8.
This syntax can be given as input to the Gener8 system and a parser of Prolog 
programs produced. The actual syntax used for ProtoCola is a cut down version of 
this, in that the syntax of grammar rules, real numbers and postfix operators is not 
included. Also, the parser in the translator, though based on the parser produced by the 
Gener8 system by running the following input syntax through it, has a lexical analyser 
added to it which recognises tokens and parses the input of a program as such rather 
than character by character. This use of a lexical analyser makes the parsing a lot 
quicker.
The Gener8 system was modified to produce just a parser including the lexical 
analyser and the appropiate calls to it given the Prolog syntax as the input grammar. 
The actual translator was developed from the 'core parser' so produced. Because of this 
the syntax given is fixed. Any changes to the syntax will require starting the whole 
process again. : v  y-i'. \  V- ;;
4.2 Syntax of Prolog Sentences as Tokens
sentence -  clause
clause = goal optbody, directive body;
optbody = body,
directive =
body = goals moreb; 
moreb = body, 
goals = goal moreg; 
moreg = "," goals, 
goal = term exp;
term = functor parameters, list, "string",
"number","(" goal ")", preop term;
- [ If the next char directly following is one o f "]" then ] 
: [ the token is recognised as a functor rather than a prefix operator ]
[ Cpreop'). ]
functor = "word", "var", "sign", "solo", "quote", "op";
[ Where "op" is a predfined operator and "word" ]
[ and "sign" are not otherwise operators ]
exp = infop goal, -;
parameters = "(" optparam ")", -; 
optparam = params, -; 
params = goal moreparams; 
moreparams = "," params, -;
infop = "infop"; 
preop = "preop";
[ Predefined infix operator. ] 
[ Predefined prefix operator. ]
list = "[" listexp 
listexp = params restlist, 
restlist = "1" afterbar, -; 
afterbar = "var", list;
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4.3 Syntax of Tokens as C haracter Strings 
Prolog Tokens 
A Prolog token can be :
1) quoted name
2) word
3) sign
4) solo
5) number
6) variable
7) string
8) punctuation
9) space
10) comment
11) V
Syntax
word = lower alphas;
sign = symb moresymbs; 
moresymbs = sign,
quote = qtes ; 
qtes = qte moreqte; 
moreqte = qtes, 
qte = ch a r , , ",m;
string = """" strs 
strs = str morestr; 
morestr = strs, 
str = char, m”, ,n"......;
starts with a small letter.
made up of symbol characters e x c e p t a n d
where the first two characters are not
i i  |  n  i i .  t t  
• 5 5 •
only integer numbers allowed, 
starts with a capital letter or
it fi
any one of T ,  T ,  T .  T >  T ,  "I",
any character with Ascii code <= 32.
/*. */ 
full-stop.
number = digit moredigits; 
moredigits = number,
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variable = startvar alphas; 
star tv ar = upper, 
alphas = alpha alphas, 
alpha = lower, upper, digit,
char = alpha, symb, solo, spcl;
[ Or, any Ascii character <= 32. ]
upper = "A", "B", "C", "D", "E", " F \ "G", "H", "I", "JM, "K”, "L", "M", 
"N", "O", "P", "Q", "R", "S", "T", "U", "V", "W", "X", "Y", "Z";
lower = "a", "bM, V \  "d", "e", " f ,  "g", "h", "i", "j"> "k", "I", V ,
"n", "o", "p", "q", V ,  V ,  "t", "u", "v", ”w", "x", "y", z";
digit = "1", "2", "3", "4", "5", "6", "7", "8", "9", "0";
symb = V ,  ’V , "A",
!!<pil 11^  II !,^ H n&!l ,|V|! ,f*n M fl*
solo — ";
spcl = T >  " I " , "[", T ,
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4.4 List of Predefined Operators
The following table gives all the predefined operators allowed in ProtoCola 
Prolog along with their precedences and associativities. This information is not built 
into the actual syntax as defined above since it is not easy, though not impossible, to do 
so using the Gener8 notation. All the necessary information regarding the precedences 
and associativities is stored in the actual translator. If the information is stored in the 
syntax definition the possibility of allowing the user to define his own operators in 
some later version of ProtoCola becomes more remote due to the work involved in 
modifying the syntax, and the consequent large changes in the translator.
The notation used to define the associativities is the same as that used by 
Clocksin And Mellish, [Clocksin,84].
For prefix :
fx - means that the precedence of the argument must be lower than the 
precedence of the operator.
fy - means that the precedence of the argument may be lower than or 
equal to the precedence of the operator.
For infix:
xfx - means that both the arguments of the operator must be of lower 
precedence than the operator itself.
xfy - means that the left-hand argument must be of lower precedence, 
the right-hand argument can be equal, i.e. the operator is right 
associative.
yfx - means that the right-hand argument must be of lower precedence, 
the left-hand argument can be equal, i.e. the operator is left 
associative.
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The table of predefined operators :
Operator Precedence Associativitv
not 900 fy
< 700 xfx
> 700 xfx
= < 700 xfx
> = 700 xfx
= 700 xfx
V 700 xfx
is 700 xfx
=:= 700 xfx
=\= 700 xfx
=  # # 700 xfx
= = 700 xfx
V = 700 xfx
@< 700 xfx
@> 700 xfx
@=< 700 xfx
@>= 700 xfx
+ 500 yfx & fx
- 500 yfx & fx
* 400 yfx
/ 400 yfx
div 400 yfx
mod 300 xfx
A 200 xfy
Omissions from this list of operators are and ,,.M. This is
because they are defined in their specific uses in the syntax given, and by defining them 
as operators ambiguity is introduced into the grammar. For example i f i s  defined as 
an infix operator then according to the ProtoCola syntax the rule a b. for some rule 
head a and some fact b can be parsed either by accepting as the connective between 
the rule head and the rule body, which is what is wanted, or by parsing as an infix 
operator, in which case would have to be taken as the user trying to add a further 
definition to the already defined operator, i.e. it would be parsed as the fact 
:-(a,b)., which is not the correct behaviour required.
4.5 Differences Between NIP Prolog Syntax and ProtoCola Prolog 
Syntax
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The syntax for NIP Prolog is outlined in the manual, Hutchings (1987)
pp67-72. The main differences between the two grammars consist of what has been left
out of the ProtoCola syntax.
1) Grammar rules (as defined by —>) are not included.
2) The production 'file-list' of the rule 'directive' in the NIP syntax is not in the
ProtoCola syntax since it is a shorthand form for consulting files.
3) The syntax for postfix operators is left out of the ProtoCola syntax.
4) The notion of precedence or associativity of operators is not built into the ProtoCola
syntax as it is in the NIP syntax. In ProtoCola this is dealt with in the actual parser 
part of the translator.
5) The solo character % as an operator is not included in ProtoCola.
6) Only Integers are included in the ProtoCola syntax, i.e. no real numbers are defined 
in the grammar.
7) The operators and are defined in their specific roles in
ProtoCola. They are not considered as general infix or prefix operators as NIP 
does.
8) Bracketed goals are not allowed in the ProtoCola syntax. For example the rule a 
b, (c;d). is not valid syntax, but the rule a b, c; d. is. This is not actually a 
limitation since the user can define new rules to replace any bracketed goals using 
the disjunctive. Note that bracketed expressions involving arithmetic operators 
are allowed though.
Chapter 5
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The Pascal Translation
5.1 Parameterless Prolog Programs
5.1.1 Rules
The method that I propose to use is one of continuations. In the sense that they 
are being used here, a continuation can be described as a procedure which is passed as 
a parameter to a procedure or function at some stage in the context of the recently 
completed part. Knott, [Knott,83], gives more detail about this.
The advantage of using continuations is that the control flow of Prolog can be 
easily mimiced by their use, and according to Hennel, [Hennel,79], they do not appear 
to degrade the run-time performance of the code.
To describe how this works the following example is going to be used, 
showing the translation of some Prolog procedures to Pascal procedures. It will be seen 
that by using continuations the control flow of Prolog can be directly implemented in 
the control flow of the Pascal program. The program describes a garage fitting a new 
part for an engine and tuning the engine. The actual naming of the Pascal procedures by 
the translator is described in the next chapter; for this chapter the procedures are named 
after their Prolog names.
The Prolog program is :
mend getpart, fit, tune, 
m e n d f i x .  
getpartgotpart. 
getpartbuypart. 
getpartsendpart. 
f i t t o o l s ,  
tu n e to o l s .
buypartavailable, money.
tools.
money.
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with the query '?- mend.'
Consider the first clause mend. With the query given, the first sub-goal called 
is getpart. If this succeeds then the next sub-goal that needs to be called is fit, and 
then finally tune. The following Pascal code for mend and getpart will produce the 
actions required.
Procedure mend(Procedure rest);
Procedure mendl;
Procedure terml;
Procedure term2;
Begin tune(rest) End;
Begin fit(term2) End;
Begin getpart(terml) End;
Begin
mendl;
End;
Procedure getpart(Procedure rest);
Begin gotpart(rest) End;
The problem is that a successful call of getpart may be found which later on is 
not needed, (for example, if it fails), so there is a need to keep backtracking until all 
three subgoals getpart, fit and tune succeed, in which case mend succeeds. The 
need to be able to undo the effect of calls in the backtracking is performed automatically 
by continuations.
The procedure 'rest' is the continuation procedure and contains information 
about any work that needs to be done once the appropriate statements in the procedure 
'gotpart' have been executed. For example in the procedure 'getpart' the continuation 
will contain information that the procedure 'terml' still needs to be executed if the goal 
gotpart is successful when called from mend. The procedure 'terml' contains calls to 
'fit' and 'tune' and thus each of the sub-goals of mend will be tried in the correct
order. The initial call of the procedure 'mend' is passed the procedure which will be 
executed only in the case of the query being successful. This procedure is called 
'endpro1 about which more will be said later.
In the Prolog program no clause responds to the goal gotpart and on this 
failure Prolog backtracks. In Pascal the procedure 'gotpart' has to be declared, and this 
is done in a way that ensures that the Pascal code will 'backtrack'. The procedure is :
Procedure gotpart(Procedure rest);
Begin
End;
The procedure does nothing and control passes back to the next statement after 
the one calling 'gotpart', thus ensuring that the continuation procedure 'rest' is not 
called. In the code shown so far, control will return to the statement after the one calling 
the procedure 'mend', ensuring that the procedures 'fit' and 'tune' will not be called 
which is exactly the behaviour required. However there are three clauses that respond 
to the goal getpart, (and two for the goal mend), and on gotpart failing the 
procedures for the second clause responding to the goal getpart, should be called. The 
Pascal procedures 'getpart' and 'mend' can be modified to do this.
'getpart' becomes : : ^
Procedure getpart(Procedure rest);
Begin
gotpart(rest);
buypart(rest);
sendpart(rest);
End;
When 'gotpart' fails the next statement to be executed will be 'buypart', the 
second clause responding to the goal getpart.
Similar code can be written for all the procedures of the Prolog program. Thus 
the main part of the procedure 'mend' will b e :
Begin •• ...
mendl; 
mend2;
End; ■-*
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5.1.2 Facts
So far rules in the program, and facts that in the context of the program are 
false, have been translated to some Pascal code which correctly simulates Prolog. Facts 
that are true in the context of the program need to be translated to slightly different 
code. A fact such as money is true and, if called, always succeeds with Prolog then 
trying to satisfy any remaining goals. This action can be simulated simply in the Pascal 
code. The procedure for money will be :
Generalising then, given the following (Parameterless) Prolog program :
the following set of Pascal procedures can be produced :
Procedure head(Procedure rest);
Procedure headl;
Procedure termi;
Procedure term2;
Procedure money (Procedure rest); 
Begin
rest
End;
head goali, goal2, ..., goaln. 
goalx •- altxl» a^x2> •••> a^xm-
a l t Xy .
/* X = l,2,...,n */
/* X = l,2 ,...,n  y = 1,3,5,...,m */
Procedure termn_i; 
Begin goaln(rest) End;
Begin goal3(term3) End; 
Begin goal2(term2) End; 
Begin goali(terml) End;
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Begin
headl;
End;
Procedure goalx(Procedure rest);
Procedure goalxl;
Begin altx i End;
Procedure goalx2;
Begin altx2 End;
Procedure goalxm;
Begin altxm End;
Begin
goalx l;
goalx2;
goalxm;
End;
Procedure altXy(Procedure rest); /* y = l,3,5,...,m */
Begin rest End;
Procedure altxz(Procedure rest); /* z = 2 , 4 , 6 , * /
Begin End; . *
Eventually if the query is successful 'rest' will only contain the call to 'endpro'.
This procedure needs to tell the user that the answer to the query is 'Yes'. It could thus 
be written simply:
Procedure endpro;
Begin
Writeln(Yes')
End;
However on completing this procedure control backtracks to the last procedure 
in which there is still a statement to be executed, i.e. the last point where more than one 
clause responded to a goal and not all of them have been tried. In the example 'mend' 
program with the query '?- mend.' this will be in the Pascal procedure 'mend' and the 
statement 'mend2 ' will be executed giving the users a second Yes'.
This is not conventional Prolog behaviour; traditionally, if no parameters are 
involved in the main goal, the success or failure only is reported, and, if parameters are 
involved, then each parameter is reported for successes under the user's interactive 
control. So, after the first successful conclusion of the query, backtracking needs to be 
prevented. The simplest way to do this is to use a 'goto' statement back to the main 
top-level code which ask the user for the main goals (queries). Alternatively flags could 
be set in each procedure but this leaves the program unclear.
'endpro' then becomes:
Procedure endpro;
Begin
Writeln(Yes');
Goto 1
End;
The first procedure call is the one corresponding to the query by the user. 
Backtracking on failure will cause the next statement after the call of this first procedure 
to be executed. In the example program, a query such as '?- gotpart' will fail. Such a 
failure will mean that the next statement to be executed should indicate this to the user.
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The following Pascal code will do this :
Begin
clausecall;
WriteONo')
1:
(* call the appropriate procedure *) 
(* only executed if the goal fails *) 
(* the goto label *)
End;
Note how continuations mean that the label is "in scope" and simple stack 
unwinding (as provided by the compiler on procedure exits) is a fast and efficient way 
to reset the stack enviroment to the top-level query loop.
5.2 Introducing Parameters
5.2.1 Representing Prolog Terms in the Pascal
5.2.1.1 Introduction
The next step is to introduce parameters to the Prolog predicates. These 
parameters can either be constants, variables or functors. A list is considered as just a 
special form of functor as are expressions containing infix or prefix operators.
It will be seen that these types of parameters can be represented fairly simply in 
the Pascal code using the Pascal data type records in an array, or with pointers and 
linked lists. Variables present a difficulty due to the fact that a variable can be 
instantiated not only to a constant or a functor, but also to other variables. Because of 
this unification problem the representation of a variable in Pascal requires slightly more 
work than would perhaps be initially expected.
s
5.2.1.2 Pascal Data Structures for Prolog Terms
Any term in Prolog can be represented as a tree, with the name of a functor at 
the head of the tree and its arguments at the nodes of its branches. These arguments 
may be functors themselves and will form a subtree of the same type or a graph if an 
argument of a functor is in fact set to the functor itself. Constants and variables will 
have no branches. ' •
If such a tree is now * ficn-H^ed'1 then all the information contained in it can be 
represented as a linear list. A node will then have only one branch, and the information
stored at the node will be the name of the functor and its arity (the number of arguments 
it has). The node at the end of its branch will be its first argument (which itself will be a 
list of the same type with its last branch going to the next argument of the original 
functor).
Thus a constant, variable and functor can be represented in the following w ay:
constant, e.g. 'andy' will be [andy,0]
variable, e.g. 'X' will be [X,0]
functor, e.g. ’date(day(wed,N),jan,Y)' will be
[[date,3], [day ,2] ,[wed,0], [N,0] ,[j an,0], [ Y ,0]]
Here the information inside the square brackets is the information stored at a 
node and the branch is denoted by the immediately following square brackets. A 
variable and a constant are distinguished by looking at the first letter of the name. A 
capital letter or the underline, ('_') character denotes a variable, otherwise it is taken to 
be a constant name. This representation is used in the next section to explain 
unification, for which purpose it is found to be inadequate, and a modified form is used 
as an internal ProtoCola representation.
Using this representation for a Prolog term means that an array of records or a 
linked list of records will adequately represent the term in Pascal, where a record will 
contain the. information stored at a node and an index into the array or a pointer to 
another record of like type will represent the branches. At the moment a global array of 
records is used in the representation and space for variables local to a procedure 
allocated in this array: why local arrays are not used within the procedures (thus 
exploiting the minimal scoping provided by the continuations) is discussed later. The 
question of whether to use such a global array (which is basically o global s-k^ )  as 
opposed to the actual system heap is discussed later.
An actual Pascal record to hold the necessary information is :
termrec = Record
offset, length: Integer;
. arity: Integer;
/ ■ 4 . .' args: Integer V: “• *
' ..y' End; « ---.v
where the 'offset' and 'length' fields are indexes into an array of characters
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holding the name of the term, and the 'args' field is an index into a global array of 
records of like type holding the argument of the Prolog term; for a constant or variable 
this field will be set to 0.
5.2.1.3 Data S tructures tha t  are Unifiable
Unification algorithms are commonly based on Robinson's Algorithm, 
[Robinson,65]..Sterling and Shapiro describe a 'unifier' of two terms as a substitution 
of two terms making the terms identical and a unification algorithm as computing the 
most general unifier of two terms if it exists and failing otherwise where the most 
general unifier of two terms is the unifier such that the asssociated common instance is 
most general and that a common instance of two terms is such that substitutions exist 
for the two terms to make them both equal to the common instance. [Sterling,86],
To quote the example of Sterling and Shapiro; append([l,2,3],[3,4],List) 
and a p p en d ([X |X s],Y s,[X |Z s]) unify. A unifying substitution is (X = l ,  
Xs=[2,3], Ys=[3,4], L ist= [l|Z s]}. Their common instance, determined by this 
unifying substitution, is append([l,2,3],[3,4],[l|Z s]), [Sterling,86].
How this description of unification is implemented in Pascal is now examined.
A Pascal data structure representing any Prolog term will consist of at least one 
record (or more if a functor is being represented). This present structure, however, is 
inadequate in that unifying two such arbitrary structures representing two arbitrary 
Prolog terms causes problems as will now be described.
Given any two arbitrary Prolog terms represented in the above way then the 
unification of the two can be achieved by comparing the two terms sequentially record 
by record, making appropriate assignments to variable terms to replicate instantiation, 
and if both records represent constants then continuing only if they have the same name 
and arity.
In the example on page 41 'andy' could be unified with the variable 'X' by 
replacing the name in the record structure representing 'X' with 'andy' (i.e. copying the 
appropriate offset and length). However there are two problems with the treatment of 
variables in this way.
1. Variables may need to be instantiated to terms held in structures greater than 
one record long (i.e. functors). For example, suppose the functor
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f(a ,g (b ,c ),d ) is to be unified with f(X ,Y ,d ). X will need to be 
instantiated to a and Y to g(b,c). The first functor can be represented as 
[ [ f ,3 ] , [ a , 0] , [ g , 2] , [ b , 0] , [ c , 0] , [ d ,0]] and the second  as 
[[f,3],[X,0],[Y,0],[d,0]]. The unification of the first two records in each 
structure presents no problem and the second functor becomes 
[[f,3][a,0][Y,0][d,0]]. However when the next records are unified it is 
necessary to try to unify one record [Y,0] with a structure three records 
long. Clearly, simple copying of offset and length is not adequate. One way 
round this is to insert the structure representing whatever new value the 
variable is to take in place of the original variable. Thus the second functor 
will become [[f,3][a,0][g,2][b,0][c,0][d,0]] with the last terms in each 
functor unifying with no problem. However this solution does not 
particularly help with the second problem.
2. Two or more records in one structure may represent the same variable. For 
example in the rule append([A|B],C,[A|D]) there will be two
records to represent the variable A. The rule head has three terms: 
[[list,2][A,0][B,0]], [C,0] and [[list,2][A,0][D,0]]. Any instantiation of the 
first or second A must ensure that the other A also takes the same 
instantiation. In the above scheme this will require searching through all the 
Pascal structures currently in scope to find all the repeated occurrences of a 
variable being instantiated which is time consuming.
One solution to this problem is to ensure that whenever two such 
functors are constructed then the records which represent the A's are 
actually the same record. This however raises problems with the 'args' field 
since the two A's will have a different ’args’ field which is clearly 
impossible in just one record.
Both of these problems can be solved by adding a further field to the record 
type representing a term, called the ’link' field. This will be an index into the global 
array like the ’args’ index is and will be used in the case of a record representing a 
variable to point to whatever record is representing the instantiation of the variable, be it 
a constant, functor or another variable. If it is linked to another variable then this 
variable may also be linked to some other term and a chain of links may be formed with 
each of the variables being instantiated to the end record of the chain.
The advantages of such a 'link* index are that no copying or inserting of records 
will have to be done in the array when the variable is instantiated, and, in the case of the
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second problem above, where two records represent the same variable, the 'link' field 
of one can be set to point to the other record. When one of the records is instantiated all 
that needs to be done is to follow its 'link* index (which may be a chain of such indexes 
where variables have been instantiated to other variables), to the last record, the 'link' 
index of which will be 0, and to set the 'link' field of this record to point to the 
instantiation. Thus to ascertain the actual value of a variable the ’link' index is followed 
to the end of the chain and the value of the last record in the chain is the value of the 
variable.
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Using the example append([A |B],C ,[A |D ]) append(B ,C ,D ). In the
Pascal code the structures representing [A|B] and [A|D] have to be constructed within 
the code. The structures when constructed will look like :
1 2 3 4 5 6
name: list A B list A D
arity: 2 0 0 2 0 0
args: 2 3 0 5 6 0
link: 0 0 0 0 2 0
Here each column represents a record in Pascal in the following way, for 
example, for column 5 :
5 - represents the position of the record in the array.
A - the name of the Prolog term represented by the record.
0 - the arity of the Prolog term.
6 - the 'args1 field, in this case the next 'args' in the structure is position 6. 
2 - the ’link’ field showing here that the variable in 5 is instantiated to what
is in 2.
Thus the list [A|B] starts at column 1 while the list [A|D] starts at column 4.
Ideally the two A's should be represented by the same record but, as said 
before, this causes problems with the 'args* field. If however an extra (dummy) record 
for variables is introduced with its ’link’ indexing the actual record holding the variable
then the two A's can then be represented as the same record; as seen below.
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1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
name: A B D list Link Link list Link Link
arity: 0 0 0 2 0 0 2 0 0
args: 0 0 0 5 6 0 8 9 0
link: 0 0 0 0 1 2 0 1 3
This time [A|B] starts at column 4 and [A|D] starts at column 7.
Another advantage for this type of scheme other than the one mentioned above 
is that a general construction procedure can now be written to construct such structures 
without being concerned about whether a variable which is part of the structure is 
already being used in another structure currently in scope as well, and having to set a 
link accordingly by, for example, searching through any other structures that are in 
scope. There is also the advantage in that variables used in functors can be accessed 
directly where they are used elsewhere not in the context of the functor. For example, 
B and D are used in the goal append(B,C,D). This is a true representation of the
variable, since the 'args' field is not set. ..... .......
This modification for representing variables also has advantages in proving that 
the unification procedure (to be discussed) behaves conventionally for any type of 
structures that it has to deal with.
There are three immediate problems:
1. Actually unifying terms in the Pascal code.
2. Changing the Pascal procedures to deal with parametrised Prolog 
predicates.
3. Whether to use the heap or a global array to store the terms in the translated 
program.
and these are now discussed in turn.
5 ,2,2 Unification in Pascal
Knowing that Prolog terms can be represented in the form just discussed a
* 'kU '^aU W cWisksd vt\iSs ex oAtcttK- ¥*
Pascal procedure is now needed which will unify two such arbitrary terms, i.e. will 
find and preform substitutions such that the most general unifier of the two arbitrary 
terms is found. Most algorithms used are variants of Robinson's Algorithm which 
based on [Hogger,84] can be described in the following way:
1 (a) if either term is a variable occuring in the other than the algorithm fails; 
(b) if either term is a variable not occuring in the other then the latter is
instantiated to the former,
2 (a) if either term is a constant and the other is either a different constant or a
functor then the algorithm fails;
(b) if both terms are constants and are equal to each other then the algorithm
succeeds;
3 (a) if  the terms are functors having different functor names then the
algorithm fails;
(b) if the terms are functors having the same functor name then the
algorithm succeeds if the arguments of the functors also all unify.
The Pascal procedure shown in figure 5.2.2.1 will unify two arbitrary 
structures representing two Prolog terms, 'tmk' is the name of the global array used to 
hold the 'termrec's. The procedure will deal with all of the above cases except 1(a). No 
check (commonly known as the "occurs check") is made as to whether one term is a 
variable occuring in the other and the algorithm succeeds. In the following it is assumed 
that no attempt is made to instantiate a term with a structure already containing that 
term.
Procedure unify(U,V: Integer, Procedure Rest);
Var X, Y : Integer; 
o k : Boolean;
Procedure continue;
Begin
If (tmk[U].args o  0) And (tmk[V].args <> 0)
And (X o U ) And (Y o V ) And (U o V )
 7 --------  Then unify(tmk[U]-args,tmk[V].args,Rest)
 8--------  Else Rest
End;
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Begin
X := lookup(U); Y := lookup(V); 
ok := True;
I f X o Y
 1----- Then Begin
If emptm(Y)
 9--------- Then tmk[Y].link := X
Else
If emptm(X)
1 0 ----------- Then tmk[X].link := Y
 2-------------  Else ok := equal(X,Y)
£«acJ ;
If ok 
3 —  Then
If (X o Y ) And (tmk[X].args <> Nil) And (tmk[Y].args <> Nil)
 5-------- Then unify(tmk[X].args,tmk[Y].args,continue)
 6-------- Else continue;
4 -— { E lse; }
t m k [ X ] . l i n k 0; 
tmk[Y].link:=0 
End;
Figure 5.2.2.1. The unification Procedure
In figure 5.2.2.1 notice that statement 9 or 10 is the code that actually performs 
the instantiation of a Prolog variable. If a representation of Prolog terms is used which 
does not use the dummy record for variables already described then this part of the code 
would not be as simple as it is now for the case of instantiating a variable with a 
functor.
The function lookup', shown below is passed an index to a record in the global 
array and follows the chain of link indexes starting at this record; i.e. it finds whatever 
record the term is instantiated to.
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lookup' is defined as :
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Function lookup(t:Integer):Integer;
Begin
While tmk[t].link <> 0 Do t := tmk[t].link; 
lookup := t 
End;
The function 'equal' is passed two indexes to two terms and returns the value 
'True' if they have the same name and arity, otherwise it returns 'False'. At the end of 
the procedure the 'link's of ’X' and 'Y' are set to their original value of 'O'. This 
occurs on backtracking and 'undoes' any instantiation that may have taken place.
5.2.3 Proving the C orrect Behaviour of the Unification Procedure
To show that the unification procedure does behave as it is expected, all 
possible combinations of input structures to the unify procedure will be looked at and 
the behaviour of unify examined for each combination.
5.2,3.1 S tructure  Types
The first thing to determine is what possible forms of different structures there 
are, and then to decide what combinations of these structures are possible inputs to the 
procedure, before actually looking at the behaviour of 'unify'.
It will be seen that there are 9 different types of structure that will actually exist 
within the Pascal program. These are:
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A1 A2 B1 B2con var var var
'con' stands for a constant name, 'var' stands for a variable name and 'fun' 
stands for a record representing a functor name. The arrows across represent the 'args' 
index and the arrows down the chain (one or more links) of 'link' indexes. The bold 
arrows leading to nothing indicate that there is more of the structure, (the instantiation 
of the 'args' of the functor), to follow while the dashed arrows pointing to nothing 
indicate that there may or may not be more 'args' of the functor to follow.
The above set of structures arise from following a set of rules which are 
followed in the coding of the translator. They are:
1. A 'con' record will always have its 'args' and 'link' field set to 0. In the 
diagrammatic representation it will always appear as :
con
2, A 'fun' record will always have its 'link' field set to 0 and its 'args' field set to a
non zero positive value. The 'args' index will also always point to a 'var' record, 
(the dummy record). It will thus always appear as :
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3. A 'var' record is more flexible. The only time its ’args’ index can be other than 0 
though is when it forms the dummy record as part of the functor structure. In this 
case then its ’link' index must be > 0. Apart from this case the 'var' record will 
always have its 'args' index set to 0, with its 'link' index >= 0. Thus it will always 
appear as one o f :
The 9 structures given as possible input to the 'unify' procedure are the only 
ones that can be built up from the 4 basic structures just described and by following the 
rules given will be the only ones to appear in a translated program. From these 9 
structures U,V,X and Y in the 'unify' procedure can be determined.
5.2.3.2 Combination of Structure Tm es
Now that all the possible types of input of U or V to 'unify' are known, all the 
possible combinations of U and V can be looked at. This gives a maximum of 81 
combinations some of which can be dismissed for the following reasons.
The first thing to note is that structures D and F can only exist within a functor 
representation created by the construction procedure. In the Pascal code the access of a 
functor and its arguments is either by accessing the whole functor, or by each argument 
individually by instantiating a different variable to the individual argument structure. 
Structures D and F will never be handled directly by the Pascal procedures translated 
from the Prolog predicates, they will arise only as a result of the unify procedure 
passing them as terms to itself as it attempts to unify a functor within another functor, 
(or a variable). This means that D and F will never be unified with any of A, B, C or E,
only with D or F. Using this information 18 combinations of this type need not be 
examined.
The second thing to note is that on examining 'unify' it is seen that the only time 
it matters which way round a combination is input to 'unify' is when both the resulting 
X and Y are variables, in which case the action of 'unify' is to set the 'link' index of Y 
to X; otherwise the action of 'unify' is the same no matter which way round X and Y 
are. This means that, for example if X is a 'con' record and Y a 'var' record then 
examining the action of 'unify' for this combination of X and Y will also show us the 
action if X is a 'var' record and Y a 'con' record. This cuts out a large number of 
combinations of U and V that need to be considered, leaving a total of 28 as shown in 
table 5.2.3.2.1 below.
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X A1 A2 B1 B2 C D1 D2 E F
A1 ✓ ✓ ✓ ✓ y
A2 y ✓ y
B1 ✓ y
B2 y i / y
C y
D1 y ✓
D2
E
F
Table 5.2.3.2.1 - the combinations of U and V which need to be considered
Now that all the possible combinations of input to 'unify' are known the action 
of the procedure can be examined for each combination and shown to behave as 
expected. In figure 5.2.2.1 the procedure 'unify' has its statements numbered. In the 
following for each combination of U and V the path taken through the code is shown 
by indicating which statements are used.
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X A1 A2 B1 B2 C D1 D2 E F code
A1 a;b c a;b c b b a = 1,2,3,6,8
A2 c d c d d b = 1,2,4
B1 a;b c b b c =  1,9,3,6,8
B2 c c d d d = 1,10,3,6,8
C e e e = 1,2,3,5,8
D1 f g b f = 1,2,3,6,7
D2 g h g = 1,9,3,6,7
E 'or'} e h = 1,10,3,6,7
F i;b i = 1,2,3,5,7
Table 5.2.3.2.2 - the behaviour of the procedure 'unify’
The tests 'U = V' and 'X = Y' are included in the 'unify' Code in order to avoid 
unnecessarily recursively calling 'unify'; and in the case of 'X <> Y' to avoid linking a 
variable to itself thereby creating a loop. If this occurs in any of the combinations then 
the statement 9 or 10 will not be executed and in the case of combinations where X and 
Y are functors or part of functors then statement 6 will be executed rather than statement 
5. The tests 'X <> U' and 'Y <> V' ensure that the call to unify in statement 7 only 
takes place if X and Y are both distinct from U and V. Where there is a further 
recursive call to 'unify' then the original call of 'unify' will only succeed if this further 
call succeeds. It can be seen from this that the behaviour of 'unify' simulates that of 
Prolog unification. Simply pu t :
A constant unified with a constant only succeeds if the constants are the same.
A constant unified with a variable causes the instantiation of the variable to the 
constant.
A constant unified with a functor fails.
A variable unified with a variable causes the instantiation of the 2nd variable to 
the 1st.
A variable unified with a functor causes the instantiation of the variable to the 
functor.
A functor unified with a functor succeeds if the names of the functors unify 
successfully and if the arguments of the functors also unify successfully.
S.2.3.3 Termination and Circular Links
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One of the important tests in the 'unify* code is the test 'If X <> Y* before the 
setting of the X or Y to 'link* to the other one. This prevents a loop being formed in a 
chain of link indexes and then causing the function 'lookup* to go into a 
non-terminating loop. This can be proved :
A loop in a chain of one or more links can only form as a result of the end index 
of the chain being set to index the same place as one of the existing indexes in the same 
chain.
Call the last record's index in a chain Y and call any record's index in the same 
chain U. To form a loop the 'link' of V has to be set to index the same place as the U 
'link' index. Let X = 'lookup(U)' and Y = 'lookup(V)'. Since V is the last index in the 
chain Y = V, and also X = U independent of where U is in the chain.Thus because X = 
Y, then the link' field of the record indexed by Y will not be set to index the same 
place as X (the instantiation of U). Thus no loop in a chain of links can be formed.
In concluding this section on unification it can be seen that as long as the rules 
given for forming structures representing Prolog structures are followed in the 
translator, then the procedure 'unify' will behave correctly. Any Pascal code to 
represent built-in Prolog predicates will also have to obey these rules.
One thing that the user needs to be wary of is the case where a variable term is 
unified with a structure already containing that term. Some implementations have an 
occur check to spot this and to deal with it. ProtoCola does not.
Currently when attempting to unify a variable term with a structure in which it 
already occurs the 'unify' procedure succeeds with the 'link' field of the term being set 
to index the structure containing the term. Any further attempt to instantiate the variable 
term will fail (as it should) unless it is an attempt to instantiate it to the same structure 
in which case the procedure will go into a loop as it repeatedly recursively calls itself in 
an attempt to unify the arguments of the structures. An infinite loop will also occur if a 
variable term has been unified to a structure containing the same term if the program 
attempts to report the instantiation to the user once the query has been successfully 
answered.
A lot of implementations do not implement an occur check since its use is 
expensive in terms of time since to incorporate the check in the unification procedure 
each argument of a predicate passed to the procedure would need to be examined.
5.2.4 Pascal and Parameterised Prolog Predicates
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Given the unification procedure it is now possible to change the Pascal 
procedures representing Prolog predicates to include simple terms i.e. Prolog constants 
and variables. There are two stages :
a) Add the appropriate parameters to the procedures as Pascal variables of type 
Integer. Parameters local to the Prolog rule, i.e. that do not appear in the head of the 
rule, can be declared locally within the Pascal procedures and parameters passed in 
the head of a Prolog rule can be declared in the Pascal procedure head. The 
parameters declared within the Pascal procedure index space in the global array of 
'termrec's, ('tmk'), or if using pointers with 'termrec's then they use heap space in 
order that the 'link' fields of the records may be set correctly by, for example, the 
'unify1 procedure and also accessed by, amongst others, the 'lookup' functions and 
the procedures that report the results back to the user. This space needs to be 
claimed and at the end of the procedure reclaimed for further use on backtracking.
b) Add the appropriate calls to the 'unify' procedure, and also to the other procedures 
representing whatever goals need to be satisfied in order for the whole rule to 
succeed.
5.2.4.1 C onstants and Variables
An example Prolog program describing the family relationship of uncle will be 
used to illustrate these points for Prolog constants and variables and is defined a s :
"U is the uncle of N if P is a parent of N and a brother of U"
"charles has two sons, william and henry"
"charles has two brothers, edward and andy"
which in Prolog can be written:
uncle(U,N) parent(P,N), brother(U,P). 
parent(charles,william). 
parent(charles,henry), 
brother (edward, charles). 
brother(andy,charles).
As in the case of predicates without parameters each of the predicates of the 
Prolog program will translate to equivalent Pascal procedures. Notice that the term P 
does not appear in the head of the clause which it is in. This and others like it will be 
called local variables or local parameters.
Constants are declared globally in records in the global array, but for the 
purposes of this illustration will be declared locally as 'Const'. The Pascal code to 
follow shows the translation of the above Prolog program.
Const charlesindex = 1; williamindex = 2; henryindex = 3;
Procedure parent(Var VI,V2 : Integer; Procedure rest);
Procedure parenti;
Procedure termi;
Begin u n i f y (  vvi>u 
Begin unify( v i t -v^ rwvi )
Procedure parent2;
Procedure termi;
Begin unify( henry rest )
Begin unifyU W W ^cte* , b~cC
Begin
parenti;
parent2;
End;
(* and similarly for the brother predicate *)
Procedure uncle(Var V i,V2 : Integer; Procedure rest);
VarU,N : Integer;
Procedure uncle 1;
VarP : Integer;
Procedure termi;
Begin brother(U,P,rest) End;
Begin init(P); parent(P,N,termi); rep(P) End;
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Procedure match;
Procedure termi;
Procedure term2;
Begin uncle 1 End;
Begin unify(N,V2,term2) End;
Begin unify(U,VI,termi) End;
Begin
init(U); init(N); 
match;
rep(U); rep(N);
End;
The procedure 'match' will appear in each Pascal procedure for a Prolog rule 
and unifies the local parameters declared within the procedure with the parameters 
passed in the head of the procedure. The procedure ’init* allocates space in the ’tmk' 
array for a record indexed by that passed to the procedure, while the procedure ’rep' 
reclaims this space once it is no longer needed. They are the following and are given in 
terms of using indexes to an array rather than pointers to the heap.
Procedure init(Var t : Integer);
Begin
If topt +1 > tmkstore 
Then halt 
Else Begin
topt := top t+1; 
t := topt; 
clear(t)
End;
End;
Procedure rep(Var t : Integer);
Begin
topt := topt - (tmk[t].arity+l)
End;
The procedure ’clear' sets all the fields of the record indexed by that passed to it
to 'O'. This method of simply decreasing 'topt' by 1 to replace the space used by a term 
depends on their being corresponding calls of ’rep’ to every call of 'init' to ensure that 
once backtraking is finished in a goal the value of ’topt' is the same as when the goal 
was first invoked 'rep' ensures that all the argument records of a functor are also made 
available by checking the arity of't' since these records are initialised in the procedure 
'add’ (to be discussed) in which no continuation procedure is called to continue 
answering the query and therefore in which no call to 'rep' can be placed.
Another array of integers is used to hold the indexes into the 'tmk' array where 
the variable terms of the query are stored. These are the indexes consulted by the 
procedure 'endpro' to report the result of the query to the user.
Using these procedures and appropriately altering the procedure 'endpro' to 
deal with variables the following responses will be obtained from a run of the program 
with the query ?- uncle(A,B)- *
B = william 
A = edward 
More?
B = william 
A = andy 
More?
B = henry 
A = edward 
More?
B = henry 
A = andy 
More?
No further solutions
5 .2.4.2 F u n c to rs
Dealing with functors requires more work. Construction procedures called 
'cons' and 'add' are needed to build up the type of structure required to represent a 
functor term. They need to be general procedures in that they have to able to construct 
functors of any arity.
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They a re :
Procedure cons(c,a,b •; );
Begin
tmk[t] .offset := tmk[c].offset; 
tmk[t].length := tmk[c].length; 
tmk[t].arity := a;
End;
Procedure add(t:Integer; arg:Integer);
Var a ,h : Integer;
Begin 
a := t;
While tmk[a].arg <> 0 Do a := tmk[a].arg; 
init(h);
tmk[a].arg := h; 
tmk[h].link := arg
End;
In the above 'cons' procedure 'c' is an index to a structure holding a constant, 
which is to be the name of the functor, 'a' is the arity of the functor, 't* is the index to 
the structure representing the new functor formed.
The procedure 'add' will add on one argument to the functor. Thus for a functor 
of arity n, 'add' will have to be called n times.
Because of the frequent construction of list structures another procedure called 
'conl' is used to construct this functor, which simply consists of two calls to 'add' for 
each argument of the functor and a call to the functor 'cons' to set the name of the 
structure to be the list functor.
With these procedures for constructing a structure, Pascal code can be written 
for a general Prolog predicate, where all the terms involved are either constants, 
functors or variables.
Thus the Prolog predicate:
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append([],X,X).
append([AIB],C,[AID])append(B,C,D).
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can be translated to :
Procedure append(Var V1,V2,V3 : Integer; Procedure rest);
Procedure appendi;
Var X : Integer;
Procedure match;
Procedure termi;
Procedure term2;
Begin unify(X,V3,rest) End;
Begin unify(X,V2,temi2) End;
Begin unify(2,VI,termi) End; (* 2 indexes 0 *)
n V rfc C ^ O  / 'Tv>c\h_l\ /  C x ) /  I—acT,
Procedure append2;
Var A,B,D : Integer;
Procedure append2Al;
Begin append(B,V2,D,rest) End;
Procedure match;
Var Ll:Integer;
Procedure termi;
Var L2 : Integer;
Procedure term2;
Begin append2Al End;
Begin init(L2); add(L2,A); add(L2,D); cons(l,2,L2);
unify(L2,V3,term-2,); rep(L2) End; (* 1 indexes ’list' *) 
Begin init(Ll); add(Ll,A); add(Ll,B); cons(l,2,Ll); 
unify(Ll,VI,termi); rep(Ll) End;
Begin
init(A); init(B); init(D); 
match;
rep(A); rep(B); rep(D)
End;
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Begin
appendl;
append2
End;
Notice here that in the procedure 'append2' *V2' is not unified with the Pascal 
local variable 'C\ Indeed there is no need even to declare the Pascal variable 'C  since 
'C' is a variable (which may or may not be instantiated) in the Prolog code, and is not 
part of a functor, and will therefore be the true representation of C. Calling 
'unify(C,V2,...)’ will merely set the 'link' of the record indexed by ’C  to ’V2', so 
'V2' may as well be used directly in the call 'append(B,V2,D,rest)‘.
This is quite general: 'unify' only needs to be called in the procedure 'match'
o r  c~v\ts p
when the parameter in the Prolog rule head is a constant or functor* In the previous 
uncle example the calls unifying TJ’ with 'V I and 'N' with 'V2' were unnecessary, 
fV l' and 'V2' for 'U' and 'N' could have been passed in the calls to the procedures 
corresponding to brother and parent.
5,2.5 Reporting the Result of a Query
The procedure 'endpro' has to be changed to write out the value of whatever the 
variables in a query have been instantiated to, and also to prompt the user 'More?' if 
there are more solutions or to say 'No more solutions' if there are no more.
The code for 'endpro'
Procedure endpro;
Vari : Integer; 
eh : Char,
Begin
If vare = 0 (* there are no variables in the query *)
Then Begin
Writeln('Yes');
Goto 1 
End
Else Begin
For i := 1 To *** Do wpro(vmk[i]);
*** js the aj-ity 0f  ^ 0 qUery *)
WriteC’More? ’);
Read(ch);
If eh In ['yVYVnVN1] Then Readln; 
more := True;
If (eh = ’n’) or (eh = 'N') Then Goto 1 
End 
End;
’wpro’ is a procedure which will write out a constant, functor or variable in an 
appropriate form. The ’vmk' array holds the indexes into the 'tmk' array of the 
arguments of the query.
The main part of the Pascal code is changed to :
Begin
more := False; 
query (endpro);
(* call the procedure corresponding to the Prolog query *) 
Write('No');
If more
Then Writeln(' further solutions')
Else Writeln;
1:
End.
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This is adequate for one query but if there is more than one query for a 
particular translated program it is not capable of handling the case where a query has no 
variables and succeeds, since control will jump straight to the label in this case not 
attempting to answer the query again by backtracking (which is correct behaviour). Any 
other queries that there may be in the procedure 'query' obtained from the inital Prolog 
program will not be answered. To overcome this problem the following code is used.
Begin
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1:
more := False; 
qcount := qcount+1;
If qcount <= qtotal 
Then Begin 
reinit;
query (qcount,endpro); 
telluser,
End;
interactive;
Writeln
End.
'qcount' is initially set to 0, 'qtotal' is the total number of queries found in the 
Prolog program to be answered. Thus until 'qcount' is > 'qtotal' the procedure 'query' 
will be called repeatedly with a different value of 'qcount' passed to indicate which 
query to answer, 'reinit' sets 'topt' to the value it is once the initialisation procedures 
are finished. (These procedures are only called once and initialise the 'store' array of 
characters and the 'tmk' array). Since a jump to the label 1: will have bypassed the 'rep' 
calls in the procedures used to anser the query. Once there are no more queries then if 
the user has not turned off the interactive feature then the call to 'interactive' is invoked. 
The procedure 'telluser' is the code that reports a failure solution to the user which is 
only called once all possible backtracking has occurred. It is written as :
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Procedure telluser;
Begin
Write('No');
If more
Then Writeln(* further solutions')
Else Writeln;
Goto 1 (* to answer another query if there is one *)
End;
5.2,6 Heap or a Global Array?
The other method mentioned for storing the structures holding the Prolog terms 
has been via pointers and using linked lists. The disadvantage with this is that it uses 
the system heap space, and even with careful space accounting, may, in some 
implementations of Pascal, require a garbage collector. This will depend on how the 
Pascal procedure 'dispose' is implemented.
The method described, and used in the translated programs for holding and 
accessing the structures is by using a global array, called 'tmk' and indexes into the 
array for the 'args' and 'link’ fields of a record. .
Originally pointers and linked lists were used in the translated code and it was a 
fairly easy task to convert the various procedures into code using a global array. For 
completeness, and to show the similarity between the two methods some of the Pascal 
structures and procedures using pointers will be given.
A termrec i s :
termptr = A termrec; 
termrec = Record
offset, length: Integer; 
arity: Integer, 
args, link : termptr,
End;
The basic changes that need to be made are : the type 'termptr' is used rather 
than 'Integer' in the appropriate places; the test for the equality of indexes with 'O' is 
replaced by testing a pointer for equality with 'Nil'; assignments of Integers will be
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replaced by assignment of pointers.
The procedures 'init' and 'rep' show these changes.
Procedure init(Var t : termptr);
Begin
new(t);
clear(t);
End;
Procedure rep(Var t : Integer);
Begin
If tA.args <> 0 Then rep(tA.args); 
dispose(t)
End;
To hold the constants of a Prolog program in the Pascal code still uses a global 
array, which will be of a fixed size, determined by the translator according to the 
number of names in the Prolog program. This array is called the 'cmk' array. The 
appropriate code using pointers for the 'append' example is :
Procedure append(Var Vl,V2,V3:termptr; Procedure rest);
Procedure appendi;
Var X : termptr;
Procedure match;
Procedure termi;
Procedure term2;
Begin unify(X,V3,rest) End;
Begin unify(X,V2,term2) End;
Begin unify(cmk[2],VI,termi) End;
Begin init(X); match; rep(X); End;
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Procedure append2;
Var A,B,D: termptr;
Procedure append2Al;
Begin append(B,V2,D,rest) End;
Procedure match;
Var L I ; termptr,
Procedure terml;
Var L 2 : termptr,
Procedure term2;
Begin append2Al End;
Begin init(L2); add(L2,A); add(L2,D); cons(cmk[l],2,L2); 
unify(L2,V3,term2); rep(L2) End;
Begin init(Ll); add(Ll,A); add(Ll,B); cons(cmk[l],2,Ll); 
unify(Vl,Ll, terml); rep(Ll) End;
Begin
init(A); init(B); init(D); 
match;
rep(A); rep(B); rep(D);
End;
Begin
append 1;
. append2;
End;
In the above ’cmk[l]' points to the record representing the name 'list' and 
'emk[2]' points to the record representing
The advantage of using an array is that the heap is not used, which means that a 
garbage collector will not be heeded.
Because of the fact that the variables such as 'A', 'B', 'D', 'X', 1*1' and 'L21 
are declared locally to the procedures they are used, it was wondered whether the space 
they were allocated had to come from the global array or whether local arrays would
serve just as well. However on looking into this it was found that it would involve the 
passing of these local arrays as parameters to the various procedures such as 'unify', 
'lookup1 etc. This is because each index used needs to be associated with the correct 
array. With only one global array this problem does not arise. It would also involve 
having two extra fields in the 'termrec' associated with the 'args' and 'link' fields 
consisting of some indication as to which array each was indexing. Another 
disadvantage is that it would involve the passing of arrays of the same type which 
would have to be a fixed size large enough to cope with largest number of terms that it 
would have to hold in any one procedure. Usually all the space allocated will not be 
used, and as a result could not be used anywhere by the program where the array is still 
in scope.
The problem with the 'link’ field accessing the correct array could perhaps be 
avoided by copying structures to replicate instantiation rather than setting a 'link' field. 
This would mean using a big enough array to represent each term to ensure enough 
room for such copying. As well as the problems already mentioned with copying in 
section 5.2.1.2, such as repeated variables, there is also no way of telling on translation 
how big structures may become in running the program, for example, where a list is 
being constructed.
In short, the idea of using local arrays seems to be more time consuming and 
does not make as effective use of the space available as that of using one global array, 
The use of a 'link' field solves a lot of problems with instantiation and is ideally used in 
one array. For these reasons a global array is used rather than local arrays.
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Chapter 6
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Built-in Predicates
6.1 Introduction
The definitions for the predicates described in this chapter are taken from NIP 
Prolog [Hutchings,87]. Not all of the NIP built-in predicates are included in ProtoCola, 
but the main standard ones in terms of arithmetic, control, inspecting terms, comparing 
terms and finding all the solutions to a goal are.
Notable exceptions are the 'read' predicates and file manipulation predicates. 
These are certainly not beyond the scope of ProtoCola and could be included at some 
later date. Integer arithmetic is possible but real arithmetic is not, though again this is a 
possibility for a future.
Note also that 'assert' and ’retract' are also not 'built-in' nor is there any 
forseeable way in which they can be included in the present design of ProtoCola. Why 
this is so is explained in section 6.8 on 'Modifying the Program'.
One final built-in predicate that has been added to ProtoCola is the predicate 
'noquery' which when present in a Prolog program will mean that the translated Pascal 
program will not be interactive.
6.2 Naming Procedures in the Pascal Translation
In Prolog, apart from built-in predicates, predicate names can be made up of 
any of the characters that are allowed in atoms as described in the syntax, this includes 
various non alphanumeric characters as well as lower case letters. Not all of these can 
be translated directly into the corresponding procedure names in Pascal for three 
reasons : firstly, the names may be reserved words in Pascal but not in Prolog, for 
example, 'case'; secondly Prolog names can be made up of characters not allowed in 
Pascal procedure names, for example thirdly, Prolog predicates may have the same 
name but different arities indicating different rules and therefore needing different 
Pascal procedures which cannot be called by the same name.
The translator needs to create names to overcome the above three problems and
it does this in the following way.
The translator recognises reserved characters, operators and built-in predicate 
names. These are numbered so that each name or sequence of characters recognised as 
a unit has a unique number. It is this number that is used in the procedure name along 
with the actual arity of a predicate to overcome the third problem. Names that aren't 
reserved in the Prolog code, for example 'case1, are also given a unique number on the 
first occurrence of such a sequence of characters, when parsing the Prolog program, 
which is used in the procedure naming.
A Pascal procedure corresponding to a Prolog predicate will therefore be named 
P£1R£2 , where £1 is the unique number of the predicate name and £2 is the arity of 
the predicate.
6.3 Arithmetic
In the earlier sections numbers have been dealt with purely as Prolog constants; 
the actual numeric value of a number has not been used. This has been acceptable up to 
now, since none of the programs discussed so far have had arithmetic expressions in 
them. However many Prolog programs do have such expressions, for example, in 
working out the length of a list.
There are three problems with building arithmetic predicates into the translator.
1. How are numbers to be stored ?
2. How is the actual numeric value of a number to be obtained ?
3. How are arithmetic operations to be carried out in the Pascal code ?
6.3.1 Storing Numbers
Since numbers may be unified with variables they need to be stored in such a 
way that the procedure 'unify' can be used to do this i.e. in 'termrec's. The only 
problem with this is that there is no explicit statement of the numeric value of the 
number in a 'termrec'. However the definition of a 'termrec1 can be modified to solve 
this problem.
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6.3.2 Using the Actual Numeric Value of a Number
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There are two approaches to finding the actual value of a number:
i. Write some function which reads the characters of a number and converts 
them into a numeric value whenever needed in the Pascal code.
ii. Create an extra field in a 'termrec' of the type Integer (since currently dealing 
with integers rather than real numbers) where the actual value of a number is 
stored, which is then obtainable directly in any arithmetic operation.
The disadvantage with (i) is that whenever the value of a number is needed then 
the function described will have to be called each time. With (ii) the value of a number 
only needs to be worked out once, and this can be done in the translator when it reads 
the number from the Prolog program as a sequence of characters.
Another disadvantage with (i), which is also a problem with (ii), is that new 
values which did not appear in the original Prolog program may be calculated during 
the execution of the program. These new values will be instantiated to a variable term. 
With (i) any new such values will have to be converted back to character form and these 
characters stored in the array holding all the characters for the program with the 
appropriate offset and length being stored in the 'termrec' instantiated to the number. 
With (ii) the new value can be stored directly in the new field without having to create 
extra space in the array of characters, or to convert the value to character form at all. 
The offset and length of such a ’termrec' can be set to index a special place in the array 
of characters indicating that the 'termrec' stores a number. The only problem with this 
for (ii) is that the function 'equal' used by ’unify* to test whether two constants are the 
same or not needs to be modified to deal with two ’termrec’s one or both of which may 
be numbers; i.e. if the offset and length of the ’termrec's indicate that they are storing a 
number then their actual values will also have to be compared.
For these reasons method (ii) is used in the translated program, and an extra 
field called 'numval' of type Integer added to the ’termrec’ record. For consistency, the 
translator also assigns the special place in the character array in the translated program 
to records representing numbers declared in the actual Prolog program as well as to the 
new numbers calculated while the translated Pascal program is running. These records 
are initialised before the query is answered in the Pascal and the ’numval’ field assigned 
with the appropriate number. A ’termrec’ representing any other type of Prolog term
will have its ’numvaT field set to '0' with its offset and length fields marking some 
place in the character array other than the place for a number.
Currendy this scheme is only implemented for integers, but it may be possible 
to extend it to real numbers at some later stage.
6.3.3 Arithmetic in the Translated Pascal
Now that there is a way of representing and storing actual numeric values, the 
next question is, how are the actual arithmetic operations to be translated and carried out 
in the Pascal?
Before the predefined operators are described,the predicate op is given. This 
predicate allows the user to define their own operators. In ProtoCola its use is allowed 
only in the Prolog program to be translated and not while querying interactively. It 
needs to be given after a symbol in the program. Its syntax is of the form 
op(P,A,S). where all three arguments have to be instantiated. S is the actual symbol 
for the operator, P is the precedence of the operator and A is the associativity of the 
operator (fx, fy, xfx, xfy or yfx).
First of all the actual operations that have been implemented will be described:
is - Unifies the term X in the goal X is E with the numerical value of the 
expression E. If E does not evaluate to a number or if X is not already a number or a 
variable then an error occurs.
In the following X and Y are considered to be arithmetic expressions evaluating 
to a number
when the operators are used in the context of the is predicate or any of the comparison 
predicates (to be described).
X+Y -addition.
X -Y  -subtraction.
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- X - negation.
X * Y - multiplication.
X div Y - integer division.
X mod Y - integer value of X modulo Y.
X A Y- value of X to the power Y.
The following are the comparison operators to be implemented, again X and Y 
are considered to be expressions evaluating to a number.
X =:= Y - succeeds if the values of X and Y are equal.
X =\= Y - succeeds if the values of X and Y are not equal.
X < Y - succeeds if the value of X is less than that of Y.
X > Y - succeeds if the value of X is greater than that of Y.
X =< Y - succeeds if the value of X is less than or equal to the value of Y.
X >= Y - succeeds if the value of X is grater than or equal to the value of Y.
These operators require that X and Y both evaluate to a number before the 
comparisons are made otherwise they fail.
The following simple Prolog program which prints out integers starting from 1 
will be used to illustrate the translation of arithmemtic predicates into Pascal form.
ru n (X )w rite (X ), write(' '),
Z is X + 1, 
run(Z).
with the query : ?- run(l).
Like the list structure these infix operators and the prefix operator negation are 
just special forms of functors and can be written in normal functor argument form. For
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example X+Y can be written +(X,Y), a functor of arity 2. In the run program Z is 
X + l can be written as is(Z,+(X,l)). This is easier for the translator to translate such 
code to the appropriate procedures like the ones described before involving functors; 
i.e. the functor +(X,1) is constructed using the procedures 'cons' and 'add' and then 
this structure passed as one of the parameters to the 'is' Pascal procedure along with the 
index to the 'termrec' holding Z. However it is easier for the Prolog user to use the 
normal infix forms for arithmetic expressions rather than the functor argument form, 
and the translator will identify such an expression and convert it into functor argument 
form within the translator before writing out the corresponding Pascal procedures.
The Pascal code for the run rule is :
Procedure P67R1; {* run *}
Procedure termlal;
Procedure term2al;
Procedure term3al;
Var V I ,F I : termptr;
Procedure term4al;
Begin P67R1 (V ilest); End;
Begin
init(Vl); init(Fl); 
add(Fl,Pl); add(Fl,tmk[28]); 
cons(tmk[ 13] ,2,F I);
P36R2(Vl,Fl,term4al); 
rep(Vl); rep(Fl);
End;
Begin P39Rl(tmk[69],term3al); End;
Begin P39Rl(Pl,term2al); End;
Begin
termlal;
End;
where 13, 28 and 69 are indexes into the 'tmk' array of the 'termrec's 
representing +, 1 and ' '  respectively; 'P39R1' is the built-in procedure for write and 
'P36R21 is the built-in procedure for is.
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The procedure for is is a built-in procedure in the Pascal code and will evaluate 
numerically the second term it is passed and unify this value with the first term it is 
passed. The code is kept in a library of built-in procedures and will be copied into the 
Pascal translation as will the code for any other built-in predicates which are found in 
the Prolog program. Built-in procedures are needed for is and the comparison 
operators. The other operators described; +, *, div, mod and A will not require
such procedures. This is because :
a) Their operands will only have to be evaluated and the operation actually 
carried out if they are used as part of the is or comparison operators. In this 
case they will be implemented as functors within the is or the comparison 
predicates as a result of the translator converting the infix expressions into 
functor argument form. The translator will do this using the various 
precedences and associativities of the operators and will thus ensure that one 
of is or the comparison operators (only one of which can be in any one 
expression) are at the head of the predicate, since they have the highest 
precedence.
b) If the operators do not appear in the context of is or the comparison 
operators then the actual value of, for example X +l, is not required. In this 
case the goal needs to be treated symbolically. (Note though that the 
translator will still convert such infix expressions into functor argument form 
taking into account the precedences and the associativities of the operators 
and any bracketing that there is). This is necessary and important, for 
example when using the = predicate which is to be discussed: the goal A+3 
= a+B should succeed with A instantiated to a and B instantiated to 3, and 
will do so if the expressions are not actually evaluated. Any attempt to do so 
would fail if the expressions could not be evaluated to a number if any of the 
variables involve were not instantiated, or if any other terms were not 
actually numbers.
The next question is :
What are the actual Pascal procedures for is and the comparison predicates?
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The procedure for =;= is :
Procedure P37R2(V 1 ,V2:Integer, Procedure Rest); {*=:=*}
Var a ,b : Integer;
Begin
If eval(Vl,a) Then If eval(V2,b) Then If a = b Then Rest 
End;
'eval' is a function (returning a boolean value) which takes an index to a termrec 
and works out the actual value of its instantiation and returning this as the second 
paramter of the function. If the function is returned as false then the instantiation of the 
record is not a number. If the two values of VI and V2 are equal then 'Rest' is called 
otherwise backtracking occurs.
The 'is' procedure is :
Procedure P29R2(U,V:Integer; Procedure Rest); {* is *}
Var X, v a l: Integer;
Begin
If eval(V,val)
Then Begin " {* V evaluates to a number *}
X := lookup (U);
If (tmk[X] .offset = digtos) And (tmk[X] .numval = val)
Then Rest 
Else
If emptm(X)
Then Begin {* assign evaluation of V to X *}
cons(digtid,0,X); 
tmk[X].numval := numval;
Rest;
clear(X);
End
End
End;
where 'digtos' is the offset into the character array indicating that the ’termrec’ 
stores a number and ’digtid* is the index to the ’termrec' which has an offset field equal 
to 'digtos'
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Here another variable 'X' is introduced which is set to the whatever the
instantiation of U is and then the ’numval' field of this record assigned the actual 
numeric value of the expression indexed by ’V’ which is worked out by ’eval’. The 
’numval* field of ’X’ cannot simply be set to the actual value returned by ’eval’ since it 
may already be set to a number (or a constant other than a number), and this needs to be 
checked.
The final function that needs to be described in this section on arithmetic is the 
’eval’ function. This function is passed two parameters, the first an index to the 
expression that needs to be evaluated and the second the actual result of the evaluation 
.The function returns a boolean value which indicates whether the evaluation was 
successful or not. This function is shown below.
Function eval(V:Integer, Var ans:Integer):Boolean;
VarX, ansi, ans2:Integer,
{* evaluate the first operand of an infix operator *}
Function el(X:Integer, Var ans:Integer):Boolean;
Begin e l := eval(tmk[X].args,ans) End;
{* evaluate the second operand of an infix operator *}
Function e2(X:Integer, Var ans:Integer):Boolean;
Begin e2 := eval(tmk[tmk[X].args].args,ans) End;
{* evaluate an exponential expression *}
Function iexp (a, b: Integer): Integer;
Begin If b = 1 Then iexp := a Else iexp := a * iexp(a,b-l) End;
Begin
X := lookup(V);
If tmk[X].arity In [0,1,2]
Then Begin
Case tmk[X].arity Of
0 : If tmk[X].offset = digtos
Then Begin an stm k[X ].va l; eval := True End 
Else eval := False;
1: If tmk[X].offset In [13,14] {* a prefix operator - or + ? *} 
Then
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If el(X,ans)
Then Begin 
eval := True;
If tmk[X] .offset = 14 Then ans := -1 * ans 
End
Else eval := False 
Else eval := False;
2 : If tmk[X].offset In [13..17,20,23] {* an infix operator ? *} 
Then
If el(X ,ansl)
Then
If e2(X,ans2)
Then Begin 
eval := True;
Case tmk[X] .offset Of
13 : ans := ansi + ans2;
14 : ans := ansi - ans2;
15 : ans := ansi * ans2;
16,17 : ans := ansi div ans2;
20 : ans := ansi mod ans2;
23 : ans := iexp(ansl,ans2)
End
End
Else eval := False 
Else eval := False 
Else eval := False
End
End
Else Begin
eval := False; ans := 0;
End
End;
In conclusion this section has shown how integer arithmetic is dealt with fully 
in the Pascal translation. At the moment real number arithmetic is not allowed cW
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6.4 Control
This section describes how the various control predicates are implemented in
Pascal.
true
- This predicate always succeeds and can be translated to :
Procedure P43R0(Procedure rest); [* true *}
Begin rest End;
false
- This predicate always fails and can be translated to :
Procedure P44R0 (Procedure rest); {* fail *}
Begin End;
! - the cut
- Sterling and Shapiro define the handling of this goal in a rule in the folloing 
way ; "The goal succeeds and commits Prolog to all the choices made since the parent 
goal was unified with the head of the clause that the cut occurs in." [Sterling,86].
This predicate does not translate to an actual procedure, instead the same control 
is achieved in the Pascal program by using a Pascal 'goto' statement to prevent the 
appropriate alternative rules matching with the original rule head containing the cut from 
being executed once the cut is actually encountered and backtracking has occurred back 
to the cut point. This is illustrated with the following Prolog program :
a b, !, c. 
a d.
which can be translated to :
Procedure a(Procedure rest); 
label 1;
Var stack : Integer,
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Procedure al;
Procedure termi; 
Procedure term2; 
Begin c(rest) End; 
Begin term2; goto 1 End; 
Begin b(terml) End;
Procedure a2;
Begin d(rest) End;
Begin
stack := topt;
al;
a2;
1:
topt := stack {* restore the 'tmk' array on backtracking *}
End;
If the goal b succeeds then the cut is encountered and succeeds, if backtracking 
occurs then the 'goto' statement prevents the second alternative 'a2' from being 
executed. If the goal b fails then the 'goto' statement is not executed and 'a2' is 
executed. The use of the variable 'stack' ensures that if the 'goto' is called then the 
space used by the procedures (by the call of 'init') in the 'tmk* array is reclaimed.
n o t(P I
- This predicate fails if P has a solution, otherwise it succeeds. This is 
"negation-by-failure" and has the following Prolog definition (see [Clocksin,84]):
no t(X )ca ll(X ), !, fail. 
not(X).
Given that call can be translated into the appropriate Pascal procedure then not 
can be translated to :
Procedure P42R1(X:Integer; Procedure rest); 
label 1;
Procedure terml;
Begin goto 1 End;
Begin
P34R1(X,terml); 
rest;
1:
End;
The predicate not is called with an actual predicate (instantiated to X) which 
needs to be constructed using 'cons' and 'add' within the procedure which has the call 
to 'not' in it.
- The fundamental conjunction predicate of Prolog. This is implemented 
implicitly in the nested procedures and the continuation procedures that a Prolog rule is 
translated to.
M l
- The disjunction predicate. This is only implemented at the top level of Prolog 
rules i.e. bracketed goals with the disjunction or conjunction predicate are not allowed. 
This restriction makes the translation easier and the procedures that the Prolog rules are 
translated to clearer and easier to read. The Prolog user can always avoid the bracketing 
of goals by declaring extra rules to carry out the action of the bracketed goals.
repeat
- Succeeds immediately when called and whenever reentered by backtracking. It 
is defined as:
repeat.
rep eatrepea t, 
and can be translated to :
{* not *}
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(*call(X)*}
Procedure P45R0(Procedure rest); 
Begin rest; P45R0(rest) End;
{* repeat*}
c a l i m
- The problem here is that X can be any predicate known to the program; the 
Pascal procedure for call needs to recognise which predicate X is instantiated to and 
call the Pascal procedure which the predicate has been translated to. The names of all 
the predicates, (including built-in predicates), used by the program are stored in the 
character array referred to by the offset field of the 'termrec's, so by examining the 
offset field of X the predicate name can be determined. This name along with the arity 
of the predicate, also stored in the 'termrec’, will determine exactly which procedure 
needs to be called. Thus the procedure for call can be built into the translated code in the 
following way.
Given the following program : 
append([] ,X,X).
append([AIB],C,[AID]) append(B,C,D).
?- not(append([l,2],[3],[l,2,3,4])).
then call will be written as :
Procedure P41R1 (V:Integer; Procedure rest); {* call *}
Const maxargs = 50;
Type argstore = Array [1..maxargs] Of Integer;
VarX : Integer; 
a : argstore;
Procedure getargs(Var a: argstore; Y:Integer);
Var i : Integer;
Begin
i : = l ;
While Y o O  Do 
Begin
a[i] lookupQO; 
i ;= i + I;
Y := tmk[Y].args 
End
End;
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Begin
X := lookup(V); 
getargs(a,tmk[X]. args);
If (tmk[X] .offset = 176)
And (tmk[X].arity = 3) Then P67R3(a[l],a[2],a[3],Rest) Else 
If (tmk[X] .offset = 9) And (tmk[X].arity = 0) Then P8R0(Rest) Else 
If (tmk[X].offset = 72)And (tmk[X].arity = 1) Then P35Rl(a[l],Rest) 
E lse;
End;
The procedure 'getargs' accesses the arguments of the predicate to be called in 
order that the call of the procedure may be made passing the correct parameters. 
’P67R3’ is the Pascal procedure name for append, 'P8R0' is the procedure name for 
?- and 'P35R1' is the procedure name for not. The figure '176' is the offset into the 
array of characters of the name 'append', '9' is the offset of the characters '?-' and '72' 
is the offset of 'not' into the array. Thus the procedure 'P67R3' will be called if the 
integer passed to the procedure indexes the structure that has the name 'append' and an 
arity of '3' i.e. has three arguments.
6.5 Inspecting Term s
This section looks at the predicates which help the user to analyse a term, break 
up terms, construct new terms.
var(X ) - Succeeds if X is not instantiated, otherwise it fails.
nonvar(X ) - Succeeds if X is instantiated, otheiwise fails.
atom fX ) - Succeeds if X is instantiated to a Prolog atom, otherwise fails.
in teg eriX l - Succeeds if X is instantiated to an integer, otherwise fails.
atom icfX ) - Succeeds if X is instantiated to an atom or an integer, otherwise fails.
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These five predicates are fairly similar, and their implementation in Pascal 
involves the examination of the first letter of the name of the term using the 'offset'
field in the 'termrec' for X to decide what type of Prolog term it is.
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functor(T ,F ,N )
- This predicate succeeds if the principal functor of the term T has name F and 
arity N. Thus the goal functor(f(a,b),f,2) will succeed. There are two ways to use 
this functor. The first finds the name and arity of a term, while the second use builds a 
term with the given functor name and arity. It can be implemented in Pascal in the 
following w ay :
Procedure P44R3(T,F,N:Integer; Procedure Rest); {* functor *}
Var Tl,Fl,N l,i,j,k,X  : Integer; 
o k : Boolean;
Procedure processNl;
Begin
If emptm(Nl)
Then Begin {* assign the arity of the functor to N *)
cons(digtid,0,Nl) 
tmk[Nl].numval := tmk[Tl],arity;
Rest;
clear(Nl)
End
Else
If (tmk[Nl].offset = digtos)
And (tmk[Nl].numval = tmk[Tl]. arity)
Then Rest
End;
Begin
T1 := lookup(T); FI := lookup(F); N1 := lookup(N);
If emptm(Tl) And Not(emptm(Fl)) And Not(emptm(Nl))
Then Begin {* build a term *}
X .- T l ;
cons(Fl,tmk[Nl].numval,X);
For i := 1 To tmk[Tl].arity Do 
Begin
init(tmk[X].args);
X := tmk[X].args); 
init(tmk[X].link)
End;
Rest;
topt := topt-tmk[Tl].arity*2; 
clear (Tl)
End
Else
If Not(emptm(Tl))
Then Begin {* find the name and arity *}
If emptm(Fl)
Then Begin
cons(Tl,0,Fl);
processNl;
clear(Fl)
End
Else Begin 
ok := True; 
i := tmk[Fl].offset; 
j := tmk[Tl].offset;
While ok And (i <= tmk[Fl].offset+tmk[Fl].length-l) Do 
Begin
ok := store[i] = store[j];
If ok Then Begin i := i+1; j:=j+1 End 
End;
If ok Then processNl 
End 
End
End;
The procedure 'emptm' returns 'True' if the integer passed to it indexes a 
variable term, otherwise it returns 'False', 'digtid' denotes the index into the 'tmk' 
array of the record representing a number, 'cons' will use the offset and length of this 
record to initialise the name of the third parameter it is passed to denote that it is a 
number.
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.arg.(.N.«T-*Al
- Unifies A with the Nth argument of term T. Like functor it is commonly 
used in two ways. Firstly, the user can find a particular argument of a functor; secondly 
a variable argument of a term can be instantiated, for example the goal 
a rg (l,f (B ,b ),a )  will instantiate B to a. The goal fails if both N and T are not 
instantiated. The Pascal procedure for this is :
Procedure P45R3(N,T,A:Integer; Procedure Rest); {* arg *}
Var N l,T l ,i : Integer;
Begin
N1 := lookup (N); T1 := lookup (T);
If Not (emptm(Nl) Or (emptm(Tl))
Then Begin {* unify A with the Nth argument of T *}
For i := I To tmk[Nl].numval Do T1 := tmk[Tl].args; 
unify (lookup (T1), A ,Rest)
End
End;
X__=tt_L
- L is a list whose head is the atom corresponding to the principal functor of X 
and whose tail is the argument list of the functor headed by X. For example the goal ?- 
f(a,b) =.. [f,a,b]. succeeds. This predicate is sometimes called the 'univ' predicate. 
Again this predicate usually has two uses, it can either build up a functor given a list, or 
it can break down a functor into a list of its functor name and its arguments.
The Pascal code is :
Procedure P47R2(X,L:Integer; Procedure Rest); {* =.. *}
Var X1,F,L1,L2,L3 ; Integer;
Procedure makelist(L3,Xl :Integer); (* construct the list L *}
V arL 4: Integer;
Begin
If XI = 0  
Then Begin
cons(nullid,0,L3); 
unify (L2,LI,Rest)
End
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Else Begin 
init(L4);
cons(L3,lookup(Ll),L4);
makelist(L4,tmk[Xl] .args); 
rep(L4)
End
End;
Begin
XI := lookup(X); LI := lookup(L);
If Not emptm(Xl)
Then Begin {* break down a functor *)
init(F); init(L2); init(L3); 
cons(Xl,0,F); 
conl(L2,F,L3); 
makelist(L3 ,tmk[X 1 ]. args); 
rep(F); rep(L2); rep(L3);
End
Else Begin
If emptm(Xl) And (tmk[Ll].offset = listos)
Then Begin {* build up a functor *}
LI := tmk[Ll].args; 
cons(lookup(Ll),0,Xl); 
tmk[Xl].arity := 0;
LI := lookup(tmk[Ll].args);
While tmk[Ll].offset = listos Do 
Begin
tmk[Xl].arity := tmk[Xl].arity+l;
LI := tmk[Ll].args; 
add(X 1,lookup (LI));
LI := lookup(tmk[Ll].args)
End;
Rest; •
topt := topt-tmk[Xl].arity 
End
End;
The procedure 'conl' constructs a functor denoting a list structure using the 
procedures 'add' and 'cons', 'listos' is the offset into the array of characters of the list 
symbol.
nam e(N X )
If N is an atom or a number, then L is unified with a list of the Ascii codes of 
the characters comprising the name of N. Its usual two ways of working are by either 
breaking down a name into a list of its Ascii codes or by building up a name from a list 
of Ascii character codes. The second use means that the array of characters which the 
'termrec's access has to be increased to include the new name constructed.
The code i s :
Procedure P48R2(N,L:Integer; Procedure Rest); {* name *}
Var Nl,Ll,L2,os,ls : Integer;
Procedure makelist(L3,os:Integer); {* construct a list of the ascii *}
Var L4,A : Integer; {* values of the characters *}
Begin
If os = tmk[Nl].offset + tmk[Nl],length 
Then Begin
cons(nullid,0,L3); 
unify (L1 ,L2,Rest)
End
Else Begin
init(L4); init(A);
cons(digtid,0,A);
tmk[A].numval := Ord(store[os]);
conl(L3,A,L4);
makelist(L4,os+l);
rep(L4); rep(A)
End
End;
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Begin
N1 := lookup(N); LI :=lookup(L);
If Not(emptm(N 1) {* then break down a name *}
Then Begin init(L2); makelist(L2,tmk[Nl].offset); fEp(Lt) end 
Else {* else build up a name *}
If emptm(Nl) And (tmk[Ll].offset = listos)
Then Begin
tmk[Nl]. offset := storetop + 1; 
os := storetop + 1; Is := 0;
While tmk[Ll].offset = listos Do 
Begin
LI := tmk[Ll].args;
store[os+ls] := Chr(tmk[lookup(Ll)].numval);
Is := ls+1;
LI := lookup(tmk[Ll].args)
End;
storetop := storetop + is; 
tmk[Nl].length := Is;
If Not emptm(Nl) Then Rest;
For os := tmk[Nl].offset To Is Do store[os] := ' 
clear(Nl)
End
End;
'nuliid' is the index of the record in the 'tmk' array holding the name of the null 
list ([]).
length(L .N )
- If L is instantiated to a list of determinate length then N is unified with the 
integer which is the length of the list; otherwise the predicate fails.
The Pascal code is :
Procedure P46R2(L,N:Integer; Procedure Rest); {* length *}
V a rL l,N l,i: Integer;
Begin
LI := lookup(L); N1 := lookup(N); 
i :== 0;
While tmk[Ll].offset -  listos Do
Begin {* count the elements in the list *}
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i := i + 1;
LI lookup(tmk[tmk[Ll].args].args)
End;
If tmk[Ll].offset = nullos 
Then Begin 
Ifemptm(Nl)
Then Begin {* assign the number of elements to N *}
cons(digtid,0,Nl); 
tmk[Nl].numval := i;
Rest;
clear(Nl)
End
Else
If (tmk[Nl].numval = i) And (tmk[Nlj.offset = digtos)
Then Rest
End
End;
'nullos' is the index into the character array of the name
6.6 Comparing Terms
The predicates to be described in this section make use of a standard total 
ordering of terms which is as follows:
variables, in a standard order of oldest first (the order is not related to the names 
of variables);
numbers, in the normal numerical order; 
atoms, in alphabetical (Ascii) order;
complex terms, ordered first by arity, then by the name of the principal functor, 
then by the arguments (in left-to-right order).
X == Y - succeeds if the terms currently instantiating X and Y are literally identical.
X \== Y - succeeds if the terms instantiating X and Y are not literally identical.
T1 (a)< T2 - succeeds if term T1 is before teim2 T2 in the standard order.
T1 @> T2 - succeeds if term T1 is after term T2 in the standard order.
T1 @=< T2 - succeeds if term T1 is not after term T2 in the standard order.
T1 @>= T2 - succeeds if term T1 is not before term T2 in the standard order.
The implementation of these predicates makes use of the following predicate 
compare to determine whether one term is before, equal to, or after another term in the 
standard order.
com pare!O p .IJ.V) - unifies Op with the result of comparing terms U and V.
The possible values for Op are :
= if U is identical to Y.
< if U is before V in the standard order.
> if U is after V in the standard order.
The Pascal procedure for this predicate is :
Procedure P49R3(Op,U,V:Integer; Procedure Rest); {* compare *}
V a rc : Integer;
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Function order(X:Integer):Integer; 
Begin
If emptm(X)
Then order := 1 
Else
Ifin t (X)
Then order := 2 
Else order := 3
End;
{* variable *}
{* integer*} 
{* constant or functor *}
Procedure aless(X,Y : Integer; Var c:Integer); {* compai*e atoms *} 
Vari,Xo,Yo : Integer;
Begin
i := l;
Xo := tmk[X] .offset-1; Yo := tmk[Y].offset-l;
While (c = 0) And (i <= tmk[X].length)
And (i <= tmk[Y]. length) Do 
Begin c := Ord(store[Yo+i]) - Ord(store[Xo+i]); i := i+1; End
{* if the same stem then compare lengths *} 
If c = 0 Then c := tmk[Y].length - tmk[X].length 
End;
Procedure compare(U, Vdnteger; Var c:Integer);
Var X,Y,X1,Y1 : Integer; 
a,b,i : Integer;
Begin
X := lookup(U); Y := lookup(V); 
a ;= order(X); b := order(Y); 
c := b - a;
If c -  0 {* the same type of term *}
Then Case a Of
1 : c := tmk[Y].num - tmkjXj.num; {* oldest variable ? *}
2 : c := tmk[Y].numval - tmk[X].numval;
{* largest integer ? *}
3 : Begin {* order constants or functors *}
c :=.tmk[Y].arity - tmk[X].arity;
If c = 0 
Then Begin 
aless(X,Y,c);
If (c = 0) And (tmk[X].aiity > 0)
{* same functor name *} 
Then Begin {* so order by arguments *}
i := i;
XI := tmk[X].args; Y1 := tmk[Y].args;
While (i <= tmkJXj.arity) And (c = 0) Do 
Begin
compare(Xl,Yl,c); i := i+ l;
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XI := tmk[Xl].args; Y1 := tmk[Yl].args 
End 
End 
End 
End
End
End;
Begin
If emptm(lookup(Op))
Then Begin
comp are (U,V,c);
If c -  0
Then unify (Op,eqid,Rest) {* = *}
Else
If c > 0
Then unify(Op,ltid,Rest) {* < *}
Else unify(Op,gtid,Rest) {* > *}
End 
End;
’eqid', Ttid* and 'gtid' are indexes of 'termrec's in the 'tmk' array denoting the 
names '<’ and ’>' respectively.
The 'num* field of a 'termrec' is assigned a number on the initialisation of a 
record. The smaller this number is, the older the record is.
Using the above 'compare' procedure the comparison predicates can be written 
in the following way. (== and @< are given here, the others are similar)
Procedure P50R2(U,V:Integer; Procedure Rest); {* —  *}
Var O p : Integer,
Procedure terml;
Begin unify(Op,eqid,Rest); End; {* = *}
Begin init(Op); P49R3(Op,U,Y,terml); rep(Op) End; {* compare *}
Procedure P52R2(U,V:Integer; Procedure Rest); {* @< *}
Var O p : Integer,
Procedure terml;
Begin unify(Op,ltid,Rest) End; v {* < *}
Begin init(Op); P49R3(Op,U,V,terml); rep(Op) End; {* compare *}
The next predicate again uses the comparison predicates in the Pascal 
implementation.
sort(L l.L2) - sorts the elements of the list L I into the standard order to give L2.
This predicate uses the definition of quicksort in the sorting routine. The Prolog 
definition for sort is used, (as defined by Clocksin and Mellish [Clocksin,84]), and 
Pascal code for it produced by running the Prolog definition through the translator and 
then optimised by hand to delete any unnecessary statements which the translator 
because of its generality had produced, sort also removes any duplicate terms.
The Prolog definition for quicksort is :
split(H,[AIX],[AIY],Z)A =< H, split(H,X,Y,Z). 
split(H,[AIX],Y ,[A IZ ])A  > H, split(H,X,Y,Z).
 spilt(_,[],[],[]).
quisort( [],[]).
quisort([HIT],S)split(H ,T,A,B), quisort(A,Al),
quisort(B,Bl), append(Al,[HIBl],S).
6.7 Finding all Solutions to a Goal 
s e to f (X .P .S )
This is read as "S is the set of all instances of X such that P is provable, where 
that set is non-empty". If there are no instances of X then the predicate fails. S will be 
ordered and contain no duplicates.
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This is the same as setof except that the set returned will not be ordered, and 
may contain duplicates. w .
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The code for bagof is :
Procedure P57R3(X,P,S ¡Integer; Procedure Rest); {* bagof *}
Var E,stack: Integer;
{* copy the instances of X into S *}
Procedure copy(X,Y:Integer; Procedure Rest);
Begin
tm k[Y ]tm k[X ];
X := tmk[X].args;
While X <> 0 Do 
Begin
init(tmk[Y].args);
Y tm k [Y ].a rg s; 
init(tmk[Y] .args)' 
copy (lookup (X),tmk[Y] .link);
X := tmk[X].args 
End;
End;
{* make space in S to add another element and add it *} 
Procedure push;
Var L .Y : Integer;
Begin
init(Y); copy(lookup(X),Y); 
init(L), conl(L,Y,nullid); 
tmk[E].link := L;
E := tmk[tmk[tmk[E].link].args].args 
End;
Begin
stack := topt;
E := S; P34Rl(P,push); {* P34R1 = call *}
rest;
topt := stack {* restore the 'tmk' array on backtracking *}
End;
The code for setof can then be written using the Pascal procedure for bagof :
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Procedure P58R3(X,P,S:Integer; Procedure rest); 
Var U : Integer;
{* setof*}
Procedure sort;
Begin P56R2(U,S,rest) End;
Begin init(U); P57R3(X,P,U,sort); rep(U) End;
{* sort *} 
{* bagof *}
6,8 Modifying the Program
assert(Clause) and retract(Clause)
- As said in the introduction to this chapter these predicates are not include in 
ProtoCola.
This is because since one of the important features of the system is that 
predicates are translated into definite Pascal procedures which is the only form of 
representation they have in the Pascal.
To 'assert' a variable (instantiated to some fact) during run-time would mean 
introducing a different 'interpretive' form to represent the fact which would have to be 
recognised by the existing compiled procedures. Currently the way predicates are 
translated into Pascal procedures ensures that the program does not have to search for a 
matching clause once a goal is invoked. The program ensures that it automatically calls 
the correct matching procedure in terms of the name and arity of the goal and then 
automatically attempts to unify the invoking goal's parameters with those of the 
matching clause. An interpretive implementation to include 'assert' would mean 
building up a data base of some type of all the 'asserted' predicates including the 
information about their parameters and then searching through this data base every time 
a goal (i.e. in this case a fact not a rule) is invoked to ensure there are no matching 
clauses.
'retract' would also be awkward in that some sort of list of which facts have 
been 'retracted' would have to be kept and referred to every time a goal (a fact) is 
invoked to ensure that no clauses that have been 'retracted' respond to the goal.
I suspect that, besides being opposed to the idea of ProtoCola in that pure 
compiled Prolog is wanted, the additional amount of work needed to be done by the 
program would also considerably decrease the speed of the program.
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6.9 Interactive Querying
ProtoCola allows simple querying by the user. The code for this is stored in the 
library file with all the other built-in predicates. If the predicate noquery does not 
appear in the Prolog program to be translated then this code is copied across and when 
the resulting translated program is run the prompt '?- ' will appear ready for the user to 
ask a query.
This prompt only appears after any queries in the initial Prolog program have 
been answered by the program. The actual code for reading a query is based on the 
parsing procedures, the lexical analysis procedures and the procedures used to build a 
parse tree (which in this case are modified to build a structure of 'termrec's to represent 
the structure of the query) used by the translator to read the Prolog program initially. 
The information in a query is stored in 'termrec's accessed by an index into the 'tmk' 
array and is answered by using the 'call' procedure passing the index that access the 
structure as the parameter to the procedure.
To terminate interactive querying and thereby finishing the execution of the 
program the user must type 'q' followed by a carriage return.
The syntax for the query is basically a subpart of the syntax given in Chapter 4 
and is given here (in GenerB form) in terms of tokens to show precisely what is 
allowed
query = name parameters 
name = "word", "sign", "quote";
term = functor parameters, list, "string", "number", "var";
functor = "word", "sign", "solo", "quote";
parameters = "(" optparam ")", -; 
optparam = params, -; 
params -  term moreparams; 
moreparams = params, -;
list = "[" listexp"]"; 
listexp = params restlist, -; 
restlist = T  afterbar, -; 
afterbar = "var", list;
The tokens are marked by and can be taken as literal unless they appear in 
Chapter 4.3 describing the syntax of tokens as character strings.
Note that no more than one goal is allowed in a query. No infix or prefix 
expressions are allowed in the query, such expressions will have to be presented in a 
prefix functor argument form. Also the only built-in predicates in the translated 
program will be the ones that appeared in the original Prolog program. Thus, for 
example, the query ?- is(A,+(2,3)) will fail unless the predicates is and + are used 
in the original Prolog program.
This simple interactive facility though not as powerful as in some 
implementations (in what is allowed) is adequate for ’tinkering' with programs. The 
user can always put more complex queries involving more than one goal or infix and 
prefix expressions in the initial Prolog program allowing the translator to produce code 
which when compiled will probably execute quicker than if having to be processed 
while the program is actually running.
6.10 Timing
- time(T) returns the CPU time elapsed since the program started stored in 
the term T. The procedure for this depends on the implementation of Pascal being used, 
and is c.u d «t*** non-standard Pascal featuresof the system. The procedure is passed an 
ordinary 'termrec' index and if this is empty it will instantiate it to the CPU time 
obtained by a procedure call appropriate to the implementation. If  't r is  already 
instantiated then the predicate fails.
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Chapter 7
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Results and Conclusions
In the introduction to this thesis three features were mentioned that were aims of 
producing ProtoCola. These were; firstly, the fact that the translated program is 
compilable for maximum speed; secondly, that links could be made to existing 
software; thirdly that the translated program did not need a garbage collector. The 
conclusion of this thesis looks at these three areas to see how successful the project has 
been. Finally, further work is suggested. The tests used here are taken from [Steel,87].
7.1 Compilable for Maximum Speed
To test the speed of compiled programs the time taken to reverse a list of 20 
elements 100 times was measured. Four measurements were taken, two on the Sun 
(3/60) mini computers at the University where the speed of ProtoCola was compared 
with the speed of NIP Prolog, and two on the Prime mini computers at the University 
where the speed of ProtoCola was compared with that of the Salford Lisp/Prolog 
System.
The predicates used to reverse the list were as follows:
/* time a test */
go(Count,Len,A ,B)tim e(A ),
genlist(Len,List), 
runtest(Count,List), time(B).
/* generate a list of given length */ 
genlist(0,D) 1
genlist(Num,[NumlList])Next is Num-1, genlist(Next,List).
/* run naive backtracking until the count is exhausted */ 
runtest(Count,List)count(Count), naive(List,_), fail. 
runtest(_,_).
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/* succeed on backtracking only a given number of times */
c o u n t ( l ) !.
count(_).
count(N um )L ess is Num-1, count(Less).
/* classical naive reverse */ 
naive([],[]).
naive([Headltail],List)naive(Tail,Rev), app(Rev,[Head],List).
/* classical append program called by naive reverse */ 
app([],List,List).
app([HeadlTail],List,[HeadlNew])app(Tail,List,New).
From these results it appears that ProtoCola is about ten times slower than NIP 
and 3 times slower than Salford/Lisp. However, there has been no real attempt to 
optimise the code produced by the translator, and is an area for further work.
7.2 Alterable to Include Links With Existing Software
The inclusion of existing software should be accomplished quite easily in any 
translated Prolog program. The work to be done consists of including a call to the 
procedure running the extra software which can be added in two ways.
1) In the Prolog program to be translated. This can just be a goal as part of a 
rule with the appropriate arguments which represents the call to the existing 
procedure. The main point to remember here is that the name of the goal 
added will be called by a different Pascal name in the translated program, 
and either the name of the procedure called will have to be changed 
accordingly, or the name the goal as it appears in the translated program 
changed in every place it is used. If the first of the options is chosen then 
the user needs to remember that the goal, since it did not appear as a rule in 
the declared program will have been declared as a procedure which will
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'fail' (in Prolog terms) and such a declaration will have to be deleted to 
avoid a name clash with the extra procedure.
2) In the translated program. Here the user can simply place a call to whatever 
procedure is being used (for example a graphics procedure) at the 
appropriate place in the Pascal procedures.
In both of the above options the extra procedure being used will have to have an 
extra argument, the continuation procedure, added to its declaration and if the extra 
procedure succeeds in whatever it is called to do, then this continuation called in order 
for the remaining goals in a rule to be satisfied.
7.3 Without Needing a Garbage Colfee+&r.
The fact that the translated program produced by ProtoCola does not need a 
garbage collector was mentioned in Chapter 3. Here the following tests were used to 
see how ProtoCola behaved when heavy use was made of storage space.
/*  teSt 1 - .buuiUU' Cw 5 t£ e y  \ o j r y f  \ , \ t  + /
testl runl([l]).
run l([X lY ])w rite(X ), writeC ’), Z is X +l, runl(i>AlY]).
/* fills up the stack using non-tail recursion */ 
test2 run2(l).
ru n 2 (X )w rite (X ), w rite(''), Y is X +l, run2(Y). 
run2(X).
iri
/* should not fill up the stack^bemuse of the cut */ 
te s t3 (X )ru n 3 (l) .
run3(X) write(X), w rite(''), Y is X +l, !, run3(Y). 
run3(X).
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Sun Sun Prime Prime
ProtoCola N IP* ProtoCola Salford/Lisp
testl 3436 20000+ 2537 4882
test2 6879 3258 4516 4680
test3 3564 20000+ 4182 4095
These figures are the numbers that the programs reached before they either 
crashed or I stopped the program. The NIP system on the Sun ran the best with 
ProtoCola bettering it only with test2. With ProtoCola and Salford/Lisp the two 
compared equally with test2 and test3 but Salford/Lisp was considerably better on 
testl.
In each case where the ProtoCola translation crashed, on both the Sun and 
Prime machines the reason given was a segmentation fault indicating that the Pascal 
implementations could not cope with the depth of procedures called by the program. 
This could be improved upon by the use of tail recursion. When either NIP or 
Salford/Lisp failed the reason given was a stack overflow. The array used by the 
ProtoCola translation to store terms never overflowed due to its size (currently set to 
60000 records).
These figures show that performance of ProtoCola is not affected in terms of 
storage use by the fact that there is no garbage collection.
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7.4 Conclusion
The above results show that ProtoCola project has achieved in some degree the 
aims originally set.
The fact that no garbage collector is used does not hinder its performance in 
terms of space used. The main restriction there depends on the Pascal implementation. 
Where segmentation faults do occur (as described above) then in some of these may be 
solved by the inclusion of tail end recursion at some stage. The translated Pascal 
program for test3 above has been optimised by hand to produce a much higher count 
before a segmentation fault occurs by a form of tail end recursion though no general 
method was developed.
It is also easily alterable to include links to existing conventional software. The 
only slightly disappointing aspect has been the speed of the translated program. Again 
given time this could be improved upon. For example the 'unify' procedure presented 
in Chapter 5 is not the original procedure used throughout most of the development of
ProtoCola, but is an optimised version which was written on examining the procedure 
to try and improve the speed of the programs.
Finally the system is highly portable, requiring very little modification when 
moved from one machine or system to another. The system has been used successfully 
on both the Sun 3/60’s and the Prime mini computers here at the University of Surrey.
7.5 Further Work
Initially, any further work on ProtoCola would probably be best spent on 
optimising the code produced by the translator and introducing tail recursion in some 
way. Other built-in predicates are possible, for example, the inclusion of real arithmetic 
rather than just integer arithmetic.
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APPENDIX A
Modified Gener8 Code and Results
A.l Code for Generating Random or Sequential&lrings
This code is for the u rule of the stuv grammar given on page 9.
Procedure umk(index:range; Procedure rest(index:range));
Vari : Integer;
done, triedall : Boolean; 
tried : Array [1..2] Of Boolean;
Procedure umkl(index:range);
Procedure term2(index:range);
Procedure term3(index:range);
Procedure term4(index:range);
Procedure term5(index:range);
Begin terminal(index,5,1,rest) End;
Begin tmk(index,term5) End;
Begin terminal(index,4,l,term4) End;
Begin smk(index,term3) End;
Begin terminal(index,3,l,term2) End;
Procedure umk2(index:range);
Procedure term2(index:range);
Procedure term3(index:range);
Begin terminal(index,8,1,rest) End;
Begin terminal(index,7,l,term3) Endl 
Begin terminal(index,6,l,term2) End;
Begin
If randgen (* If random wanted then -> *)
Then Begin
done := False; triedall False;
For i := 1 To 2 Do tried[i] := False;
While Not(done) And Not(triedall) Do 
Begin
Case randint(2) Of 
1: Begin
umkl (index);
done := True; tried[l] := True 
End;
2: Begin
umk2(index);
done := True; tried[2] := True 
End;
triedall := True;
For i := 1 To 2 Do If tried[i] = False Then triedall := False 
End 
End
Else Begin (* sequential wanted *)
umkl (index); 
umk2(index);
End
End;
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A.2 Code for Finding Minimum and Maximum Lengths of Strings
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This code shows how the possible minimum and maximum lengths of strings that 
would be obtained by choosing a u production are found.
index = Length of present string being generated.
"3" or "6" = Length of a u production.
minf,maxf = Minimum and maximum length of following components.
Procedure umk(minf,maxf:Integer; index rrange;
Procedure rest(minf,maxf:Integer; index:range));
Var i : Integer; done, triedall : Boolean; 
tried : Array [1..2] Of Boolean;
Procedure umkl(minf,maxf:Integer; index:range);
Procedure term2(minf,maxf:Integer; index:range);
Procedure term3(minf,maxf:Integer; index:range);
Procedure term4(minf,maxf:Integer; index:range);
Procedure term5(minf,maxf:Integer; index:range);
Begin terminal(-l+minf,-l+maxf, index, 5,1, rest) End; 
Begin tmk(-l+minf,-upblength+maxf,index,term5) End; 
Begin terminal(-l+minf,-l+maxf,index,4,l,term4) End;
Begin smk(-2+minf,-upblength+maxf, index, term3) End;
Begin terminal(5+minf,upblength*2+2+maxf,index,3,l,term2) End;
Procedure umk2(minf,maxf:Integer; index:range);
Procedure term2(minf,maxf:Integer; index:range);
Procedure term3(minf,maxf:Integer; index:range);
Begin terminalol+minf,-l+maxf,index,8,1,rest) End;
Begin terminal01+minf,-l+maxf,index,7,l,term3) Endl 
Begin terminal(2+minf,2+maxf,index,6,l,term2) End;
Begin
If (index+3+minf <= maxlength) And (index+upblength+maxf >=
minlength)
Then Begin 
If randgen
Then Begin
done := False; triedall := False;
For i := 1 To 2 Do tried[i] := False;
While Not(done) And Not(triedall) Do 
Begin
Case randint(2) Of 
1: Begin
If (index+6+minf<=maxlength)
And (inedx+upblengtli+maxf>=minlength)
Then Begin umk 1 (min^maxf,index); done := True; End; 
tried[l] :=True 
End;
2: Begin
If (index+3+minf <= maxlength) And (index+3+maxf
>= minlength)
Then Begin umk2(minf,maxf,index); done := True; End; 
tried[2] := True 
End;
tried a llT ru e ;
For i := 1 To 2 Do If triedfi] = False Then triedall := False 
End 
End
Else Begin
If (index+6+minf <= maxlength) And (index+upblength+maxf
> - minlength)
Then umkl(minf,maxf, index);
If (index+3+minf <= maxlength) And (index+3+maxf >=
minlength)
Then umk2(minf,maxf,index);
End
End
End;
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A.3 Generator Code of Production Procedures
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The generator code in Genr8.pas which produces the code for productions, (like u), of 
a grammar as seen in Appendix A.2.
Procedure Forwarddecs;
Var Next : Symbolpointer,
1 :1 . .  Maxlength;
Begin {forewarddecs}
Next:=Nontermlist;
While N extoN il Do 
Begin
With NextA Do 
Begin
If Foredeclared 
Then Begin
Write('Procedure ');
For I:=l To Length Do Write(Nontermarray[Offset+I]); 
Write('MKC);
Writeminmaxparam;
Writeparam;
Write(':range;Procedure rest(');
Writeminmaxparam;
Writeparam;
Writeln(':range));Forward;')
End
End;
Next:=NextA.Next
End
End; {forewarddecs}
Procedure Makeprocs;
Var I, Prodcount : Integer,
Currentprod : Prodpointer,
Procedure Writemax(Maxlen rlnteger) ;
{ Write out an integer with respect to the Upblength. }
{ This makes upblength in Genr8a easy to change.}
Var Maxlendiv,Maxlenmod:Integer;
Begin {writemax}
If Maxien >= 0 
Then Begin
Maxlendiv := Maxien Div Upblength;
Maxlenmod := Maxien Mod Upblength;
If Maxlendiv = 1 Then Write('upblength');
If Maxlendiv > 1 Then Write('upblength*',Maxlendiv: 1);
If (Maxlendiv > 0) And (Maxlenmod > 0)
Then Write('+',Maxlenmod: 1);
If Maxlendiv = 0 Then Write(Maxlenmod: 1);
End
Else Begin 
Write('-');
Writemax(-(Maxlen))
End
End; {writemax}
Procedure Makeprod;
Var Terms: Integer;
Procedure Writelengths(Depth:Integer; Refcomp:Comppointer); 
{ Finds and writes the combined minimum and maximum 
lengths to follow a rule. }
Var Refrule:Rulepointer,
Addmin,Addmax:Integer;
Procedure Findname(Refcomp:Comppointer;
Var Refrale:Rulepointer);
Var Found:Boolean;
Begin {findname}
Reffule:=GrammarA.Nextrule;
Found:=False;
While (RefruleoNil) And Not(Found) Do 
If RefruleA.Name=RefcompA.Name 
Then Found:=True
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Else Refrule:=RefruleA.Nextrule;
End; {findname}
Begin {writelengths}
Findname(Refcomp,Refrule);
If Depth=l 
Then Begin
If RefcompA.NameAis=Nonterminal Then
Addmin := CurrentprodA.Minprodlen-RefruleA.Minrulelen
Else Addmin := CurrentprodA.Minprodlen-l;
Addmax := 0;
Refcomp := RefcompA.Nextcomp;
While RefcompoNil Do 
Begin
If RefcompA.NameA .Is = Nonterminal 
Then Begin
Findname(Refcomp,Refrule);
Addmax := Addmax+RefnileA.Maxrulelen;
End
Else AddmaxAddmax+1;
Refcomp := RefcompA.Nextcomp 
End 
End
Else Begin
If RefcompA.NameA.Is = Nonterminal 
Then Begin
Addmin := -(RefruleA.Minralelen);
Addmax := -(RefmleA.Maxrulelen);
End
Else Begin
Addmin :=-1;
Addmax := -1;
End
End;
Write(Addmin: l,'+minf,');
Writemax(Addmax); WriteC+maxf,');
End; {writelengths}
Procedure Writecall(Depth:Integer;Currentcomp :Comppointer);
Begin {writecall}
WriteO ':4*Depth+4,'Begin ');
With CurrentcompADo 
Begin
If NameA.Is = Nonterminal 
Then Begin
Writetoken(NameA);
Write('mk (’);
If Not(Parsing) Then Writelengths(Depth,Currentcomp); 
Writeparam;
WriteO,');
End
Else Begin
Write(’terminalC);
If Not(Parsing) Then Writelengths(Depth,Currentcomp); 
Writeparam;
WriteO, ,,NameA.Offset:l,',,,NameA.Length:l,' , '); 
End;
If Nextcomp = Nil 
Then Writeln(’rest) End;')
Else Writeln('term',Depth+l;l,') End;')
End {with currentcomp)
End; {writecall}
Procedure Makecomps(Termcount:Integer;
Currentcomp: Comppointer);
Begin {makecomps}
If CurrentcompoNil 
Then Begin
WriteO ':4*Termcount+4,'Procedure term',
Termcount:l,'0);
Writeminmaxparam;
Writeparam; Writeln(':range);'); 
Makecomps(Termcount+l,CurrentcompA Nextcomp); 
Writecall(Termcount,Currentcomp)
End
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Else Terms := Termcount-1 
End; {makecomps}
Begin {makeprod}
WriteO ':4,'Procedure '); 
Writetoken(CurrentruleA.NameA); 
WriteOmk',Prodcount: 1 
Writeminmaxparam;
Writeparam; WritelnO:range);');
With CurrentprodA Do 
Begin
If Treeing 
Then Begin
Makecomps(l,Firstcomp);
WriteO ':4,'Begin form(');
If Not(Parsing) Then WriteOminf,maxf,'); 
WriteOindex,');
W rite('treeindex,Terms: 1
CurrentruleA.NameA.Offset+Termsize: 1, 
V, CurrentruleA.NameA.Length: 1);
If Terms=0
Then Writeln(',rest) End; ')
Else Writeln(',terml) End; ')
End
Else Begin
If Firstcomp = Nil 
Then Begin
WriteO ':4,'Begin restC);
If Not(Parsing) Then WriteOminf,maxf,’); 
WritelnOindex) End;')
End
Else Begin
Makecomps(2,FirstcompA.Nextcomp); 
Writecall(l,Firstcomp)
End
End
End {withcurrentprod};
I l l
Writeln 
End; {makeprod}
Begin {makeprocs}
Currentrule :==GrammarA.Nextrule;
While Currentrule o  Nil Do 
Begin
Prodcount := 0;
Write('Procedure ');
With CurrentruleA Do Writetoken(NameA);
WriteCmk’);
If Not(CurrentruleA.NameA .Foredeclared)
Then Begin 
WriteCO;
Writeminmaxparam;
Writeparam;
Write(’:range; Procedure rest(’);
Writeminmaxparam;
Writeparam;
Write(':range))')
End;
WritelnC;');
Currentprod := CuirentraleA.Firstprod;
While Currentprod <> Nil Do 
Begin
Prodcount := Prodcount+1;
Currentprod := CurrentprodA.Nextprod 
End;
If Prodcount>l 
Then Begin 
Writeln;
If Not(Parsing)
Then Begin
Writeln(’Var Llnteger;');
WritelnC done,triedall:Boolean;');
WritelnC tried:Array [l.JProdcount: 1,']V Of Boolean;') 
End;
End;
Writeln;
Currentprod := CurrentruleA.Firstprod;
Prodcount:=0;
While CurrentprcxioNil Do 
Begin
Prodcount := Prodcount+1;
Makeprod;
Currentprod := CurrentprodA.Nextprod 
End;
Writeln('Begin');
If tracing 
Then Begin
Write('Writeln("Trying:", "":nesting,"'); 
Writetoken(CurrentruleA.NameA);
Writeln("'); nesting := nesting+1;')
End
If Not(parsing) And (Prodcounol)
Then Begin
Write('If (index+');
Write(CurrentmleA.Minmlelen: 1);
Write('+minf <= maxlength) And (index+!); 
Writemax(CurrentruleA.Maxralelen);
Writeln('+maxf >= minlength)');
Writeln('Then Begin');
End;
Currentprod := CurrentruleA.Firstprod;
If (Prodcount>l) And Not(parsing)
Then Begin
Writeln(' ':3,'If randgen');
WritelnC ':3,’Then Begin');
WritelnC ':6,'done := False; triedall := False;');
WritelnC ':6,For I:=l To ',Prodcount:l,' Do');
WritelnC ':9,'tried[I] := False;');
WritelnC ':6>While Not(done) And ','Not(triedall) Do'); 
WritelnC ':6,'Begin');
WritelnC ':9,'Case randint('prodcount: 1,’) Of);
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For I:=l To Prodcount Do 
Begin
WritelnC ’:9,I:l,':Begin’);
WriteC 14,'If (index+');
Write(CurrentprodA.Minprodlen: 1);
Write('+minf <= maxlength) And (index*'); 
Writemax(CurrentprodA.Maxprodlen);
Writeln('+maxf >= minlength)');
WritelnC 14,'Then Begin');
WriteC': 17);
Writetoken(CurrentruleA.NameA);
Write('mk',I:l,’(’);
Write('minf,maxf,');
Writeparam; Writeln(');');
WritelnC ': 17,''done := True');
WritelnC ':14,'End;');
WritelnC ':14,'tried[’,I:l,'] :=True;');
WritelnC *:11,'End;');
Currentprod:=CurrentprodA.Nextprod;
End;
WritelnC ':9,'End;');
WritelnC *:9,'triedaU := True;’);
WritelnC ,:9,'For I:=l To Prodcount: 1,’ Do ’);
WritelnC ‘:12,'If tried[I] = F a l s e ' T h e n  triedall := False;'); 
WritelnC ':6,'End');
WritelnC ':3,'End');
WritelnC ':3,'Else Begin');
End;
Currentprod: =CurrentruleA.Firstprod;
If Not(Parsing)
Then
For I:—1 To Prodcount Do 
Begin
WriteC ':6,'If (index*');
Write(CurrentprodA.Minprodlen: 1);
WriteC+minf <= maxlength) And (index*'); 
Writemax(CurrentprodA.Maxprodlen);
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Writeln('+maxf >= minlength)');
WriteC 'r^ ’Then ');
Writetoken(CurrentruleA.NameA);
WriteCmkMil/C);
Write('minf,maxf,');
Writeparam; Writeln(');');
Currentprod := CurrentprodA.Nextprod;
End
Else For I : - l  To Prodcount Do Begin WriteC ’:4); 
Writetoken(CurrentruleA.NameA);
WriteCmk’Jrl/C);
Writeparam; Writeln(');'); 
Currentprod:=CurrentprodA. Nextprod;
End;
If (prodcount>l) And Not(parsing)
Then Begin
WritelnC ':UEnd;');
WritelnCEnd;');
End;
If tracing 
Then Begin
Write('nesting := nesting -1;' Writeln("Rejecting:","
":nesting,"');
Writetoken(CurrentruleA.NameA);
WritelnC");')
End;
WritelnCEnd;1); Writeln; Writeln; 
Currentrale:=CurrentruleANextrule 
End
End; {makeprocs}
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A.4 Results of Running Gener8
The following are example runs of the generator, parser and disambiguator for the 
grammar given below.
[ the Dangling Else ambiguity..if X then if X then X else X]
S ="a ",
"if b then " S,
"if b then "S  "else " S;
S.
Running the generator producing random and sequential strings :
Generate strings Randomly or Sequentially [r/s] <RETURN> »  s 
Enter Minimum (>=1) and Maximum (<-500) number of tokens
<RETURN> »  1 5 
Strings written out or counted [w/c] <RETURN> »  w 
File for generated strings [Terminal] <RETURN> :
How many strings wanted ('O' if all of them) <RETURN> »  0
1: a
2: if b then a
3: if b then if b then a
4: if b then if b then if b then a
5: if b then if b then if b then if b then a
6: if b then if b then a else a
7: if b then a else a
8: if b then a else if b then a
9: if b then if b then a else a
9 strings found in 0.130 CPU seconds
Again [y/n] <RETURN> »  y
Generate strings Randomly or Sequentially [r/s] <RETURN> »  r 
Enter Minimum (>=1) and Maximum (<=500) number of tokens
<RETURN> » 3 7  
Strings written out or counted [w/c] <RETURN> »  w 
File for generated strings [Terminal] <RETURN> :
How many strings wanted <RETURN> » 1 2
1: if b then if b then if b then if b then if b then if b then a
2: if b then if b then if b then if b then a else a
3: if b then if b then a else a else a
4: if b then a else if b then a
5: if b then if b then if b then if b then a else a
6: if b then if b then a
7 : if b then if b then a else if b then if b then a
8: if b then a else if b then a else a
9: if b then if b then a else a else a
10: if b then a else if b then a else a
11 : if b then if b then a else a
12: if b then if b then a else a
12 strings found in 0.303 CPU seconds
Again [y/n] <RETURN> »  n
Running the disambiguator:
Enter Minimum and Maximum number of tokens <RETURN> » 3 5  
Strings written out or counted [w/c] <RETURN> »  w 
File for Ambiguous strings [Terminal] <RETURN> :
How many strings wanted ('O' if all of them) <RETURN> »  0
if b then if b then a else a 
Number of parses = 2
if b then if b then a else a 
Number of parses = 2
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Again [y/n] <RETURN> »  n
Running the parser with parse trees :
Parse File [Terminal] <RETURN> :
Enter string to be parsed followed by a blank line 
Carriage returns are ignored 
>if b then if b then a else a
1:
S____ "if b then"
I S "if b then "
I S "a "
"else "
I S "a "
2:
S "if b then "
S "if b then "
I
I S "a "
"else "
S "a "
Number of correct parses is 2
Time taken : 0.142 CPU seconds
Again [y/n] <RETURN> »  n
Appendix B
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ProtoCola Source Code with Description
B .l Description of the Translator
This section describes the translator: the Pascal structures it uses and the 
procedures and functions it calls.
The translator system is written in Pascal and consists of three files. One file 
(called P2ca.pas) contains the code which when compiled and run will read and parse 
the Prolog program and then convert it into the Pascal translation and in the process of 
doing so will copy appropriate Pascal text needed by the translation from the other two 
files. These other two files are a text file (called P2ca.text) and a library file (called 
P2ca.lib). Much code is common to all the Pascal translations and the text file contains 
this code and is always copied across. The library file has the procedures which are the 
Pascal versions of the various built-in Prolog predicates. If one of these predicates is 
used in the Prolog program being translated then the corresponding Pascal procedure is 
copied from the library file into the translated code. Appendix C explains how to use 
these programs.
P 2ca .oas
This program is made up of five sets of procedures which perform the 
following functions :
1) Initialisation of the translator.
2) Lexical analysis.
3) Parsing of the Prolog program.
4) Construction of a parse tree of the Prolog program.
5) Construction of the Pascal procedures from the parse tree.
1) Initialisation
The lexical analyser reads the Prolog programs recognising tokens. Each token
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is represented by a record in the Pascal, called a 'symbolrec' which is defined as 
follows:
symbolptr = Asymbolrec; 
symbolrec = Record
offset, length : Integer; 
class: Integer; 
prec, assoc: Integer; 
id : Integer; 
numval: Integer, 
used: Boolean; 
next: symbolptr
The 'offset' and 'length' fields define the name of the token by referring to the 
position of its first character in a global character array called 'store' holding all the 
names of tokens. The 'class' field gives the class of the token. The following classes 
exist and are defined as constants :
c6345 = 14; {*?-*}
End;
ceof = 1; 
cword = 2; 
csign = 3; 
cnumber = 4; 
cvar = 5; 
cquote = 6; 
cstring = 7; 
cpreop = 8; 
cinfop -  9; 
cop = 10; 
c91 = 11; 
c40 = 12; 
c5845 =13;
c59 = 15 
c44 = 16 
c46 = 17 
c41 = 18
{*;*}
{*,*}
j
{»)*}
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c93 = 19; {*]*}
cl24 = 20; {*!*}
c33 = 21; {*!*}
The 'prec1 and 'assoc' fields are the precedence and associativity fields used for 
operator tokens. The associativity is defined using the constants 'xfx', 'xfy', 'yfx', 
'fx' and 'fy', see [Clocksin,84], The 'id' field is a unique number assigned to each 
different token. The 'numval' field is either set to the actual numerical value of an 
integer if that is what the token is, or is the number of arguments of a functor if the 
token is representing one. The 'used' field is relevant for a token holding a Prolog 
variable and is set to true if it is not the first occurence of that particular variable symbol 
in a rule. This field also indicates whether a predefined token is used or not by the 
Prolog program. A list of such 'symbolrec's is kept with the 'next' field pointing to the 
next one in the list. Two global pointers 'firstsym' and 'lastsym' are used to point to 
the first and the last 'symbolrec's in the list respectively.
As each token is read from the Prolog program, then if it is a new symbol it is 
added to the end of the list of 'symbolrec's with its appropriate class. Before the lexical 
analyser is called to read the tokens the list is first initialised to a list of 'symbolrec's 
representing the various reserved tokens of Prolog. This list consists of 13 records of 
punctuation tokens followed by (at present) 53 records of reserved tokens including the 
symbols representing the built-in predicates of Prolog. The very first record of the list 
is set to represent the end of file token; the 'offset' and 'length' fields of this record are 
both set to '0' thus not actually indexing a place in the 'store*.
The following procedures are used to initialise the system:
1 . 'initsymbol' - Is passed an uninitialised pointer to a 'symbolrec' and values 
representing all the fields of a 'symbolrec' except that of 'used' and 'next' 
which are set to 'False' and 'Nil' respectively. All the parameters passed to 
the procedure except the 'symbolptr' need to have been initialised before 
entry.
2. 'newsymlist' - Initialises the first record of the list to represent the end of 
file token using 'initsymbol' and sets 'firstsym' and 'lastsym' to point to 
this record, 'firstsym' stays the same throughout the rest of the program.
3. 'addsymbol' - Adds a new symbol to the list, setting the 'next' field of the 
last record to point to the new record and updating 'lastsym' appropriately. 
The parameters passed to this procedure are the same as those passed to 
'initsymbol' and need to be initialised in the same way since 'initsymbol' is 
used to initialise this new record.
4. 'declaresymbols' - Has no parameters passed. For each predefined token 
’addsymbol' is called with the appropriate parameters for the initialisation of 
the record. Since on each call the 'symbolptr' passed is initialised by a call 
to the Pascal procedure 'New' a dummy locally defined 'symbolptr' is used 
as the parameter unless a record is being initialised which will need to be 
accessed directly at some later stage in the program. In this case the 
appropriate globally defined 'symbolptr' is passed as a parameter to 
'addsymbol'. These are indicated in table on pages 1 v s  .
On completion of this initialisation the following global variables are set 
accordingly: 'idc' which is counting the number of records in the list and is 
used to initialise the 'id' field of new records appropriately; 'preidc' which 
is the value of 'idc' before any new tokens are read from the Prolog file, 
and will stay the same throughout the remainder of the program; 'strtidc' set 
to '14' indicating the start of the records not representing punctuation 
tokens; 'storesz' the number of characters in the 'store'. The 'used' field of 
'listsym' amd 'nullsym' are set to 'True'.
5. 'filltable' This initialises the 'store' array with characters making up the 
various tokens in the initial 'symbolrec' list. It also calls the procedure 
'declaresymbols' once the previous job is completed.
/
This completes all the initialisation procedures. At the end of the initialisation 
the state of the various global variables, constants and the 'symbolrec1 list is the 
following:
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svmbolDtr name class prec assoc M numval used
firstsym EOF ceof 0 0 0 -1 False
[ c91 0 0 1 -1 False
] c93 0 0 2 -1 False
( c40 0 0 3 -1 False
) c41 0 0 4 -1 False
drctvsym C5845 1200 0 5 -1 False
querysym ?_ c6345 1200 fx 6 -1 False
» c44 1000 0 7 -1 False
? c59 1100 0 8 -1 False
c46 0 0 9 -1 False
1 cl24 00 0 10 -1 False
predsym + cop 500 fx*yfx 11 -1 False
- cop 500 fx*yfx 12 -1 False
* cop 400 yfx 13 -1 False
/ cop 400 yfx 14 -1 False
div cop 400 yfx 15 -1 False
mod cop 300 xfx 16 -1 False
A cop 200 xfy 17 -1 False
ulsym _ cvar 0 0 18 -1 False
listsym $$ cword 0 0 19 -1 False
nullsym [] c9193 0 0 20 -1 False
digitsym d$ cnumber 0 0 21 -1 False
cutsym ! c33 0 0 22 -1 False
ltsym < cop 700 xfx 23 2 False
gtsym > cop 700 xfx . 24 2 False
=< cop 700 xfx 25 2 False
>= cop 700 xfx 26 2 False
eqsym = cop 700 xfx 27 2 False
V cop 700 xfx 28 2 False
is cop 700 xfx 29 2 False
=:= cop 700 xfx 30 2 False
=V= cop 700 xfx 31 2 False
write cword 0 0 32 1 False
nl cword 0 0 33 0 False
callsym call cword 0 0 34 1 False
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actìvesym
opsym
not cop 900 fy 35 1 False
true cword 0 0 36 0 False
fail cword 0 0 37 0 False
repeat cword 0 0 38 0 False
var cword 0 0 39 1 False
nonvar cword 0 0 40 1 False
atom cword 0 0 41 1 False
integer cword 0 0 42 1 False
atomic cword 0 0 43 1 False
functor cword 0 0 44 3 False
arg cword 0 0 45 3 False
length cword 0 0 46 2 False
= . . cop 700 xfx 47 2 False
name cword 0 0 48 2 False
compare cword 0 0 49 3 False
== cop 700 xfx 50 2 False
v = cop 700 xfx 51 2 False
@< cop 700 xfx 52 2 False
@> cop 700 xfx 53 2 False
@=< cop 700 xfx 54 2 False
@>= cop 700 xfx 55 2 False
sort cword 0 0 56 2 False
bagof cword 0 0 57 3 False
setof cword 0 0 58 3 False
time cword 0 0 59 1 False
noquery cword 0 0 60 0 False
op cword 0 0 61 3 False
Global variables : idc = 66; storesz = 168; preidc = 59;
21 Lexical Analysis
The main procedure of the lexical analyser is 'getsymbol' which reads tokens 
from the Prolog file and adds a ’symbolrec’ to the list of symbols if it is a new token 
encountered. The purpose of ’getsymbol' is to set two global variables for the parser. 
The first variable is 'sym' a 'symbolptr' and this is set either to point to the new
'symbolrec' created ot to point to an existing old one if the token just read has been 
encountered before or is predefined in the initialisation. The parser calls 'getsymbol' 
repeatedly and looks at the second variable set by 'getsymbol' called 'class', an integer, 
to determine whether the last token read is of the right type and obeys the syntax rules 
of Prolog.
The basic algorithm for 'getsymbol1 is thus :
read in the next token from the Prolog program;
If it is in the symbol list
Then set 'sym' to point to the appropriate 'symbolrec'
Else create and add a new record to the list assigning 'sym' to this 
record;
set 'class' to the class of the token
The procedure uses a record called 'tokenrec' to initially hold the token read in 
before it is located or added to the symbol list This is defined:
tokenrec = Record
name : Packed Array [l..maxlength] Of Char; 
length, c lass: Integer;
End;
where 'maxlength' is a global constant currently set to 80. Once this record is 
initialised with the next token from the input it is passed to a procedure called 'locate' 
which searches for it in the symbol list adding a new record if not found and returning 
the 'symbolptr' 'sym' to the record at the end.
A token is read in in the following way :
initialise 'name' of token to blanks 
repeat the following
skip all characters of Ascii value <= 32 or >= 127 
if not end of file 
then begin
classify the token according to the value of the next input 
character (either a ’cvar', 'cword', 'cnumber', 'csign', 'cquote' 
or 'cstring') and read characters into the 'name' of the token 
incrementing the length appropriately until a next character to be
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read does not fit the appropriate class of token 
end
else set 'sym’ to point to the same place as 'firstsym' 
if the first two characters of the token are '/*' then skip comment 
until a token is read that is not a comment 
if it is not the end of the file (i.e. 'sym' = 'firstsym')
then call locate passing the token read into a 'tokenrec' and 'sym' to be 
assigned
if 'sym' points to a prefix operator and the next character in the input is not 
one of ')', ']'
then set the global variable 'class' to be 'cpreop' 
else set 'class' to be the class of the record pointed to by 'sym'.
This completes the description of the lexical analyser.
31.4) Parsing of the Prolog Program and Construction of the Parse tree 
of the Prolog Program
The purpose of this phase is to build a parse tree as tokens are read in. The 
basic set of parsing procedures was produced by the Gener8 system by running it with 
the Prolog syntax as input. On their own these procedures will parse a Prolog program 
without producing a parse tree in the form required. I added calls to other procedures to 
construct a tree as the program was being parsed. The parsing procedures use nested 
procedures with procedural parameters (called continuations) as a means of 
representing each grammar rule of the Prolog syntax. Gener8 can deal easily with 
non-deterministic grammars because of the way in which each rule is represented since 
backtracking is possible to find the correct parse for a given input. However because of 
the necessity to build a parse tree during the parsing of the Prolog program, the 
grammar for Prolog was designed to be deterministic: i.e. at each point in the parse the 
choice of selecting an alternative in any grammar rule starting with a non-terminal is 
determined by the type of token currently being parsed; in each rule only one choice 
exists depending on the type of token. This avoided the need for backtracking with the 
added problem of reducing the tree if it did occur.
A parse tree is necessary as this enables further processing before the Pascal 
procedures are written out to the translated file.
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At various stages in the parse a token is required from the input program and the 
parsing procedures call the procedure 'terminal' to obtain the next token to be parsed. 
The Gener8 system is similar in this respect except that 'terminal' will only return a 
character to be parsed rather than a token. The procedure is passed two parameters; the 
first is a 'symbolptr' which is assigned the token to be parsed by 'terminal' if the class 
of this token matches the second parameter passed to 'terminal' which is the class of 
token required by the calling procedure in order for a successful parse.
The parse tree is built up using the following record and pointer structures :
termptr = Atermrec; 
altptr = Aaltrec; 
termrec = Record
nam e: symbolptr; 
args: termptr; 
arity: Integer; 
bexp: Boolean; 
uvfc: Integer; 
dec,cut: Boolean; 
a lt: altptr, 
nextgoal: termptr 
End;
altrec -  Record
goal: termptr; 
nextalt: altptr,
End;
The field 'args' points to the records representing the arguments of a functor, 
which are of the same type; the 'arity' is the number of such arguments; the 'bexp', 
'uvfc' and 'dec' fields will be explained later; ’cut' is set to true in the case where a 
'termrec' holds the name of a rule and the '!' predicate is found in the Prolog rule.
Each rule is read into the tree in the following way. The name of the rule is 
stored in the first termrec with its arguments if it has any pointed to by the 'args' field. 
The following rule in the Prolog program is read in in the same way and linked to the 
first rule by the 'nextgoal' field. Each rule will have none or more alternatives. If it has 
no alternatives then it is a fact and the 'altptr' is set to the nil pointer. If it has more one
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or more alternatives then these alternatives are accessed using the 'altptr' field. Each 
alternative will consist of a set of goals. The first goal in each set will be accessed by 
the 'goal' field in the 'altrec' and subsequent goals by the 'nextgoal' field in the 
'termrec's. The 'args' field of a 'termrec' will not directly point to the 'termrec's 
actually holding the arguments. For example, if a predicate has three arguments, then 
the 'args' field will point to a list of three 'termrec's. the 'nextgoal' fields of each of 
these 'termrec's will point to the actual structures holding the arguments of the 
predicate.
Once a token is parsed it is added to the parse tree. The following procedures 
are used to do this.
1. 'initerm' - initialises a 'termrec'. The parameter passed is a pointer and 
space for the record pointed to by the pointer is obtained by using the Pascal 
procedure New. All the pointers of the record are assigned 'Nil1, all the 
integer type fields are assigned 'O' and all the boolean fields are assigned 
'false'.
2 . 'initalt' - initialises an 'altptr' called in a similar way to 'initerm'.
3 . 'initnull' - is passed a pointer to a 'termrec1 and sets this to represent the 
null list i.e. [].
4. 'initlist' - similar to initnull, only is set to represent the list functor. A list is 
represented as a functor of arity two with if necessary the second argument 
a list etc.
5 . 'initargs' - creates and initialises a record structure to hold an argument of a 
predicate or functor.
6 . 'morelist' - three parameters are passed to this procedure, two 'termptr’s 
and a boolean flag. If this flag is set to true then the parser is indicating that 
more of a list structure is to be parsed. The 'args' field of the first 'termptr' 
is initialised to point to a list structure and the second argument is set to 
point to the 'termrec' representing the 'list* functor. If the flag is set to false 
then nothing is done other than to set the second 'termptr' to point to the 
same place as the 'termptr'. The procedure that calls 'morelist' uses this
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second pointer and thus needs to be set to point to the correct place for the 
continued building of the tree no matter what the value of the boolean flag 
is.
7 . 'travlist' - the first pointer passed to this procedure is set to represent a list 
using 'initlist' while the second pointer starting at the record pointed to by 
the first pointer follows the trail of 'args' and 'nextgoal' pointers until the 
'args' pointer is 'Nil' i.e. it finds the end of the list and sets the second 
'termptr' parameter to the last element in this list.
8 . 'initop1 - creates and initialises a 'termrec' pointed to by the passed 'termptr' 
parameter to represent an infix operator functor. All infix expressions are 
converted to prefix expressions in order to be stored in the tree in a functor 
argumen form. Thus an infix operator is considered a functor the head of 
which is the name of the operator and which has two arguments, the first 
argument being the first operand of the expression and the second argument 
the second operand.
9. 'leftassoc' - is a function which is passed two 'symbolptr's and determines 
that if the two operators represented by the 'symbolptr's (which may be the 
same) have the same precedence whether the first 'symbolptr' represents an 
operator which is left associative or not returning a boolean value of 'True' 
if it is or Talse' if it is not.
10 .'insert' - is used while parsing an infix expression. It is passed three 
'termptr's. The second 'termptr' is inserted into the tree representing the 
prefix form of the infix expression parsed so far. This tree is pointed to by 
the third pointer passed. The resulting tree is passed back pointed to by the 
first pointer. The procedure takes into account the precedence and 
associativities of the operators involved and also whether part of the tree 
represents a bracketed expression or not as indicated by the 'bexp' field of a 
'termrec'. Tuu
1 1 . 'initstring' - this converts a string token that has been read into the 'termrec' 
passed via a pointer to the procedure into a list of Ascii character codes for 
each character of the string. The list is represented in the normal way with a 
'termrec' for each Ascii value, the 'store' array and the 'symbolptr' list
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being updated appropriately.
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12 'getval' - is passed two integers, an offset into the 'store' array of this 
translating program and the length of the number accessed there. The 
function recursively calls itself so that a number of any length can be dealt 
with. The eventual result returned is the actual value of the number in the 
'store'.
13. 'newop'- tests whether the 'termrec' passed to it via a pointer represents the 
predicate op(A,B,C) returning 'True' if it does.
14,'opdec' - processes the Prolog predicate op(A ,B ,C ) to add the new 
operator to the list of those already recognised. It finds out the actual value 
(using the function 'getval', to be described), of the first argument of the 
predicate to determine the precedence of the operator, The associativity is 
defined by the second argument and the actual symbol for the operator is 
given by the third argument. It is the 'symbolrec' pointed to by this third 
argument which is modified with the appropriate 'prec' and 'assoc' values.
These are all the procedures used by the parsing procedures. The initial 
'termptr' passed to first parsing procedure is the global pointer 'progt'.
5 )  Writing out the Parse Tree
The following are small procedures used by the main procedures in processing 
the parse tree and in actually writing out the procedures to the output file. To avoid any 
naming problems procedures are named according to the 'id' number of the 
'symbolrec' of the rule being translated. Parameters passed in procedure heads, that 
appear in the heads of the rules in the Prolog, are numbered from 1 to the arity of the 
rule head prefixed by a ’F . Variables local to a rule appear in the Pascal, again 
numbered from 1 to however many different variables there are in the rule prefixed by a 
'V . Any underline terms in the Prolog are again numbered in the same way but 
prefixed by a 'U'. Functors are constructed within the Pascal procedures and are 
assigned to numbered variable prefixed by *F'. The actual number of a variable is 
determined and assigned to the 'uvfc' field of a 'termrec' when the parse tree is 
processed.
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1 . 'empty' - tests whether a 'termrec' is holding a variable or not by looking at 
the first character in its name.
2 . 'printsym' - is passed a 'symbolptr' and writes out the characters to the 
output file according to the 'offset' and 'length' fields of the 'symboirec'.
3. 'printerm' - writes out Prolog variables in the appropriate Pascal form. If 
the name is an underline symbol then the value of 'uvfc' field is written out 
prefixed by 'U \ if the variable is an actual procedural parameter then the 
value is prefixed by 'P' otherwise by 'V'.
4. 'givename' - Using 'printsym' writes out the name of a rule as it appeared 
in the Prolog in Pascal comments.
5. 'printid' - writes the Pascal name of a rule in Prolog using its 'id' and 
'arity'.
6 . 'printname' - prefixes the name of a rule with 'Procedure' calling 'printid' 
afterwards.
7. 'printfunct' - prints out the Pascal name for a functor 'F  followed by the 
value stored in the 'uvfc' field of the 'termrec' passed to the procedure via a 
'termptr', unless the 'arity' field indicates that it is not a functor in which 
case either 'printerm' is called if it is a variable or if it is a constant then the 
index into the 'tmk' array where it will be stored in the translated program is 
written out.
8 . 'eqterm' - is passed two 'termptr's and determines whether they refer to the 
same Prolog terms by examining their names and arities. Returns as 'True' 
if they are equal.
9 . ’firstvar1 - succeeds if the 'termptr' passed points to a variable and if the 
'dec' field of the 'termrec' is TFalse'.
10 . 'repeatedvar' - succeeds if the first 'termptr' passed points to a 'termrec' 
holding a variable which is not an underline variable and is not actually
pointing to the same place as the second 'termptr' passed to the function but 
the names of the variables that are represented by the pointers are the same, 
i.e. it succeeds if the first variable is a repeated occurence of the second 
variable in a rule.
11. 'functor' - succeeds if the 'termptr' passed represents a Prolog functor or 
not.
12 . 'assignc' - is passed a 'termptr' and assigns the value of the second 
parameter after incrementing it by one to the 'uvfc1 field of the 'termrec' 
pointed to.
The controlling procedure for writing out the parse tree is 'printpepsi' and it 
calls the various procedures which will write out the Pascal procedures for the Prolog 
code, interspersed with calls to the procedure 'textcopy'. Each time 'textcopy' is called 
it will read from the current position in the file P2ca.text and write out the Pascal text 
that is there until it reaches a marker in the text file telling it to stop for the present, 
'printpepsi' opens and closes the appropriate files at the beginning and end of its body.
'printpepsi' calls the following procedures :
i
1 . 'princonsts' - adds constants to the output file consisting mainly of indexes 
into the 'tmk' array and offsets into the character 'store' array which are 
used by the translated code, usually by the built-in predicates.
2 . 'decfwd' - prints out all the forward procedure declarations and while doing 
this also processes the parse tree. Facts that are false in the context of the 
Prolog program are also found in this procedure; these need to be declared 
in the Pascal code as false facts and an extra pointer called 'extraprogf is 
used to access these facts which are added to the top of the parse tree as it is 
parsed. This pointer is initially set to point to the same place as 'progt', the 
top of the parse tree.
The main part of 'decfwd' consists of a loop which goes through each rule 
in the program. If it has not already been declared as indicated by the 'dec' 
field of the 'termrec' holding the rule name than a forward procedure 
heading is printed out in the output file by the procedure 'printfwd'. It
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processes the tree structure holding the arguments and goals of the rules. 
This is done with the procedure 'setdecflds'. If a rule has not been declared 
before then it is declared and then the rest of the parse tree seached through 
to find rules with the same name and arity. the 'dec' fields of these rules are 
then set to True’ and 'setdecflds' called for these rules.
2a. 'printfwd' - takes two parameters, the first a 'termptr' pointing to the 
rule name to be declared and the second an integer indicating whether it 
is a forward declaration or, in the case that a false fact is being declared 
in the Pascal, whether the whole procedure consisting of 'Begin End;' 
is written out. When 'printfwd' is called from 'decfwd' the first mode is 
always used.
2b. 'setdecflds' - is passed a 'termptr' to a rule. The head of this rule is 
processed using 'setdecfldsgoal' and then each goal of each of the 
alternatives (as distinguished by ; in the Prolog) if there are any, are 
processed again using 'setdecfldsgoal'. Also, for each goal of the rule 
the procedure 'decfailgoals' is called passing the pointer to each goal 
structure as a parameter to this procedure. Next, each goal is checked, 
and if it represents the cut predicate then the 'cut' field of the 'termrec' 
pointed to by the 'termptr' passed to the 'setdecflds' procedure is set to 
'True' to indicate that this rule contains a cut. Finally for each goal the 
'uvfc' field is initialised to zero.
2c. 'decfailgoals' - this is passed each goal in each rule and searches 
through all the rule heads to find if the goal matches any of them. If no 
match is found then the goal in the context of the Prolog program is 
false and will not succeed. In this case a new 'termrec' is created with 
the contents of the goal 'termrec' copied to it and added to the top of the 
parse tree updating the pointer 'extraprogt' appropriately. If the goal is 
not found then it is printed out as a procedure using 'printfwd'.
2d. 'setdecfldsgoal' - is passed six parameters, the first two are pointers to 
the current rule being processed and the current goal in the rule being 
processed. The third is an 'altptr' which is the current alternative being 
processed. There are two Boolean flags, 'doal' and 'goal', and an 
integer lv ' acting as a flag. The purpose of the procedure is to find a
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variable or functor in the goal passed, to assign it an identification value, 
depending on its type (local, underline, functor, or a procedure head 
parameter) and then to find all further occurences of this variable in the 
rule assigning the same identification to it and also setting the 'dec’ field 
of such a repeated term to 'True'. The first time 'setdecfldsgoal' is 
called is when the rule head is being processed in this case the three 
flags 'doal', ’goal' and 'lv' are set to 'True', 'True' and 'O' respectively 
in the call. The second time is for ecah goal of the rule and in this case 
the value sof the flags passed are False', 'True' and '2' respectively.
Variables found in the head of a rule are in scope to all the alternatives of 
the rule, thus once a variable is found then all the alternative goals need 
to be searched for further occurences of the same variable and to be 
marked as already described. The flag ’doal1 indicates this and is set to 
'True* accordingly.
'setdecfldsgoal' is also recursively called within the procedure for each 
of the arguments of a goal, and hence a functor with arguments can be 
passed as the second 'termptr'. Each functor is to be identified 
accordingly but a goal is not and to distinguish when to give a 'termrec' 
passed as a parameter a functor identification the flag 'goal' is used 
which is set to 'True' when a goal rather than a functor is passed.
'lv' is set to 'O' initially to indicate that the goal being dealt with is the 
rule head. If the goal has arguments then for each argument 
'setdecfldsgoal' is called and the value of 'lv' is incremented by T  and 
passed as a parameter. Thus when 'setdecfldsgoal' is called if the value 
of 'lv' is 'O', indicating a procedure head argument, then for each 
argument processed 'pent' is increased by 1. If 'lv' is 1 then this 
indicates that the goal passed to be processed is in fact a parameter of the 
rule head and if it is a variable then it is assigned the identification 
number according to the value of 'pent', and to indicate that it is such a 
variable the 'cut' field of the 'termrec' is set to 'True'. This ensures that 
the variable identification matches the variables declared in the procedure 
declaration. This field is also examined by 'printerm' when printing out 
the identification of the variable. If the goal passed to 'setdecfldsgoal' is 
a functor of the rule head then 'setdecfldsgoal' is called again,
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incrementing the value of 'lv' to indicate that even though any variables 
that appear in the functor are in the rule head they do not need to be 
assigned the identification number with *P* as a prefix, 'lv' is set to '2' 
when initally calling 'setdecfldsgoal' with goals of the rule body to 
avoid all this.
The procedure uses 'assignc' to set the 'uvfc' field to the appropriate 
value.
The general control for the procedure is :
If the goal passed has arguments 
Then
If it is a functor term then assign the 'uvfc' field with the 
current 'fcnt'.
For each argument of the goal call 'setdecfldsgoal'.
Else
If goal is actually a variable and has not already been
identified
Then
Assign the 'uvfc' field with the current 'pent', 'vent' or 
'ucnt' depending on the type of variable.
Identify any other variables that are the same as the goal 
using 'decfld*.
2e. 'decfld' - this procedure is passed four parameters, the first a pointer to 
the current rule, the second a pointer to the variable which has just been 
identified, the fourth a Boolean flag 'doal' indicating whether to search 
through all the alternatives of a rule or just the present alternative and its 
set of goals, as indicated by the third parameter 'al' an 'altptr'. Using 
the procedure 'setdecfld' the procedure searches first the head of the rule 
and then by using a loop each goal of the alternative or alternatives 
depending on 'doal'.
2f. 'setdecfld' - the second 'termptr' parameter passed to this procedure is 
the pointer to the variable that has been identified. The first pointer 
passed points to the particular structure to be searched. For each
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argument of the structure then if it is a repeated variable, ascertained by 
using 'repeatedvar', then it is assigned the same values in its ’uvfc' and 
'cut' fields as the actual variable identified. If the argument is a functor 
then 'setdecfld' is recursively called passing this argument as the first 
parameter and the original second parameter as the second parameter to 
the procedure.
2g.'oktoprint' - is passed a 'termptr' and examines this to determine 
whether or not the rule it represents needs to be processed by 'decfwd' 
or by any other procedure which calls it. It returns 'False' if either: the 
'dec' field of the 'termptr' is set to 'True’ (i.e. it has already been 
processed); the 'termptr' represents the noquery predicate (which does 
not need processing); or, the rule is a query which is the op goal (which 
has already been processed).
This completes the description of all the procedures used by 'decfwd'.
3. 'libcopy* - searches through the P2ca.lib library file and copies any 
procedures representing built-in predicates used by the Prolog program into 
the translated program. Thus any such procedures will appear directly after 
the forward declarations.
Before each procedure in the library file there is a list of numbers, one or 
more, enclosed by markers. The procedure searches for this list. The first 
number is the same as the 'id' of the procedure following and the rest of the 
numbers are the 'id's of the procedures that use the procedure following. To 
determine whether or not to copy the immediately following procedure the 
'used' fields of the 'symbolrec's that represent the built-in predicates are 
examined. The correct 'symbolrec's are found by searching through the list 
of 'symbolrec's until the 'id' numbers match up. If the 'used' field of any 
of the 'symbolrec's corresponding to the procedures denoted in the list is 
'True' then the 'used' field of the ’symbolrec' corresponding to the 
procedure in question is set to 'True'. Once all the numbers in the list have 
been processed and the appropriate 'symbolrec's examined then if the 
'used' field of the 'symbolrec' representing the procedure following in the 
library is true then the text of the procedure is copied across.
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Tibcopy’ calls the procedure 'printcall' if the ’used’ field of the record 
pointed to by 'callptr1 is set to 'True' which will be the case if the built-in 
predicate call is used.
The procedure uses two other procedures: 'libecho', which will copy the 
actual code across until the next marker is found, and Tibskip' which will 
skip over rather than copy the code in the library file until the next marker is 
found.
3a. 'printcall' - searches through each rule starting at 'extraprogt' and writes 
out a procedure call to the procedure representing each distinct rule 
(distinct in terms of name and arity). because built-in predicates are not 
defined in the Prolog program and will not appear as rule heads, 
'printcall' also seaches through all the predefined 'symbolrec's that 
represent built-in predicates and prints appropriate calls to these 
procedures if the 'used' field is set to 'True'. The actual writing of the 
call is done by 'pcall' a procedure defined within 'printcall'. It prints the 
test which determines which procedure is being called and then the 
actual procedure call with the correct number of parameters.
4. printrule - This is the main procedure for printing out the procedures which 
correspond to each Prolog rule as written in the program being translated.
The procedure traverses the parse tree starting at 'progt'. Each procedure 
name is written out if the 'dec' field of the rule 'termrec' has not been set to 
'True' and then for each rule which has the same rule name (and arity), 
which will be called clauses, the procedures corresponding to the 
alternatives of each rule are printed out followed by the procedure which 
processes the rule head parameters, in the case of functors to construct them 
and print the 'unify' procedure call to match the functor structure with the 
appropriate procedure parameter, or in the case of a Prolog constant to 
'unify' the appropriate structure holding the constant (in the 'tmk' array) 
with the correct procedure parameter. Rules that have the same rule head 
need to be found by searching through the tree. The corresponding Pascal 
procedures are called 'clause 1', 'clause2' ...etc. The number of clauses 
found with the same rule head is kept track of by the variable 'cent' while 
the number of alternatives of each clause is stored in 'acnt'. Both these
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variables are first declared in this procedure. For each clause any variables 
that need to be declared, to hold either functors or Prolog varaiables, are 
done so by calling the procedure 'decgoalvar'. If any of the rules have a cut 
in then the Pascal ’Label' statement is printed immediately after the rule head 
procedure name. Once all the procedures for each different clause with their 
alternatives of the rule have been printed the body of the ' procedure 
consisting of calls to the ’clause1 procedures is printed along with the goto 
number if there is a cut. The procedures for the alternatives of a clause are 
printed out using 'printalts', and the procedure body processing the 
parameters of a clause are printed using 'printmatch'.
4a. 'decgoalvar' - has one of three uses, as indicated by the integer 'ird'. 
The first is to actually declare any variables that a procedure will use as, 
the second is to print out the variables as parameters to the procedure 
'init' which allocates space in the 'tmk' array for them, and the third is 
is to print out the variables as parameters to the procedure 'rep' which 
reclaims space from the 'tmk' array in the translated program. The 
procedure is passed four parameters, the goal currently being processed 
(which will be a rule head when called from 'printrule'), an integer 
'tmc' which is used for indenting the code in the procedures, 'ird' and a 
variable integer 'dent' which counts the number of variables written out 
. The procedure calls 'decvar' to do the actual printing passing all four 
of the parameters just described. On returning from this procedure 
'dent' is examined and if it is greater than zero then variables have been 
written out and if the use of the procedure is to declare the variables then 
their type 'Integer' is written out otherwise a new line is simply printed.
4b. 'decvar' - examines each argument of a goal in turn by recursively 
calling 'decvar' on each argument. If the argument is a variable (which 
is not to be prefixed by 'P' in its identifiaction value as indicated by the 
'dec' field of the 'termrec') the 'dec' field of which is 'False' or a 
functor then its identification is printed out using 'printfunct' unless it is 
a variable that appears in a query in which case nothing is done unless 
the mode in which 'decvar' is being used is one where the procedure 
'init' is being called in which case the variable is printed out as a 
parameter to the procedure 'iv' rather than 'init'. In this case the 'used' 
field of the 'termrec' holding the variable is set to 'True' to indicate that
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the actual name of this variable will be used by the translated program in 
reporting the result of a query. Normally when a variable is parsed 
unlike other types of Prolog terms the 'used' field is not set to 'True' 
because the actual name of the variable is not required by the translated 
program.
4c. 'printalts' - is passed a pointer to the structure holding a rule and calls 
'printalt' to write out the procedure for each alternative of the rule, 
incrementing 'acnt' for each alternative.
4d. 'printalt' - unless the pointer passed to this procedure is 'Nil' the name 
of the procedure is printed out according to the value of 'acnt'. Any 
variables that need to be declared are done so by 'decgoalvar'. 'printalt' 
is called recursively passing the pointer to the next goal in the list of 
goals in the alternative and once this procedure returns, the body of the 
procedure is printed out using 'printgoal'. This recursive calling of 
'printalt' before 'printgoal' results in the nested procedures as seen in 
the translated programs.
4e. 'printgoal' - writes out the actual Pascal procedure call for the Prolog 
goal represented by the 'termptr' passed to the procedure, using 
printfunct to write out the parameters of the procedure call. If there is a 
functor in the goal then the code for constructing this functor in the 
translated program is written out controlled by 'printconsbody' 
immediately before the procedure call. The final parameter in each 
procedure call is the continuation procedure which will be the name of 
the procedure immediately nested below the present one or, if it is the 
last goal in an alternative, then it will be the procedure 'Rest'. At the 
start and end of the body of the procedure 'decgoalvar' is called to print 
out the appropriate calls to 'init' and 'rep'. In the case of the 'cut' goal 
the procedure call is a 'Goto' statement.
4f. 'printconsbody' - if the argument passed to the procedure is not 'Nil' 
then the code for constructing the functor if the argument is one is 
actually written out by ’printlbody', but before this, 'printconsbody' is 
recursively called on the next argument according to the 'args' pointer of 
the 'termrec' pointed to in the procedure call. This ensures that the
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functors are constructed in the right order so that in a functor where one 
of the arguments is actually a functor itself then this nested functor is 
constructed before the functor of which it is an argument.
4g. 'printlbody' - If the argument passed is a functor then 'printconsbody' 
is called passing the pointer to the first argument of the functor, and 
after this returns the code for the procedures to construct the functor is 
printed. This code consists of calls to the 'cons' and 'add' procedures 
with the correct parameters according to the arguments of the functors 
which are printed using 'printfunct' unless the functor is a list in which 
case, since this is a common construction, the procedure 'conl' is used.
4h. 'printmatch' - writes out a nested set of procedures which will process 
the parameters passed in the clause head of a Prolog rule. Where a 
parameter is a variable nothing is done. If a parameter is a constant or a
c r  a  c-eorcxte ii fcvcwvwte' o~ f’toii.tviei'e»-
functorxtnen the actual construct for the Prolog constant or functorxneeds 
to be unified with the actual Pascal parameter, in the case of a functor 
this is done once it has been constructed in the Pascal translated code. 
The procedure also has to take into account whether there are any 
parameters or not and also whether there are any alternatives to the 
clause and produce the right code.
The top procedure of the nested set of procedures is called 'termO'. The 
nested set of procedures not only contains call to the 'unify' procedure 
but also in its innermost procedure the calls to the alternatives of the 
clause of the rule currently being accessed. This nested set of 
procedures is printed out under the control of 'printunify'. Once 
'printunify' has finished the main body of the clause' procedure can be 
printed. A flag 'uw* passed to printunify is set to 'True' if either there 
are actually calls to ’unify' or if there is more than one alternative to the 
clause. Either of these conditions being satisfied will ensure the printing 
of 'termO'. If both are not satisfied then 'printunify' will not have 
printed 'termO'. Thus if 'uw' is 'False' then no call to 'termO' is needed 
in the body of the 'clause' procedure and 'Rest' or the name of the one 
alternative is written out instead, 'decgoalvar' is used to print the calls to 
'init' or 'rep' if needed, according to the nature of the parameters in the 
clause head, at the start and end of the procedure body.
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4i. ’printunify' - recursively calls itself until the pointer passed to it 
indicating the arguments of a clause head is 'Nil1. If the pointer passed 
to it is not 'Nil' and needs a call to 'unify', (a fact determined by the 
function 'needtounify'), then the procedure heading is written out but 
before the body of the procedure including the call to 'unify' is written 
the recursive call comes to ensure the correct nesting of the procedure. 
Once this call returns then the body is printed using 'printunifygoal1. If 
the function 'needtounify' returns 'False' then the procedure simply 
recursively calls itself. The pointer passed in the recursive call is the 
pointer to the next argument in the structure.
Once the pointer passed to the procedure is 'Nil' the innermost 
procedure calling the procedures for the alternatives of the clause is 
written if there is more than one such alternative.
4j. 'printunifygoal' - if the argument passed to this procedure is a functor 
then 'printlbody' is called to print the code to construct the functor. This 
is followed by the call to 'unify' with the appropriate parameters, the 
actual procedural parameter followed by the identification for the functor
or capstted pc'jawet®',
or constantAfollowed by the continuation procedure. If a functor has 
been constructed then a new line is written out before the ‘End;’ 
statement of the procedure for formatting purposes. The continuation 
procedure will depend on the number of alternatives of the clause and 
whether there are any more calls to 'unify' needed in lower nested 
procedures. If there are no more calls needed and the number of 
alternatives is less than two then the continuation will either be 'Rest' or 
the name of the alternative procedure if there is only one. Otherwise the 
continuation procedure will be the name of the next nested procedure 
(which will be the procedure calling the alternatives if there are more 
than one of them).
4k. 'nomore' - searches through the remaining arguments of a clause head 
still to be processed with possible calls to 'unify' and if it finds one that 
does need such a call (using 'needtounify') returns the value 'True'.
41. 'needtounify' - There are two tests to determine whether an argument
needs to be unified or not. If the argument is a constant or functor than it 
does and the 'cut' field of the 'termrec' will be set to 'False' for such 
arguments. Any variables in a clause head will have had the 'cut' field 
set to 'True' and will thus not pass the first condition. However a 
Prolog variable may be repeated in a clause head, but will appear as a 
different variable in the procedure head declaration. To show that they 
are in fact the same variable they need to be unified, and hence a second 
test is included in the function which succeeds if the 'cut' field is true 
(indicating a variable) and if the 'dec' field is true, i.e it is actually a 
repeated clause head variable.
5 . 'printable' - writes out the procedure which will initialise the 'store' array of 
characters in the translated program and copies all the characters presently 
stored in the array in the translating program to the translated program.
6 . 'printcv' - prints the code to initialise the records of the 'tmk' array that are 
to be used by the translated program with the appropriate offsets and lengths 
into the 'store'. Starting at the 'predsym' pointer in the list of 'symbolrecs' 
each 'symbolrec' in the list is examined and if the 'used' field is set to true 
or if it is one of the records pointed to by 'listsym', 'nullsym', 'digitsym', 
'ltsym', 'gtsym' or ’eqsym’ then the appropriate record in the ’tmk’ array is 
initialised with the correct offset and length. Which record in the ’tmk' array 
to initialise is the same as the number in the 'id' field of the 'symbolrec'. If 
the 'symbolrec' contains a number then the 'offset' and 'length' fields of the 
record in the ’tmk' array are set to the same as that of the record pointed to 
by 'digitsym'. In this case the 'numval' field of the record in the ’tmk’ array 
is set to the actual value of the number as determined by the function 
'getval*.
7. 'drctvcall' - writes the procedure call for the Pascal procedure representation 
of the predicate (if used) for goals to be satisfied immediately, before the 
procedure calling the queries is called.
8 . 'querycall' - prints the call to the procedure holding the queries found in the 
Prolog program, the statement setting the variable 'avar' to 'True' initially 
and the call to the procedure 'telluser' which is used by the translated
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program in reporting the result of a query back to the user if there are no 
solutions.
The only other statement that 'printpepsi' writes to the output program is the call 
to the procedure 'interact' which allows interactive querying, if the built-in predicate 
noquery, has not been used by the Prolog user.
The main code of the program binds all these sections of code together. The 
first continuation procedure passed to the parser, 'endpro', is simply a procedure 
containing a 'Goto' statement. Once no more Prolog sentences are found the procedure 
is called and control jumps to the statement immediately after the call to the parser.
The only other procedure not mentioned is the procedure 'filequery' which 
prompts the user for the name of the file with the Prolog code in. If no file name is 
given, then the default name 'prosyn' is used for the file.
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R.2 P2ca.pas Code
Program Pascpar(Input,Output); 
Label 1;
Const
textfile = 'p2ca.text'; {* contains code to be copied *} 
pasfile -  'pepsi.p'; {* translated file *} 
libfìle = 'p2ca.lib';
{* contains code for built-in predicates *} 
profile = 'prosy n
{* Default Prolog file to be translated *} 
tty = '@ TTY'; {* terminal*}
maxstore = 3000; {* available symbol store size *} 
maxlength = 80; {* of token *}
namelength = 32; {* file name *} 
ctab = 3; {* indentation factor *}
{* Classification of tokens *}
ceof = 1 ; {* end of file *}
cword = 2; {* atom starting with lower case letter *}
csign = 3; {* atom made up out of sign set *}
cnumber = 4; {* integer *}
cvar = 5; {* variable starting with upper case o r *}
cquote = 6; {* atom - quoted 'characters' *}
cstring = 7; {* quoted "characters" *}
cpreop = 8; {* specifically a prefix operator *}
cinfop = 9; {* specifically an infix operator *}
cop = 10; {* operator *}
c91 = 11; {*[*}
c40 = 12; {* (*}
c5845 =13; • _  * j
C6345 = 14; {* ?_ *}
c59 = 15; { * ;* )
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c44 = 16; {*,*}
c4 6 =17; {*. *}
c41 = 18; {*)*}
c93 = 19; {*3 *}
cl24 = 20; {* 1 *}
c33 = 21; {* ! *}
{* Associativity *}
xfx = 2;
xfy = 3;
yfx = 5;
fx = 7;
fy = 11 ;
dd = 1;
ii = 2;
rr = 0;
Type
namestore = Packed Array [l..namelength] Of Char; 
symbolstore = Packed Array [l..maxstore] Of Char; 
tokenstore = Packed Array [L.maxlength] Of Char;
symbolptr = Asymbolrec; 
symbolrec = Record
offset, length : Integer, {* Table position *} 
class : Integer; {* Token classification *}
prec, assoc : Integer; {* Operator characteristics *}
id : Integer; {* id. number *}
numval: Integer; {* value of an integer, or number of args *} 
used : Boolean; {* is it found in the Prolog *}
next: symbolptr 
End;
tokenrec -  Record
nam e: tokenstore;
length, class : Integer 
End;
termptr = Atermrec; 
altptr = Aaltrec;
termrec = Record
nam e: symbolptr; 
a rgs: termptr; 
a rity : Integer;
bexp : Boolean; {* true if a bracket expression *} 
uvfc : Integer; {* variable or functor count *}
dec : Boolean; {* true if not first occurence in a rule *}
c u t: Boolean; {* true if a cut present in the rule *}
a lt : altptr; 
nextgoal: termptr 
End;
altrec = Record
goal: termptr; 
nextalt: altptr
Var
firstsym, lastsym : symbolptr; {* first and last symbols in list *}
End;
sym : symbolptr; 
c lass: Integer; 
sparsed: Boolean;
{* symbol currently being parsed *} 
{* class of symbol being parsed *}
{* flag parsed symbol *}
store : symbolstore; {* symbol table *}
storesz : Integer; - {* size of symbol table *}
progt: termptr; 
extraprogt; termptr;
{* top of parse tree *}
{* top of parse Pee inc. false facts *}
query, queryused ; Boolean; {* query flag *}
drctv, drctvused: Boolean; {* drctv flag *}
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workfile: namestore;
prosyn, p2catext, p2calib, pepsi: text;
predsym : symbolptr; {* start of predeclared predicates *}
idc: Integer; {* id. count*}
preidc : Integer; {* number of predefined terms *}
listsym, nullsym : symbolptr; {* list functor and Q *}
digitsym: symbolptr; {* it's a number *}
drctvsym: symbolptr; {*:-*}
querysym: symbolptr; {*?_*}
cutsym: symbolptr; {* ! *}
ulsym : symbolptr; {* _ *}
eqsym, gtsym, ltsym : symbolptr; {* =, > and < *}
callsym: symbolptr; {* call *}
activesym : symbolptr; {* interactive *}
opsym : symbolptr; {*op*}
varc : Integer; {* number of variables in query call *}
ucnt, vent, fcn t: Integer; {* count of variables and functors *} 
pen t: Integer; {* count of rule head variables *}
qcn t: Integer; {* count of number of queries *}
start, finish : Integer, {* start and finish time of parse *}
Procedure eiTor(e:Integer); 
Begin 
Case e Of 
1: Writeln('error 1');
2 : Writeln('error 2'); 
End 
End;
Procedure initsymbol(Var stsymbolptr; l,c,p,a,v:Integer);
{* Initialises all the fields of a 'symbolrec' pointed to by 's' *} 
Begin 
New(s);
With sA Do 
Begin
offset := storesz+1; storesz := storesz + 1; 
length := 1; class := c; 
prec := p; assoc := a; numval := v; 
idc := idc+1; id := idc; 
used := False; 
next := Nil 
End 
End;
Procedure newsymlist;
{* Initialises the first record of the list of ’symbolrec’s *}
Begin 
idc storesz := -l; 
initsymbol(firstsym, 1 ,ceof,0,0,-1); 
lastsym := firstsym 
End;
Procedure addsymbol(Var s:symbolptr; l,c,p,a,v:Integer);
{* Adds a new token to the list of 'symbolrec's updating 'lastym' 
Begin 
initsymbol(s,l,c,p,a,v); 
lastsymA.next := s; 
lastsym := s 
End;
Procedure declaresymbols;
{* Adds all the pre-defined token to the list of 'symbolrec’s *} 
Var s : symbolptr,
Begin 
newsymlist;
addsy mbol(s, 1 ,c91,0,0,-1) 
addsymbol(s, 1 ,c93,0,0,-1) 
addsym bol(s,l,c40,0,0,-l) 
addsymbol(s, 1 ,c41,0,0,-1) 
addsymbol(drctvsym,2,c5845,0,0,-l); 
addsymbol(querysym,2,c6345,0,0,-l);
{ * 1  [*}
{* 2 ]*}
{ * 3  (*}
{*4 )*}
{*5 :-*} 
{* 6 ?-*}
{*7 ,*}
{*8  ;*}
{*9 . *}
{* 10 I*} 
fx *y fx ,- l) ;  { * 1 1  + * }
i);
addsymbol(s, 1 ,c44,0,0,-1) 
addsymbol(s, 1 ,c59,0,0,-1) 
addsy mbol(s, 1 ,c46,0,0,-1) 
addsymbol(s,l,c 124,0,0,-1); 
addsymbol(predsym, 1,cop,500 
addsymbol(s, 1 ,cop,500,fx*yfx, 
addsymbol(s, 1 ,cop,400,yfx,-1); 
addsymbol(s, 1 ,cop,400,yfx,-1); 
addsymbol(s,3,cop,400,yfx,-1); 
addsymbol(s,3,cop,300,xfx,-l); 
addsymbol(s, 1 ,cop,200,xfy,-1); 
addsymbol(ulsym, l,cvar,0,0,-1); 
addsymbol(listsym,2,cword,0,0,-l); 
addsymbol(nullsym,2,cword,0,0,-l); 
addsymbol(digitsym,2,cnumber,0,0,-1); {*21  digit *}
addsymbol(cutsym,l,c33,0,0,0); {*22 ! *}
addsymbol(ltsy m, 1 ,cop ,700,xfx,2); 
addsymbol(gtsym,l,cop,700,xfx,2); 
addsymbol(s,2,cop,700,xfx,2); 
addsymbol(s,2,cop,700,xfx,2); 
addsymbol(eqsym, 1 ,cop,700,xfx,2); 
addsymbol(s,2,cop,700,xfx,2); 
addsy mbol (s,2,cop ,700,xfx,2); 
addsymbol(s,3,cop,700,xfx,2); 
addsymbol(s,3,cop,700,xfx,2); 
addsymbol(s,5,cword,0,0,l); 
addsymbol(s,2,cword,0,0,0); 
addsymbol(callsym,4,c word,0,0,1); 
addsymbol(s,3 ,cop,900,fy, 1);
{* 12 -*}
{ *  13 *  * }
{ *  14 /  * }
{ *  15 d iv * }  
{*  16 mod * }  
{ *1 7  A * }
{ *  18 _ * }
{ *  19 l is t * }  
{*20  []*}
{*23 <*} 
{*24 >*} 
{*25 =<*} 
{*26 >=*} 
{*27 = *} 
{*28 V *}  
{*29 i s * }
{* 30 =:=*}
{* 31 =V= *}
{* 32 write *} 
{*33 nl*} 
{*34 call*} 
{* 35 not *}
addsymbol(s,4,cword,0,0,0); 
addsymbol(s,4,cword,0,0,0); 
addsy mbol(s,6,cword,0,0,0) ; 
addsymbol(s,3,cword,0,0,1 ); 
addsymbol(s,6,cword,0,0,1); 
addsymbol(s,4,cword,0,0,1 ); 
addsymbol(s,7,cword,0,0,l); 
addsymbol(s,6,cword,0,0,l); 
addsymbol(s,7,cword,0,0,3); 
addsymbol(s,3,cword,0,0,3); 
addsymbol(s,6,cword,0,0,2); 
addsymbol(s,3,cop,700,xfx,2); 
addsymbol(s,4,cword,0,0,2) ; 
addsymbol(s,7,cword,0,0,3); 
addsymbol(s,2,cop,700,xfx,2) 
addsymbol(s,3,cop,700,xfx,2) 
addsymbol(s,2,cop,700,xfx,2) 
addsymbol(s,2,cop,700,xfx,2) 
addsymbol(s,3,cop,700,xfx,2) 
addsymbol(s,3,cop,700,xfx,2) 
addsymbol(s,4,cword,0,0,2); 
addsymbol(s,5,cword,0,0,3); 
addsymbol(s,5,cword,0,0,3); 
addsymbol(s,4,cword,0,0,l); 
preidc := idc;
addsymbol(activesym,7,cword,0,0,0); 
addsymbol(opsym,2,cword,0,0,3);
End;
{* 36 true *}
{*37 fail*}
{*38 repeat*}
{* 39 var *}
{* 40 nonvar *}
{*41 atom*}
{*42 integer*}
{*43 atomic*}
{*44 functor*}
{* 45 arg *}
{* 46 length *}
{ * 4 7  _
{* 48 name *}
{*49 compare*}
{*50 ==*}
{* 51 \==*}
{*52 @<*}
{*53 <§»*}
{* 54 @=< *}
{*55 @>=*}
{* 56 sort *}
{* 57 bagof *}
{*58 setof*}
{* 59 time *}
{* 60 noqueiy *} 
{* 61 op *}
Procedure filltable;
{* Initialises the 'store' array with the characters making *} 
{* up the various tokens in the initial 'symbolrec' list *}
Const stmglen = 50;
Type stmg = Packed Array [L.stmglen] Of Char;
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Procedure cncat(start, finish .-Integer; str:stmg);
Var i : Integer;
Begin
For i := 1 To fmish-start+1 Do store[i+start-l] := str[i]
End;
Begin
cncat(l,50,'[]():-?-,;.l+“*/divmodAJ$$Od$!<>==<>==\=is=:==\=wr'); 
cncat(51,100,'itenlcallnottruefailrepeatvamonvaratomintegeratom'); 
cncat( 101,150,'icfunctorarglength=..namecompare~\==(5> <@ >@=<@ >=sor‘); 
cncat(151,200,'tbagofsetoftimenoqueryop ');
declaresymbols 
End;
Procedure locate(token:tokenrec; Var s:symbolptr);
{* Searches for the ’token’ passed in the list of *}
{* 'symbolrec’s adding a new record if not found and *}
{* returning the ’symbolptr’ ’sym’ to the record *}
Var found: Boolean; 
i j j : Integer;
Begin 
s := firstsymA.next; 
found := False;
While (s <> Nil) And Not found Do 
Begin
If sA.length = token.length 
Then Begin 
i := 1; j := s A.offset; 
found := True;
While (i <= token.length) And found Do 
If token.name[i] = store[j]
Then Begin 
i := i+ l; 
j := j+ l;
If (i <= token.length) And (j > maxstore)
Then found := False
End
Else found := False 
End;
If Not found Then s := sA. next 
End;
If Not found 
Then Begin 
If storesz + token.length > maxstore 
Then error(2)
Else For i := 1 To token.length Do store[storesz+i] := token.name[i]; 
addsymbol(s, token.length, token.class,0,0,-1);
End;
If (sA.class <> cvar) And (sA.id >= predsymA.id)
Then sA.used := True 
End;
Function prefix(s:symbolptr):Boolean;
{* Determines whether s represents a prefix operator or not *}
Begin 
If sA.assoc = 0 
Then prefix := False
Else prefix := (sA.assoc mod fx = 0) Or (sA.assoc mod fy = 0)
End;
Function infix(s:symbolptr):Boolean;
{* Determines whether s represents an infix operator or not *}
Begin 
If sA.assoc = 0 
Then infix := False
Else infix := (sA.assoc mod xfx = 0) Or (sA.assoc mod xfy = 0)
Or (sA. assoc mod yfx -  0)
End;
Procedure getsymbol;
{* Reads tokens from the Prolog input file assigning or *} 
{* creating (using 'locate'), a new 'symbolrec' to represent 
{* it. It sets a pointer to this record for parser and also *} 
{* determines the class of the token for the parser *}
Const qch =
Type chset = Set Of Char;
Var upper, lower, digit, signs, alphas : chset; 
token: tokenrec; 
i : Integer; 
dum, c h : Char; 
tokenread; Boolean;
Procedure echo(Var ch:Char);
Begin 
If Eoln(prosyn)
Then Readln(prosyn)
Else Read(prosyn,ch)
End;
Procedure catch;
Var c h : Char;
Begin
echo(ch);
token.length := token.length + 1; 
token.name[token.length] ch 
End;
Procedure readtoken(chs:chset; c:Integer);
Begin 
token.length := 0; 
token.class := c;
Repeat
If token.length < maxlength 
Then catch
Else Begin 
error(l);
Repeat echo(ch) Until Not (prosynA In chs)
End
Until Not (prosynA In chs)
End;
Procedure chgqte(qm:Char);
Begin
If qm = "" Then token.name[token.length] := qch 
End;
Procedure readqtestr(qm:Char);
Var c h : Char;
Begin
chgqte(qm);
Repeat
If token.length < maxlength 
Then catch 
Else Begin 
error(l);
Repeat echo(ch) Until (ch = qm) And (prosynA <> qm); 
token.name[token.length] := qm 
End
Until (token.name[token.length] = qm) And (prosynA <> qm); 
chgqte(qm);
If qm -  ""
Then token.class := cstring 
Else token.class := cquote 
End;
Begin
upper := ['A’./Z']; lower -  [’a'.-’z’]; digit := [,0,..,9’]; 
signs := [v /-v * 7 /,,\7 A7<7>7~,)
alphas := upper+lower+digit+[’„']; 
sym := Nil;
For i := 1 To maxlength Do token.name[i] := '
Repeat 
tokenread := True;
While Not Eof(prosyn) And ((Ord(prosynA) <= 32)
Or (Ord(prosynA) >= 127)) Do echo(dum);
If Not Eof(prosyn)
Then Begin
If prosynA In upper+['_'l Then readtoken(alphas,cvar) 
Else
If prosynA In lower Then readtoken(alphas,cword)
Else
If prosynA In digit Then readtoken(digit,cnumber)
Else
If prosynA In signs Then readtoken(signs+['J],csign) 
Else Begin 
token.length := 1; 
echo(ch);
token.name[l] := ch;
If (token.namefl] ="") Or (token.name[l] = "")
Then readqtestr(token.name[l])
End;
If (token.class = csign) And (token.name[l] - '/ ')
And (token.name[2] = '*’)
Then Begin 
If Not ((token.name[token.length-l] = '*’)
And (token.nameftoken.length] ='/'))
Then Begin
Repeat echo(dum) Until (dum = **') And (prosynA = 1 
echo(dum);
End;
tokenread := False 
End;
End
Else sym := firstsym;
Until tokenread;
If sym <> firstsym Then locate(token,sym);
If (symA.class = cop) And (prefix(sym))
And (Not(prosynA In ['C,')',
Then class := cpreop 
Else class := symA.class 
End;
Function getval(o,l:Integer):Integer;
{* Finds the actual value of a number represented by characters *} 
Function av(o:Integer).-Integer; Begin av := ord(store[o])-48 End; 
Function ie(lrlnteger) ¡Integer;
Begin If 1 = 1 Then ie := 10 Else ie := 10 * ie(l-l) End;
Begin 
If 1 = 1
Then getval := av(o)
Else g e tv a l ie ( l - l )  * av(o) + getval(o+1,1-1)
End;
Function newop(wkt:termptr):Boolean;
{* test for the Prolog predicate ’op(A,B,C)’ *}
Begin newop := (wktA.name = opsym) And (wktA.arity = 3) End;
Procedure opdec(wkt:termptr);
{* Processes the Prolog predicate ’op(A,B,C)' to add the *}
{* new operator to the list of those already recognised *}
Var precsym, assocsym, newopsym : symbolptr; 
os, a sc : Integer;
Begin
precsym := wktA.argsA.nextgoalA.name; 
assocsym := wktA.argsA.argsA.nextgoalA.name; 
os := assocsymA.offset;
newopsym := wktA.argsA.afgsA.argsA.nextgoalA.name; 
newopsymA.class := cop;
newopsymA.prec := getval(precsymA.offset,precsymA.length); 
Case store[os] Of 
'x ': If store[os+2] = 'x' Then asc := xfx Else asc := xfy;
*y*: asc := yfx;
T : If store[os+l] = 'x' Then asc := fx Else asc := 
End;
If newopsymA. assoc = 0 
Then newopsymA.assoe asc 
Else newopsymA.assoc := newopsymA.assoc * asc 
End;
Procedure initerm(Var t:tei*mptr);
{* Initialises a 'termrec' *}
Begin 
New(t); 
tA.name := Nil; 
tA.args := Nil; 
tA.arity := 0; 
tA.bexp := False; 
tA.uvfc := 0; 
tA.dec := False; 
tA.cut := False; 
tA.alt := Nil; 
tA.nextgoal := Nil 
End;
Procedure initalt(Var a:altptr);
{* Initialises and 'altptr' *}
Begin 
New(a); 
aA.goal := Nil; 
aA.nextalt := Nil 
End;
Procedure initnull(Var wkt:termptr);
{* Sets a 'termrec' to represent the nu ll'[]' list *} 
Begin
wktA.name := nullsym; 
wktA.args := Nil; 
wktA.arity := 0 
End;
Procedure initlist(Var wkt:termptr);
{* Sets a 'termrec' to represent the list functor *}
Begin 
wktA.name := listsym; 
wktA.arity := 2 
End;
Procedure initargs(Var t:termptr);
{* Creates and initialises a record structure to *}
{* hold an argument of a predicate or functor *}
Begin
initerm(tA.args);
initerm(tA.argsA.nextgoal)
End;
Procedure morelist(Var wkt,wkl:termptr; lf:Boolean);
{* Constructs the parse tree structure to represent a Prolog list *} 
Begin 
If If
Then Begin 
initargs(wkt);
initlist(wktA.argsA.nextgoal); 
wkl := wktA.argsA.nextgoal 
End
Else wkl := wkt 
End;
Procedure travlist(Var wkt,wkl:termptr);
{ * Finds the end of a list representation in the parse tree *} 
Begin 
initlist(wkt); 
wkl := wkt;
While wklA.args <> Nil Do 
Begin 
wkl := wklA.args;
If wklA.args <> Nil Then wkl := wklA,argsA.nextgoal 
End 
End;
Procedure initop(Var opitermptr);
{* Creates and initialises a 'termrec' pointed to *}
{* by 'op' to represent an infix operator functor *)
Begin 
initerm(op); 
opA.arity := 2 
End;
Function leftassoc(sl,s2:symbolptr) -.Boolean;
{* Determines associativity of first operator *}
Begin
leftassoc := (s lA.prec = s2A.prec) And (slA.assoc mod yfx 
End;
Procedure insert(Var opdt,oprt,tree:termptr);
{* Used to construct the parse tree *}
{* while parsing an infix expression *}
Var wkt, ow kt: termptr;
Begin
initargs(oprt);
oprtA.argsA.nextgoalA := opdtA; 
initargs(oprtA. args); 
wkt := tree;
owkt := wkt;
While ((oprtA.nameA.prec < wktA.nameA.prec)
Or leftassoc(oprtA.name,wktA.name))
And (oprtA.arity = wktA.arity) And Not wktA.bexp Do 
Begin 
owkt := wkt;
wkt := wktA.argsA.nextgoal 
End;
oprtA.argsA.argsA.nextgoalA := wktA;
If wkt = owkt 
Then opdt := oprt 
Else Begin 
owktA.argsA.nextgoalA := oprtA; 
opdtA := treeA 
End 
End;
Procedure initstring(Var wkt:termptr);
{* Converts a string token to a list of Ascii character codes *} 
Var wkl : termptr; 
i : Integer;
Begin 
wkl := wkt;
With wktA.nameA Do 
Begin
For i := offset+1 To offset+length-2 Do 
Begin 
initargs(wkl); 
wkl := wklA.args;
store[storesz+l] := store[digitsymA.offset]; 
store[storesz+2] := store[digitsymA.offset+l];
With wklA.nextgoalA Do 
Begin
addsymbol(name,2,cnumber,0,0,Ord(store[i])); 
nameA.offset := digitsymA.offset; 
nameA.used := True
End;
initargs(wkl);
wkl := wklA.argsA.nextgoal;
If i = offset+length-2 Then initnull(wkl) Else initlist(wkl)
End
End;
inidist(wkt)
End;
Procedure terminal(Var sisymbolptr; xcilnteger; Procedure Rest);
{* Called by the parsing procedures to get the next token to be parsed *}
Begin
If sparsed Then getsymbol Else sparsed := True; 
s := sym;
If (class = xc) Or ((xc = cinfop) And (infix(sym)))
Then Rest { If the class returned from getsymbol}
Else sparsed := False { is preop and the symbol is also an }
End; { infop then succeed }
{* The following Procedures (PROCEDURES) were initially produced *}
{* by the Gener8 system and are the parsing procedures with calls *}
{* to the various procedures used to construct the parse tree as *}
{* the Prolog input program is being read and parsed *}
PROCEDURE sentenceMK(Var wkt:termptr, PROCEDURE REST);FORWARD; 
PROCEDURE moresentMK(Var wktitermptr, Procedure Rest); Forward; 
PROCEDURE clauseMK(Var wkt:termptr; PROCEDURE REST);FORWARD; 
PROCEDURE goalMK(Var wktitermptr, PROCEDURE REST);FORWARD; 
PROCEDURE optbodyMK(Var wktitermptr; PROCEDURE REST);FORWARD; 
PROCEDURE directiveMK(Var wktitermptr, PROCEDURE REST);FORWARD; 
PROCEDURE bodyMK(Var wkaialtptr; PROCEDURE REST);FORWARD; 
PROCEDURE goalsMK(Var wktitermptr; PROCEDURE REST);FORWARD; 
PROCEDURE morebMK(Var wkaialtptr, PROCEDURE REST);FORWARD; 
PROCEDURE moregMK(Var wktitermptr, PROCEDURE REST);FORWARD; 
PROCEDURE termMK(Var wktitermptr; PROCEDURE REST);FORWARD; 
PROCEDURE expMK(V ar opdtitermptr; PROCEDURE REST);FORWARD;
PROCEDURE functorMK(Var wktrtermptr; PROCEDURE REST);FORWARD; 
PROCEDURE parametersMK(Var wktrtermptr; Var ac:Integer, PROCEDURE 
REST);FORWARD;
PROCEDURE listMK(Var wktrtermptr; PROCEDURE REST);FORWARD; 
PROCEDURE optparamMK(Var wktrtermptr; Var acrlnteger; PROCEDURE 
REST);FORWARD;
PROCEDURE paramsMK(Var wktrtermptr, Var acrlnteger;
IfrBoolean; PROCEDURE REST);FORWARD;
PROCEDURE moreparamsMK(Var wktrtermptr; Var acrlnteger;
IfrBoolean; PROCEDURE REST);FORWARD;
PROCEDURE listexpMK(Var wktrtermptr; PROCEDURE REST);FORWARD; 
PROCEDURE restlistMK(Var wktrteimptr; PROCEDURE REST);FORWARD; 
PROCEDURE afterbarMK(V ar wktrteimptr; PROCEDURE REST);FORWARD;
PROCEDURE sentenceMK;
PROCEDURE TERM2;
PROCEDURE TERM3;
BEGIN moresentMK(wkt,REST) END; 
BEGIN terminal(sym,c46,TERM3) END; 
BEGIN clauseMK(wkt,TERM2) END;
PROCEDURE moresentMK;
BEGIN
terminal(sym,ceof,REST);
sentenceMK(wktA.nextgoal,REST);
END;
PROCEDURE clauseMK;
PROCEDURE clauseMK 1;
BEGIN optbodyMK(wkt,REST) END; 
PROCEDURE clauseMK2;
BEGIN bodyMK(wktA.alt,REST) END; 
BEGIN 
goalMK(wkt,clauseMKl);
directiveMK(wkt,cìauseMK2)
END;
PROCEDURE optbodyMK;
PROCEDURE TERM2;
BEGIN bodyMK(wktA.alt,REST) END;
BEGIN terminal(sym,c5845,TERM2); REST END;
PROCEDURE directìveMK;
BEGIN
initerm(wkt);
terminal( wktA. name,c5845,RES T) ; 
terminal(wktA.name,c6345,REST); 
END;
PROCEDURE bodyMK;
PROCEDURE TERM2;
BEGIN morebMK(wka,REST) END;
BEGIN initalt(wka); goalsMK(wkaA.goal,TERM2) END;
PROCEDURE morebMK;
PROCEDURE TERM2;
BEGIN bodyMK(wkaA.nextalt,REST) END; 
BEGIN terminal(sym,c59,TERM2); REST END;
PROCEDURE goalsMK;
PROCEDURE TERM2;
BEGIN moregMK(wktA nextgoal,REST) END; 
BEGIN goalMK(wkt,TERM2) END;
PROCEDURE moregMK;
PROCEDURE TERM2;
BEGIN goalsMK(wkt,REST) END;
BEGIN terminal(sym,c44,TERM2); REST END;
PROCEDURE goalMK; 
PROCEDURE TERM2;
BEGIN expMK(wkt,REST) END; 
BEGIN termMK(wkt,TERM2) END;
PROCEDURE termMK;
PROCEDURE termMKl;
PROCEDURE TERM2;
PROCEDURE TERM3;
BEGIN
If newop(wkt) Then opdec(wkt);
If wktA.arity = 0 Then wktA.args := Nil;
REST
END;
BEGIN parametersMK(wktA.args,wktA.arity,TERM3) END; 
BEGIN functorMK(wkt,TERM2) END;
PROCEDURE termMK4;
PROCEDURE TERM2;
BEGIN initstring(wkt); REST END;
BEGIN terminal(wktA.name,cstring,TERM2) END;
PROCEDURE termMKÓ;
PROCEDURE TERM2;
PROCEDURE TERM3;
PROCEDURE TERM4;
BEGIN wktA.bexp := True; REST END;
BEGIN terminal(sym,c41,TERM4) END;
BEGIN goalMK(wkt,TERM3) END;
BEGIN terminal(sym,c40,TERM2) END;
PROCEDURE termMK7;
PROCEDURE TERM2;
BEGIN wktA.arity := 1; 
initerm(wktA.args) ;
termMK(wktA.argsA.nextgoaI,REST) END; 
BEGIN terminal(wktA. name,cpreop,TERM2) END;
BEGIN
initerm(wkt);
termMKl;
listMK(wkt,REST);
termMK4;
terminal(wktA. name,cnumber,REST);
termMKô;
temiMK7;
END;
PROCEDURE functorMK;
BEGIN
terminal(wktA.name,cword,REST); 
teiminal(wktA.name,cvar,REST); 
terminal(wktA.name,csign,REST); 
teiminal(wktA.name,c33,REST); 
terminal(wktA.name,c59,REST); 
terminal(wktA.name,cquote,REST); 
terminal (wktA.name,cop,REST); 
END;
PROCEDURE expMK;
Var oprt,tree : termptr;
PROCEDURE TERM2;
PROCEDURE TERM3;
BEGIN insert(opdt,oprt,tree); REST END; 
BEGIN goalMK(tree,TERM3) END;
BEGIN initop(oprt); terminal(oprtA.name,cinfop,TERM2); REST END;
PROCEDURE parametersMK;
PROCEDURE TERM2;
PROCEDURE TERM3;
BEGIN terminal(sym,c41,REST) END; 
BEGIN optparamMK(wkt,ac,TERM3) END; 
BEGIN terminal(sym,c40,TERM2); REST END;
PROCEDURE optparamMK;
BEGIN paramsMK(wkt,ac,False,REST); REST END;
PROCEDURE paramsMK;
PROCEDURE TERM2;
BEGIN ac := ac+1;
moreparamsMK(wkt,ac,lf,REST) END;
BEGIN initerm(wkt); goalMK(wktA.nextgoal,TERM2) END;
PROCEDURE moreparamsMK;
Var wkl : temiptr;
PROCEDURE TERM2;
BEGIN morelist(wkt,wkl,lf); paramsMK(wklA.args,ac,lf,REST) END; 
BEGIN terminal(sym,c44,TERM2); REST END;
PROCEDURE listMK;
PROCEDURE TERM2;
PROCEDURE TERM3;
BEGIN terminal(sym,c93,REST) END; 
BEGIN listexpMK(wkt,TERM3) END; 
BEGIN terminal(sym,c91,TERM2) END;
PROCEDURE listexpMK;
Var ac : Integer; 
wkl : termptr;
PROCEDURE TERM2;
BEGIN travlist(wkt,wkl); restlistMK(wklA.args,REST) END;
BEGIN paramsMK(wktA.args,ac,True,TERM2); initnull(wkt); REST END;
PROCEDURE restlistMK;
PROCEDURE TERM2;
BEGIN afterbarMK(wktA.nextgoal,REST) END; 
BEGIN
initerm(wkt); initerm(wktA.nextgoal); 
terminal(sym,c 124,TERM2); 
initnull(wktA.nextgoal); REST 
END;
PROCEDURE afterbarMK;
BEGIN terminal(wktA.name,cvar,REST); listMK(wkt,REST); END;
Function empty(t:termptr):Boolean;
{* Determines whether't' is holding a variable or not *}
Begin
empty ;= store[tA.nameA.offset] In ['A'..’Z7_']
End;
Procedure printsy m( s: symbolp tr);
{* Writes a token to the translated file *}
Var i : Integer;
Begin
For i := 1 To sA.length Do Write(pepsi,store[sA.offset+i-l])
End;
Procedure printerm(t:termptr);
{* Writes out Prolog variables in the appropriate Pascal form *} 
Begin 
If tA.name = ulsym 
Then Write(pepsi,'U\tA.uvfc:l)
Else If tA.cut 
Then Write(pepsi,'P',tA.uvfc: 1)
Else Write(pepsi,’V',tA.uvfc:l)
End;
Procedure givename(r:termptr);
{* Writes out the name of a rule in a comment *} 
{* as it appeared in the Prolog program *}
Begin 
Write(pepsi; ’); 
printsym(rA. name);
Writeln(pepsi,' *}')
End;
Procedure printid(t:termptr; sc:Boolean);
{* Writes out the Pascal name for a Prolog rule *} 
Begin
Write(pepsi,'P',tA.nameA.id: l,'R '5tA.arity: 1);
If sc Then Write(pepsi,';')
End;
Procedure printname(t:termptr; sc:Boolean);
Begin
Write(pepsi,'Procedure'); 
printid(t,sc)
End;
Procedure printfunct(a:termptr);
{* Writes out the Pascal name for a functor *}
Begin 
If aA.arity = 0 
Then
If empty(a) And Not query 
Then printerm(a)
Else Write(pepsi,aA.nameA.id:l)
Else Write(pepsi,'F',aA.uvfc:l)
End;
Function eqterm(tl,t2:termptr):Boolean;
{* Determines whether 'tl' and 't2' refer *}
{* to the same Prolog name or not *}
Begin
eqterm := (tlA.name = t2A.name) And (tlA arity = t2A.arity) 
End;
Function firstvar(t:termptr):Boolean;
{* Succeeds if 'f points to a variable *}
{* not seen before in a Prolog rule *}
Begin
firstvar := Not tA.dec And empty(t)
End;
Function repeatedvar(a,v:termptr) :Boolean;
{* 'a' is a further instance of V  *}
Begin
repeatedvar ;= empty(a) And (aA name = vA.name)
And (a <> v) And (aA.name <> ulsym)
End;
Procedure printfwd(r:termptr; mode:Integer);
{* Writes out the forward procedure declarations and *}
{* the Pascal procedures representing fals Prolog facts *}
Var i : Integer;
Begin
If rA.nameA.numval < 0 
Then Begin 
printname(r,False);
Write(pepsi,'0;
If r\a rity  > 0 
Then Begin
For i := 1 To rA.arity-l Do Write(pepsi,'P',i:l,7);
Write(pepsi,'P',rA.arity: 1 ,':Integer; ')
End;
If rA.name = querysym Then Write(pepsi,'qcnt:Integer;');
Write(pepsi,'Procedure rest); ’);
If mode = 1 Then Write(pepsi,'Forward;') Else Write(pepsi,'Begin End;'); 
givename(r)
End
End;
Procedure setdecfld(a,v:termptr);
{* Searches the structure 'a1 for the variable V  *}
Begin 
If aA.arity > 0 
Then Begin 
a := aA.args;
While a o  Nil Do 
Begin
setdecfld(aA.nextgoal,v); 
a := aA.args 
End 
End 
Else
If repeatedvar(a,v)
Then Begin 
aA.dec := True; 
aA.uvfc := vA.uvfc;
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aA.cut := vA.cut 
End 
End;
Procedure decfld(r,v:termptr; al:altptr; doal:Boolean);
{* look for further instances of V  in the rule 'r' *}
Yar g : termptr;
Begin
setdecfld(r,v);
While a l o  Nil Do 
Begin 
g := al A goal;
While g <> Nil Do 
Begin 
setdecfld(g,v); 
g := gA.nextgoal 
End;
Ifdoal
Then al := alA.nextalt 
Else al := Nil 
End 
End;
Procedure assignc(Var aitermptr; Var cdnteger);
{* 'c' is assigned a number in order to be uniquely identified *}
Begin 
c := c+1; 
aA.uvfc := c 
End;
Procedure setdecfldsgoal(r,a:termptr, ahaltptr; doal,goal:Boolean; lv:Integer); 
Begin {* find a variable, set further occurences *}
If aA.arity > 0  {* to declared and repeat for all the *}
Then Begin {* different variables in the goal *}
If Not goal Then assignc(a,fcnt); 
a := aA.args;
While a o  Nil Do 
Begin
If lv = 0 Then pent := pcnt+1; 
setdecfldsgoal(r,aA.nextgoal,alsdoal,False,lv+1); 
a := aA.args 
End 
End
Else If firstvar(a)
Then Begin 
Iflv  = 1 
Then Begin 
aA.uvfc := pent; 
aA. c u t T r u e  
End 
Else
If aA.name = ulsym Then assignc(a,ucnt) Else assignc(a,vcnt); 
decfld(r,a,al,doal)
End
End;
Procedure decfailgoals(g:termptr);
Var t,r:termptr; {* facts that are false in the Prolog *} 
found : Boolean; {* program need to be declared as so *} 
Begin 
r := extraprogt; 
found := False;
While (r <> Nil) And Not found Do 
If eqterm(g,r) Then found := True Else r := rA.nextgoal;
If Not found 
Then Begin 
initerm(t); 
tA := gA;
tA.nextgoal := extraprogt; 
extraprogt := t;
printfwd(g,2)
End
End;
Procedure setdecflds(r:termptr);
{* Processes and identifies the goals and variables of the rule V *} 
Var a l : altptr, 
g : termptr;
Begin
ucnt := 0; vent := 0; fcnt := 0; pent := 0;
setdecfldsgoal(r,r,rA.alt,True,True,0); {* process the rule head *} 
al := rA.alt;
While al <> Nil Do {* process the rule body *}
Begin 
g := alA goal;
While g <> Nil Do 
Begin
If gA.name = cutsym Then rA.cut := True; 
decfailgoals(g);
setdecfldsgoal(r,g,al,False,True,2); 
gA.uvfc := 0; 
g := gA.nextgoal 
End;
al := alA.nextalt 
End 
End;
Function oktoprint(r:termptr):Boolean;
{* Determines whether the rule Y  needs to be printed or not *} 
Begin 
oktoprint := True;
If rA.dec
Then oktoprint := False 
Else
If (rA.name = activesym) And (rA arity = 0)
Then oktoprint := False 
Else
If rA.name = querysym 
Then
If (rA.altA.goalA.name = opsym)
And (rA.altA.goalA.arity = 3)
Then oktoprint := False
End;
Procedure decfwd;
{* Writes out all the forward procedure declarations *} 
{* using 'printfwd' and processes the parse tree *} 
Varr,wkr : termptr;
Begin 
extraprogt := progt; 
r := progt;
While r<>  Nil Do 
Begin 
If oktoprint(r)
Then Begin 
printfwd(r,l); 
setdecflds(r); 
wkr := rA.nextgoal;
While wkr <> Nil Do 
Begin 
If eqterm(r,wkr)
Then Begin 
wkrA.dec := True; 
setdecflds(wkr);
If wkrA.cut Then ri'.cut := True 
End;
wkr := wkrA.nextgoal 
End 
End;
r := rA.nextgoal 
End;
Writeln(pepsi)
End;
Function functor(a:termptr):Boolean;
{* Succeeds if 'a' represents a functor *}
Begin functor := (aA arity > 0) And (aA.uvfc > 0) End;
Procedure decvar(a:termptr; Var dcnt:Integer; tmc,ird:Integer); 
{* Controls the printing out of the variables of 'a' to *}
{* the translated file in the appropriate context 'init', *}
{* 'rep' or just declared according to the value of 'ird' *} 
Begin
If (frrstvar(a) And Not aA.cut) Or functor(a)
Then Begin 
If Not query Or functor(a)
Then Begin 
If dent > 0  
Then Begin 
If ird = dd Then Write(pepsi,V);
If dent mod 5 = 0 
Then Begin 
Writeln(pepsi);
Write(pepsi,' ':tmc*ctab);
If ird = dd Then Write(pepsi,' ’:4)
End
End
Else Begin 
If ird <> dd Then Writeln(pepsi);
Write(pepsi,' ':tmc*ctab);
If ird = dd Then Write(pepsi,'Var');
End;
dent := dent + 1;
If ird = ii
Then Write(pepsi,'init(')
Else If ird = rr Then Write(pepsi,'repO;
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printfunct(a);
If Not (ird = dd) Then Write(pepsi,'); ');
End;
If (ird = ii) And query And flrstvar(a)
Then Begin 
aA.nameA.used := True; 
vare := vare + 1;
Write(pepsi,'iv(',varc: 1,7,aA.nameA.id: 1 ' ) ’>
End;
End;
a aA.args;
While a o  Nil Do 
Begin
decvar(aA.nextgoal,dcnt,tmc,ird); 
a := aA.args 
End 
End;
Procedure decgoalvar(g:termptr; tmc,ird:Integer; Var dcnt:Integer);
{* Is the calling procedure for 'decvar' *}
Begin 
dent := 0;
decvar(g, dent, tmc, ird);
If dent > 0 Then 
If (ird = dd)
Then Writeln(pepsi,' : Integer;’)
Else Writeln(pepsi);
End;
Procedure printlbody(a:termptr; tmc ¡Integer); Forward;
Procedure printconsbody(a:termptr; tmc ¡Integer);
{* Ensures functor constructions are written out in the correct order *} 
Begin 
If a <> Nil
Then Begin 
printconsbody(aA args,tmc); 
printlbody(aA. nextgoal,tmc)
End
End;
Procedure printlbody;
{* Prints out the Pascal code for functor constructions *} 
Var w ka: termptr,
Begin 
If aA.arity > 0 
Then Begin 
printconsbody(aA.args,tmc);
Write(pepsi,’ ’:(tmc+2)*ctab); 
wka := aA.args;
If aA.name = listsym 
Then Begin 
Write(pepsi,'conl(F',aA.uvfc: 1 
printfunct(wkaA.nextgoal);
Write(pepsi,7);
printfunct(wkaA.argsA.nextgoal);
Writeln(pepsi,');')
End
Else Begin 
While wka <> Nil Do 
Begin
Write(pepsi,,add(F',aA.uvfc: 1,7); 
printfunct(wkaA.nextgoal);
Write(pepsi,');'); 
wka := wkaA.args 
End;
WriteCpepsi/consC);
If empty(a)
Then Begin 
Write(pepsi,'lookup(’); 
printerm(a);
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Write(pepsi,')')
End
Else Write(pepsi,aA.nameA.id: 1);
Writeln(pepsi,7,aA.arity: 1 ,',F',aA.uvfc: 1,');');
End
End
End;
Procedure printgoal(g:termptr; tmc,acnt:Integer);
{* Writes out the actual Pascal procedure call for a Prolog goal *} 
Var a : termptr; 
den t: Integer;
Begin
Write(pepsi,' ':tmc*ctab,'Begin'); 
decgoalvar(g,tmc+l,ii,dcnt); 
printconsbody(gA.args,tmc-1);
If gA.name = cutsym 
Then Begin 
If gA. nextgoal = Nil 
Then Write(pepsi,'rest')
Else Write(pepsi,'tenri,tmc: 1 ,'a',acnt: 1);
Writeln(pepsi,'; goto 1 End;')
End
Else Begin
If dent > 0 Then Write(pepsi,' ':(tmc+l)*ctab); 
printid(g, False);
Write(pepsi,'0 ;
If gA.args <> Nil 
Then Begin 
a := gA. args;
While a <> Nil Do 
Begin 
printfunct(aA.nextgoal);
Write(pepsi,7); 
a := aA.args 
End
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End;
If gA.nextgoal = Nil 
Then Write(pepsi,'rest);')
Else Write(pepsi,'term’,tmc:I,'a’,acnt:l,');'); 
decgoalvar(g,tmc+l,rr,dcnt);
If dent > 0 Then Write(pepsi,' ':tmc*ctab);
Writeln(pepsi ,'End;')
End
End;
Procedure printalt(g:termptr; tmc,acnt:Integer);
{* Write out the procedure headings for the procedures *}
{* representing the Prolog goals of an alternative of a *}
{* Used in conjunction with ’printgoal' to ensure the *}
{* correct nesting of these procedures *}
Var den t: Integer,
Begin 
If g <> Nil 
Then Begin
Writeln(pepsi,' ':(tmc+l)*ctab,'Procedure term',tmc:l,'a',acnt: 1,';'); 
decgoalvar(g,tmc+1 ,dd,dcnt); 
printalt(gA.nextgoal,tmc+l,acnt); 
printgoal(g,tmc+l,acnt);
End
End;
Procedure pfintalts(r:termptr; Var acnt:Integer);
{* calls 'printalt' for each alternative of the rule 'r' *}
Var a l : altptr,
Begin 
acnt := 0; 
al := rA.alt;
While a l o  Nil Do 
Begin 
acnt := acnt+1;
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printalt(alA.goal, l,acnt);
Writeln (pepsi); 
al := alA.nextalt 
End 
End;
Function needtounify(a:termptr):Boolean;
{* Determines whether the argument 'a' needs *}
{* to be unified with something or not *}
Begin
needtounify := (Not aA.cut) Or (aA.cut And aA.dec)
End;
Function nomore(a:termptr):Boolean;
{* Searches through the remaining arguments of a clause *}
{* head still to be processed with calls to 'unify *}
{* returning 'True' if it finds such an argument *}
Var notfnd: Boolean;
Begin 
notfnd := True;
While (a o  Nil) And notfnd Do 
If needtounify(aA.nextgoal) Then notfnd := False Else a := aA.args; 
nomore := notfnd 
End;
Procedure printunifygoai(a:termptr; acnt,tmc,dcnt:Integer);
{* Writes out the call to 'unify' with appropriate arguments *}
Begin
Write(pepsi,' ':(tmc+l)*ctab,'Begin');
If functor(aA.nextgoal)
Then Begin 
Writeln(pepsi); 
prindbody(aA.nextgoal,tmc);
Write(pepsi,' ':(tmc+2)*ctab);
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End;
Write(pepsi,'unify(P',dent: 1,7); 
printfunct(aA.nextgoal);
If nomore(aA.args) And (acnt In [0,1])
Then Begin 
If acnt = 0 Then Write(pepsi,',rest)');
If acnt = 1 Then Write(pepsi,’,te rm la l) ')
End
Else Write(pepsi,',term,,tm c:l,')');
If functor(aA.nextgoal)
Then Begin 
Writeln(pepsi);
Write(pepsi,' ':(tmc+l)*ctab)
End;
Writeln(pepsi,'End;');
End;
Procedure printunify(r,a:termptr; tmc,acnt,dcnt:Integer; Var uw:Boolean); 
{* Writes out the procedure heading for the body containing *}
{* the call to 'unify', usedwith 'printunifygoaT for correct *}
{* nesting *)
Var i : Integer;
Begin 
If a <> Nil 
Then Begin 
If needtounify(aA.nextgoal)
Then Begin
Writeln(pepsi,' ':(tmc+2)*ctab,'Procedure term',tmc: 1,7); 
uw := True;
printunify(r,aA.args,tmc+l,acnt,dcnt+l,uw); 
printunifygoal(a, acnt, tmc+1 , dent);
End
Else printunify(r,aA.args,tmc,acnt,dcnt+l,uw)
End 
Else 
If acnt > 1
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Then Begin 
uw := True; 
t m c t m c + 1;
Writeln(pepsi,' ':(tmc+l)*ctab,'Procedure term',tmc-l:l,';'); 
Writeln(pepsi,'':  (tmc+1) *ctab, 'Begin');
For i := 1 To acnt Do 
Writeln(pepsi,' ':(tmc+2)*ctab,'termla',i:l,';'); 
Writeln(pepsi,' *:(tmc+l)*ctab,'End;')
End
End;
Procedure printmatch(r:termptr; acnt:Integer);
{* Writes out a nested set of procedures (using 'printunify') *} 
{* which will process the parameters passed in the head of a *} 
{* Prolog rule *}
Var dent: Integer; 
u w : Boolean;
Begin 
uw := False;
printunify (r,rA.args,0,acnt, 1 ,uw);
If Not(acnt In [0,1]) Then Writeln(pepsi); '
Write(pepsi,' ':ctab,'Begin'); 
decgoalvar(r,2,ii,dcnt);
If dent > 0 Then Write(pepsi,' *:2*ctab);
If query Then Write(pepsi,'varc := ',varc:l,';');
If Not uw And (acnt In [0,1])
Then Begin 
If acnt = 0 Then Write(pepsi,’rest;');
If acnt = 1 Then W rite(pepsi,'termlal;')
End
Else Write(pepsi,'termO;'); 
decgoalvar(r,2,rr,dcnt);
If dent > 0 Then Write(pepsi,' ':ctab);
Writeln(pepsi5'End;');
End;
Procedure printrule;
{* Is the main procedure for controlling the printing out *}
{* of the procedures which correspond to each Prolog rule *} 
{* of the program being translated *}
Var w kr,r: termptr;
. i, cent, acn t: Integer; 
den t: Integer;
Begin
queryused := False; drctvused := False; 
qcnt := 0; 
r := progt;
While r< >  Nil Do 
Begin 
If oktoprint(r)
Then Begin 
printname(r,True); 
givename(r);
If rA.cut 
Then Begin 
Writeln(pepsi,'Label 1;');
Writeln(pepsi,'Var stack: Integer;')
End;
Writeln (pepsi);
query := rA.name = querysym;
If query Then queryused := True; 
drctv := rA.name = drctvsym;
If drctv Then drctvused := True; 
cent := 0; 
wkr := r;
While wkr <> Nil Do 
Begin 
If eqterm(wkr,r)
Then Begin 
varc := 0; 
cent := ccnt+1;
Writeln(pepsi,' ':ctab,'Procedure clause',cent: 1,';');
decgoalvar(wkr, 1 ,dd,dcnt);
Writeln(pepsi); 
printalts(wkr,acnt); 
printmatch(wkr,acnt);
Writeln(pepsi)
End;
wkr ;= wkrA.nextgoal 
End;
If query Then qcnt := cent;
Writeln(pepsi,'Begin');
If rA.cut Then Writeln(pepsi,' ':ctab,'stack := topt;');
If drctv Then Writeln(pepsi,' ':ctab,'varc := 0;');
If (cent > 1) And query 
Then Begin 
Writeln(pepsi,' ':ctab,'Writeln;');
Writeln(pepsi,' ':ctab,'Writeln("clause",qcnt: 1);'); 
Writeln(pepsi,' ':ctab,'Case qcnt Of)
End;
If (qcnt = 1) And query
Then Writeln(pepsi,' ';ctab,'qcnt 0;');
For i := 1 To cent Do 
Begin 
Write(pepsi,' ':ctab);
If (cent > 1) And query 
Then Write(pepsi,’ ':ctab ,i:l,':');
Writeln(pepsi,'clause',i: 1 
End;
If (cent > 1) And query Then Writeln(pepsi,' ':ctab,'End;'); 
If rA.cut 
Then Begin 
Writeln(pepsi,' ':ctab,T:');
Writeln(pepsi,' ':ctab,'topt := stack’)
End;
Writeln(pepsi,'End;');
Writeln(pepsi); Writeln(pepsi)
End;
r  := rAnextgoal
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End
End;
Procedure printconsts;
{* Adds some constants to the translated file *}
Begin
Writeln(pepsi);
Writeln(pepsi,’ ':6,'prestore = *,idc: 1,';');
Writeln(pepsi,' ':6,'listid = ',listsymA.id:r,V);
Writeln(pepsi,' ':6,'listos = ',listsymA.offset:l,';');
Writeln (pepsi,' ':6,'hullid = ',nullsymAid :l,';’);
Writeln(pepsi,' 'ró/nullos = ',nullsymA. offset: 1 
Writeln(pepsi,' ':6,'digtid = ',digitsymA.id:l 
Writeln(pepsi,' ':6,'digtos = ',digitsymA offset: 1,';'); 
WritelnCpepsi,' ’:6,'eqid = ',eqsymA.id:l,';');
Writeln(pepsi,’ ':6,'ltid = ,JltsymA.id:l,';1);
Writeln(pepsi,' ':6,'gtid = ',gtsymA.id:l,V);
End;
Procedure printcall;
{* Prints the body of the Pascal procedure representing *}
{* the Prolog predicate 'call' which consists of calls to *}
{* the various Pascal procedures representing all the Prolog *} 
{* rules used in the program being translated plus calls to *}
{* the procedures representing the built-in predicates used *} 
V arr : termptr; 
s : symbolptr;
Procedure pcall(s:symbolptr; n:Integer);
Var i : Integer;
Begin
Write(pepsi,' ':3,'If (tmk[X].offset = ',sA.offset:l,') And ’); 
Write(pepsi,'(tmk[X].arity = ',n:l,') Then P '^ .id il/R 'jm l/O ; 
For i := 1 To n Do Write(pepsi,'a[',i:l,!
Writeln(pepsi,’Rest) Else');
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Begin 
r := extraprogt;
While r <> Nil Do 
Begin 
If oktoprint(r)
And (rA.nameA.numval < 0) And (rA name <> querysym) 
Then pcall(rA.name,rA arity); 
r := r\nextgoal 
End;
s := ltsym;
While (sA.id <= preidc) Do 
Begin
If sA.used Then pcall(s,sA.numval); 
s := sA.next 
End;
Writeln(pepsi,' ':3,';’)
End;
Procedure printable;
{* Writes out the procedure which will initialise the *}
{* 'store’ array of characters in the translated program *} 
Const strlen = 50;
Var i, j, next]: Integer;
Begin 
i:=  1; 
j :=  l;
While i <= storesz Do 
Begin 
nextj := j+strlen-1;
Write(pepsi,' l:3,,cncat(,j i l , ,,,,nextj;l,V");
Repeat 
Write(pepsi,store[i]); 
i := i+1;
j : = j +1
End;
Until (i > storesz) Or (j mod strlen = 1);
If i > storesz Then For j := j To nextj Do Write(pepsi,'');
Writeln(pepsi,
End;
Writeln(pepsi,' ':3,'storetop := \storesz: 1,';')
End;
Procedure printcv;
{* Prints the code to initialise the records *}
{* of the 'tank* array in the translated program *}
Var s : symbolptr;
Begin 
s := predsym;
While s o  Nil Do 
Begin
If (sA.used) Or (sA.id In [19,20,21,23,24,27])
Then Begin 
If (sA.class = cnumber) And (sA.numval = -1)
Then Begin 
sA.numval := getval(sA.offset,sA.length); 
sA.offset := digitsymA.offset; 
sA.length := digitsymA.length 
End;
Write(pepsi,' ':3,'tmk[',sA,id:l,,].offset := ',sA.offset:l,';'); 
Write(pepsi,' tmk[',sA.id: 1 ,*].length := ',sA.length: 1,';’);
If sA. class = cnumber 
Then Write(pepsi,' tmk[',sA.id:l,'].numval := ',sA.numval:l, 
Write(pepsi,' {* '); printsym(s); Writeln(pepsi,' *}')
End;
s := sA.next 
End;
Write(pepsi,' ':ctab,'qcount := 0; ');
Writeln(pepsi,'qtotal := ',qcnt:l,V);
End;
Procedure textcopy;
{* Controls the copying of text from the text file 'P2ca.text' *}
Var c h : Char;
Begin 
ch := '
While Not Eof(p2catext) And (ch <> '#') Do 
If Eoln(p2catext)
Then Begin 
ch := '
Readln(p2catext); Writeln(pepsi); { Writeln }
End
Else Begin 
Read(p2catext,ch);
If ch <> '#' Then Write(pepsi,ch);
{If ch <> '#' Then Write(ch); }
End
End;
Procedure libcopy;
{* Copies the Pascal procedures representing the built-in *}
{* predicates used by the Prolog program to the translated *}
{* program plus any others that are needed by the program *}
Var s,srch: symbolptr; 
c h : Char; 
i d : Integer;
Procedure libecho;
Begin 
ch := ’ ’;
While Not Eof(p2calib) And (ch <> '#') Do 
If Eoln(p2calib)
Then Begin ch :=' ';  Readln(p2calib); Writeln(pepsi) End 
Else Begin Read(p2calib,ch); If ch <> '#' Then Write(pepsi,ch) End 
End;
Procedure libskip;
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Begin 
ch := 1
While Not Eof(p2calib) And (ch <> ’#') Do 
If Eoln(p2calib)
Then Begin ch := ' Readln(p2calib) End 
Else Begin Read(p2calib,ch) End 
End;
Begin
If Not(activesymA.used) Then callsymA.used := True; 
Reset(p2calib,libfile); 
s := firstsym; 
libskip;
Repeat
Read(p2calib,id);
If id <> 0 
Then Begin 
While sA.id < id Do s := sA.next;
Repeat
Read(p2calib,ch);
If ch = 7  
Then Begin 
Read(p2calib,id); 
srch := s;
While srchA.id <> id Do srch := srchA.next;
If srchA.used = True Then sA.used := True; 
End 
Until ch = '#';
If sA.used Then libecho Else libskip 
End 
Until id = 0;
Read(p2calib,ch);
If Not activesymA.used Then libecho Else libskip;
If callsymA.used 
Then Begin 
libecho; 
printcall;
Writeln(pepsi,'End;');
Writeln(pepsi)
End
Else libskip;
Writeln
End;
Procedure drctvcall;
{* Write the procedure call for predicates to be obeyed immediately *} 
Begin 
If drctvused
Then Writeln(pepsi,' ':ctab/P',drctvsymA id:l,'RO(endpro);');
End;
Procedure querycall;
{* Write the procedure call for procedures representing *}
{* any queries in the input Prolog program to be answered *}
Begin 
If queryused 
Then Begin 
Writeln(pepsi,’ ':ctab,'more := False;');
Writeln(pepsi,' ':ctab,'qcount := qcount+1;');
Writeln(pepsi,' ':ctab,'If qcount <= qtotal');
Writeln(pepsi,' ':ctab,'Then Begin');
Writeln(pepsi,' ’:ctab*2,'reinit;');
Writeln(pepsi,' ':ctab*2,'P',querysymA.id:l,'R0(qcount,endpro);'); 
Writeln(pepsi,' ':ctab*2,'telluser;');
Writeln(pepsi,' ':ctab,'End;');
End
End;
Procedure printpepsi;
Controls the writing of the translated program *}
Begin
Reset(p2catext,textfile);
Rewrite(pepsi,pasfile);
textcopy;
printconsts;
textcopy;
decfwd;
libcopy;
printrule;
textcopy;
printable;
textcopy;
printcv;
textcopy;
drctvcall;
textcopy;
querycall;
If Not activesymA.used Then Writeln(pepsi,' *:3,'interact;'); 
textcopy;
Reset(Input);
Rewrite(Output)
End;
Procedure filequery;
{* Queries the user for the input Prolog file *}
Var i , j : Integer;
Begin
Writeln;
Write('Parse File [prosyn] : ’); 
i := 1;
While Not Eoln And (i <= namelength) Do 
Begin 
Read( workfile [i]);
If workfile[i] = Chr(8) {* Backspace *}
Then Begin If i>l Then i := i-1 End 
Else
If workfile [i] <> ' ’ Then i := i+1
End;
For j := i To namelength Do workfile|j] := '
If workfile[l] = ' ' Then workfile := profile;
Reset(prosyn,workfile);
End;
Procedure endpro;
{* Used by the parser once the end of the input program is reached *} 
Begin 
goto 1 
End;
Begin (* main program *) 
filltable; 
filequery; 
sparsed := True;
If Not eof(prosyn) Then sentenceMK(progt,endpro);
1:
Reset(Input);
printpepsi;
End. (* main program *)
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B.3 P2ca.text Code 
Program pepsi(Input, Output);
Label 1;
Const maxstore = 1000;
TMKstore = 60000;
VMKstore = 20;
#
Type termrec = Record
offset, length : Integer; 
aiity : Integer; 
args, link : Integer; 
numval : Integer;
End;
Var more : Boolean; 
tmk : Array [0..TMKstore] Of termrec; 
vmk : Array [1..VMKstore] Of Integer; 
store : Packed Array [0..maxstore] Of Char; 
storetop : Integer; 
topt : Integer, 
qcount,qtotal : Integer; 
vare : Integer,
Procedure clear(t : Integer);
Begin
tmk[t].offset := 0; tmk[t].arity := 0; 
tmk[t] .length := 0; tmk[t].numval := 0; 
tmk[t].args := 0; tmk[t].link := 0;
End;
Procedure init(Var trlnteger);
Begin 
If topt + 1 > tmkstore 
Then halt 
Else Begin 
t o p t t o p t + 1; 
t := topt; 
clear(t)
End
End;
Procedure rep(tdnteger);
Begin
topt := topt - (tmk[t].arity+l)
End;
Procedure reinit;
Begin 
topt := prestore;
End;
Procedure iv(vc,cc:Integer);
Begin 
vmk[vc] := cc; 
init(tmk[cc].link)
End;
Function lookup(t:Integer):Integer;
Begin
While tmk[t].link <> 0 Do t := tmk[t].link 
lookup := t 
End;
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Function emptmv(t:Integer):Boolean;
Begin
emptmv := store[tmk[t].offset] In ['A'..’Z'] 
End;
Function emptm(t:Integer) :Boolean;
Begin
emptm := store[tmk[t].offset] In [,A,..,Zl,t_V ’] 
End;
Procedure telluser;
Begin
Write('No');
If more Then Writeln(' further solutions') Else Writeln; 
Goto 1 
End;
Function equal(X, Y ;Integer):Boolean;
Var i,j : Integer; 
o k : Boolean;
Begin
If (tmk[X].length = tmk[Y].length) And (tmk[X].arity = tmk[Y].arity) 
Then Begin 
ok := True;
If tmk[X] .offset = digtos 
Then ok := tmk[X].numval = tmk[Y].numval 
Else Begin 
i := tmk[X].offset; 
j := tmk[Y].offset;
While ok And (i <= tmk[X].offset+tmk[X].length-1) Do 
Begin 
ok := store[i] = store [j];
If ok Then Begin i := i+1; j := j+1 End 
End 
End
End
Else ok := False; 
equal := ok 
End;
Procedure unify(U,V:Integer; Procedure Rest);
VarX,Y : Integer; 
ok : Boolean;
Procedure continue;
Begin
If (tmk[U].args <> 0) And (tmk[V].args <> 0)
And (U o V ) And (X o U ) And (Y o V )
Then unify(tmk[U].args,tmk[V].args,Rest)
Else Rest 
End;
Begin 
X := lookup(U);
Y :=lookup(V); 
ok := True;
I f X o Y  
Then Begin 
If emptm(Y)
Then tmk[Y].link := X 
Else 
If emptm(X)
Then tmk[X].link := Y 
Else ok := equal(X,Y)
End;
If ok Then
If (tmk[X].args <> 0) And (tmk[Y].args <> 0) And (X o Y ) 
Then unify(tmk[X] .args,tmk[Y]. args,continue)
Else continue; 
tmk[X].link :=0; 
tmk[Y].link := 0
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Procedure add(t,arg:Integer);
Var a ,h : Integer,
Begin 
a ;= t;
While tmk[a].args <> 0 Do a := tmk[a].args; 
init(h);
tmk[a].args := h; 
tmk[h].link := arg 
End;
Procedure cons(x,a,y:Integer);
Begin
tmk[y].offset := tmk[x] .offset; 
tmk[y] .length := tmk[x] .length; 
tmk[y].arity := a 
End;
Procedure conl(L,H,R:Integer);
Begin 
add(L,H); add(L,R); 
cons(listid,2,L)
End;
End;
Procedure wname(t:Integer);
Var j : Integer,
Begin 
If tmk[t].offset = 0 
Then W rite('J,t:l)
Else
If tmk[t] .offset = digtos 
Then Write(tmk[t].numval: 1)
Else
If store[tmk[t] .offset] = '%'
Then For j := tmk[t].offset+l To tmk[t].offset+tmk[t]. length-2 Do 
Write(store[j])
Else For j := tmk[t] .offset To tmk[t].offset+tmk[t] .length-1 Do 
Write(store[j])
End;
Procedure wterm(t:Integer); Forward;
Procedure wlist(t:Integer);
Begin 
wterm(lookup(t)); 
t := lookup(tmk[t].args);
If tmk[t] .offset -  nullos 
Then Write(T)
Else
If tmk[t] .offset = listos 
Then Begin 
Write(V);
wlist(tmk[t].args)
End
Else Begin 
Write(T); 
wterm(t);
Write(T)
End
End;
Procedure wterm;
Begin
If (tmk[t] .offset = listos) And (tmk[t].arity = 2) 
Then Begin 
WriteCf); 
wlist(tmk[t].args)
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End
Else Begin 
wname(t);
If tmk[t].arity <> 0 
Then Begin 
W rite«1); 
t := tmk[t].args;
While t< > 0  Do 
Begin 
wterm(lookup(t)); 
t := tmk[t].args;
If t <> 0 Then Write(V) 
End;
WriteO')
End
End
End;
Procedure wpro(t:Integer); 
Begin 
If emptmv(t)
Then Begin 
wname(t); Write(' = '); 
wterm(lookup(t)); Writeln 
End 
End;
Procedure endpro; 
Var i : Integer; 
c h : Char; 
Begin 
If varc = 0 
Then Begin 
WritelnCYes1); 
Goto 1
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End
Else Begin 
For i := 1 To vare Do wpro(vmk[i]);
WriteCMore? ');
Read(ch);
If ch In fyVYVnVN'] Then Readln; 
more := True;
If ch In ['nVN'] Then Goto 1 
End 
End;
#
Procedure filltable;
Type stmg = Packed Array [1..50] Of Char;
Procedure cncat(start,finish :Integer; str:stmg);
Var i : Integer;
Begin
For i := 1 To finish-start+1 Do store[i+start-l] := str[i] 
End;
Begin
#End;
Procedure initialise;
Var i,t : Integer;
Begin
For i := 0 To maxstore Do store[i] := ' ';
filltable;
topt := 0;
For i := 0 To prestore Do iriit(t);
For i := 1 To VMKstore Do vmk[i] := 0; 
#End;
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Begin 
initialise; 
# 1 :
# Writeln 
End.
B.4 P2ca.lib Code
#-1,23,24,25,26,29,30,31#
Function eval(V:Integer; Var ans:Integer):Boolean;
Var X, ansi, ans2:Integer;
Function el(X:Integer; Var ans:Integer):Boolean;
Begin e l := eval(tmk[X].args,ans) End;
Function e2(X:Integer; Var ans:Integer):Boolean;
Begin e2 := eval(tmk[tmk[X].args].args,ans) End;
Function iexp(a,b:Integer) -.Integer;
Begin If b = 1 Then iexp := a Else iexp := a * iexp(a,b-l) End;
Begin 
X := lookup(V);
If tmk[X].arity In [0,1,2]
Then Begin 
Case tmk[X].arity Of
0 : If tmk[X].offset = digtos
Then Begin ans := tmk[X].numval; eval := True End 
Else eval := False;
1 :Iftmk[X].offsetIn[13,14]
Then
If el(X,ans)
Then Begin 
eval := True;
If tmk[X].offset = 14 Then ans := -1 * ans 
End
Else eval := False 
Else eval := False;
2 : If tmk[X].offset In [13..17,20,23]
Then
If el(X,ansl)
Then 
If e2(X,Ans2)
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Then Begin 
eval := True;
Case tmk[X] .offset Of
13 : ans := ansi + ans2;
14 : ans := ansi - ans2;
15 : ans := ansi * ans2;
16,17 : ans := ansi div ans2;
20 : ans := ansi mod ans2;
23 : ans := iexp(ansl,ans2)
End
End
Else eval := False 
Else eval := False 
Else eval := False 
End 
End
Else Begin 
eval := False; 
ans :=0 
End 
End;
#23#
Procedure P23R2(V 1,V2:Integer; Procedure Rest); {* < *} 
Var a ,b : Integer;
Begin
If eval(Vl,a) Then If eval(V2,b)Then If a<b Then Rest 
End;
#24#
Procedure P24R2(V 1,V2:Integer; Procedure Rest); {* > *} 
Var a ,b : Integer;
Begin
If eval(Vl,a) Then If eval(V2,b)Then If a>b Then Rest 
End;
#25#
Procedure P25R2(Vl,V2:Integer; Procedure Rest); {*=<*} 
Var a,b : Integer;
Begin
If eval(Vl,a) Then If eval(V2,b)Then If a<=b Then Rest 
End;
#26#
Procedure P26R2(V 1 ,V2:Integer; Procedure Rest); {*>=*} 
Var a,b : Integer;
Begin
If eval(Vl,a) Then If eval(V2,b)Then If a>=b Then Rest 
End;
#27#
Procedure P27R2(V 1 ,V2:Integer; Procedure Rest); {* = *} 
Begin unify(Vl,V2,rest) End;
#28#
Procedure P28R2(V 1 ,V2:Integer; Procedure Rest); {* \= *} 
Label 1;
Procedure termi; Begin goto 1 End;
Begin unify(Vl,V2,tenni); Rest; 1: End;
#29#
Procedure P29R2(U,V:Integer; Procedure Rest); {* is *}
Var X, numval : Integer;
Begin 
If eval(V,numval)
Then Begin 
X := lookup(U);
If (tmk[X].offset = digtos) And (tmk[X].numval = numval) 
Then Rest 
Else 
If emptm(X)
Then Begin 
cons(digtid,0,X); 
tmk[X].numval numval;
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Rest; 
clear (X);
End
End
End;
#30#
Procedure P30R2(V1 ,V2:Integer; Procedure Rest); {* =:= *}
Var a,b : Integer;
Begin
If eval(Vl,a) Then If eval(V2,b)Then If a=b Then Rest 
End;
#31#
Procedure P31R2(V 1, V2:Integer; Procedure Rest); {* =\= *}
Var a,b : Integer;
Begin
If eval(Vl,a) Then If eval(V2,b)Then If a o b  Then Rest 
End;
#32#
Procedure P32R1 (V1 :Integer; Procedure Rest); {* write *}
Begin wterm(lookup(Vl)); Rest End;
#33#
Procedure P33R0(Procedure Rest); {* nl *}
Begin Writeln; rest End;
#34,35,58#
Procedure P34R1 (Vilnteger; Procedure Rest); Forward; {* call *} 
#35#
Procedure P35R1 (X:Integer; Procedure Rest); {* not *}
Label 1;
Procedure termi;
Begin goto 1 End;
Begin
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P34R1(X, termi);
Rest;
1 :
End;
#36#
Procedure P36R0(Procedure Rest); {* true *}
Begin Rest End;
#37#
Procedure P37R0(Procedure Rest); {* fail *}
Begin End;
#38#
Procedure P38R0(Procedure Rest); {* repeat *}
Begin Rest; P38R0(Rest) End;
#39#
Procedure P39R1 (V : Integer; Procedure Rest) ; {* vai’ *} 
Begin If emptm(lookup(V)) Then Rest End;
#40#
Procedure P40Rl(V:Integer; Procedure Rest); {* nonvar *} 
Begin If Not emptm(lookup(V)) Then rest End;
#41
#
Procedure P41Rl(V:Integer; Procedure Rest); {* atom *} 
Var X : Integer;
Begin 
X := lookup(V);
If (ord(store[tmk[X].offset]) In
[33..39,42,43s45..47,58..64,91,92,94,96..122,126])
And (tmk[X].arity = 0)
Then rest 
End;
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Procedure P42R1 (V : Integer; Procedure Rest); {* integer *}
Var X : Integer;
Begin 
X := lookup(V);
If (store[tmk[X] .offset] In ['+7-']) And (tmk[X].arity = 1)
Then X := lookup(tmk[X].args);
If tmk[X] .offset = digtos Then Rest 
End;
#43#
Procedure P43R1 (Vrlnteger; Procedure Rest); {* atomic *}
Var X ; Integer;
Begin 
X := lookup(V);
If (store[tmk[X].offset] In [’+’,'-']) And (tmk[X].arity = 1)
Then X := lookup(tmk[X].args);
If ord(store[tmk[X] .offset]) In 
[33..39,42,43,45..47,58.,64,91,92,94,96.. 122,126]
Then rest 
End;
#44#
Procedure P44R3(T,F,N:Integer; Procedure Rest); {* functor *} 
Var Tl,Fl,N l,i,j,k,X  : Integer; 
ok : Boolean;
Procedure processNl;
Begin 
If emptm(Nl)
Then Begin 
cons(digtid,0,Nl); 
tmk[Nl].numval := tmk[Tl].arity;
Rest;
clear(Nl)
End
Else
#42#
If (tmk[Nl]. offset = digtos)
And (tmk[Nl].numval = tmk[Tl].arity)
Then Rest;
End;
Begin
T1 := lookup(T); FI := lookup(F); N1 := lookup(N);
If emptm(Tl) And Not(emptm(Fl)) And Not(emptm(Nl))
Then Begin 
X := T l;
cons(Fl5tmk[Nl].numval,Tl);
For k := I To tmk[Tl].arity Do 
Begin 
init(tmk[X].args);
X := tmk[X].args; 
init(tmk[X].link)
End;
Rest;
topt := topt-tmk[Tl].arity*2; 
clear(Tl)
End
Else
If Not(emptm(Tl))
Then Begin 
If emptm(Fl)
Then Begin 
cons(Tl,0,Fl); 
processNl; 
clear(Fl)
End
Else Begin 
ok := True; 
i := tmk[Fl].offset; 
j := tmk[Tl].offset;
While ok And (i <= tmk[Fl].offset+tmk[Fl].length-1) Do 
Begin 
ok := store[i] = store[j];
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If ok Then Begin i := i+1; j := j+1 End 
End;
If ok Then processNl 
End 
End 
End;
#45#
Procedure P45R3(N,T,A:Integer; Procedure Rest); {* arg *} 
Var N l ,T l , i : Integer;
Begin
N1 := lookup(N); T1 := lookup(T);
If Not (emptm(Nl) Or emptm(Tl))
Then Begin
Fori := 1 To tmk[Nl).numvalDoT1 := tmk[Tl].args; 
unify (Tl, A, Rest)
End
End;
#46#
Procedure P46R2(L,N:Integer; Procedure Rest); {* length *} 
V a rL l ,N l , i : Integer;
Begin
LI := lookup(L); N1 := lookup(N);
i := 0;
While tmk[Ll].offset = listos Do 
Begin 
i := i+  1;
LI := lookup(tmk[tmk[Ll].args].args)
End;
If tmk[Ll].offset = nullos 
Then Begin 
If emptm(Nl)
Then Begin 
cons(digtid,0,Nl); 
tmk[Nl].numval := i;
Rest;
clear(Nl)
End
Else
If (tmk[Nl].numval = i) And (tmk[Nl].offset = digtos) 
Then Rest 
End 
End;
#47#
Procedure P47R2(X,L:Integer; Procedure Rest); {* - .  *} 
Var X1,F,L1,L2,L3 : Integer;
Procedure makelist(L3,Xl:Integer);
VarL4 : Integer;
Begin 
I f X l = 0  
Then Begin 
cons(nullid,0,L3); 
unify (L2,LI,Rest)
End
Else Begin 
init(L4);
conl(L3,lookup (X1 ),L4); 
makelist(L4,tmk[X 1 ] .args) ; 
rep(L4);
End
End;
Begin
XI := lookup(X); LI := lookup(L);
If Not emptm(Xl)
Then Begin 
init(F); init(L2); init(L3); 
cons(Xl,0,F); 
conl(L2,F,L3); 
makelist(L3,tmk[Xl].args); 
rep(F); rep(L2); rep(L3);
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End
Else
If emptm(Xl) And (tmk[Llj.offset = listos)
Then Begin 
L I := tmk[Ll].args; 
cons(lookup(Ll),0,Xl); 
tmk[Xl].arity :=0;
L I := lookup(tmk[Ll].args);
While tmk[LI].offset = listos Do 
Begin
tmk[Xl].arity := tmk[Xl].arity+l;
LI tmk[Ll].args; 
add(Xl,Ll);
LI := lookup(tmk[Ll].args)
End;
Rest;
topt :== topt-tmk[Xl].arity; 
clear(Xl);
End
End;
#48#
Procedure P48R2(N,L:Integer; Procedure Rest); {* name *} 
Var Nl,Ll,L2,os,ls : Integer;
Procedure makelist(L3,os:Integer);
Var L4,A : Integer;
Begin
If os = tmk[Nl].offset+tmk[Nl].length 
Then Begin 
cons(nullid,0,L3); 
unify(Ll ,L2,Rest)
End
Else Begin 
init(L4); init(A); 
cons(digtid,0,A);
tmk[A].numval := Ord(store[os]); 
conl(L3,A,L4); 
makelist(L4,os+1 ) ; 
rep(L4); rep (A)
End
End;
Begin
N1 := lookup(N); LI := lookup(L);
If Not emptm(Nl)
Then Begin init(L2); makelist(L2,tmk[Nl].offset) End 
Else
If emptm(Nl) And (tmk[Ll].offset = listos)
Then Begin 
tmk[Nl]. offset := storetop + 1; 
os := storetop+1; Is := 0;
While tmkfLl].offset = listos Do 
Begin 
LI := tmk[Ll].args;
store[os+ls] := chr(tmk[lookup(Ll)].numval);
Is := ls+1;
LI := lookup(tmk[Ll].args)
End;
storetop := storetop + Is; 
tmk[Nl].length := Is;
If Not emptm(Nl) Then Rest;
For os := tmk[Nl].offset To Is Do store[os] := ' '; 
clear(Nl)
End
End;
#49,50,51,52,53,54,55,56,58#
Procedure P49R3(Op,U,V:Integer; Procedure Rest); {* compare 
Var c : Integer;
Function order(X:Integer) ¡Integer,
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Begin 
If emptm(X)
Then order := 1 
Else
If tmk[X].offset = digtos 
Then order := 2 
Else order := 3 
End;
Procedure aless(X,Y:Integer; Var c:Integer);
Vari,Xo,Yo : Integer;
Begin 
i := 1;
Xo := tmk[X],offset-1;
Yo := tmk[Y].offset-1;
While (c = 0) And (i <= tmk[X] .length) And (i <= tmk[Y] .length) Do 
Begin
c := Ord(store[Yo+i]) - Ord(store[Xo+i]); 
i := i + 1 
End;
If c = 0
Then c := tmk[Y].length - tmk[X].length;
End;
Procedure compare(U,V:Integer; Var c:Integer);
Var X,Y,XI,Y1 : Integer; 
a,b,i : Integer;
Begin 
X := lookup(U);
Y ;= lookup(V); 
a := order(X); 
b := order(Y); 
c := b - a;
If c = 0
Then Case a Of
1 :c :=Y-X;
2 : c := tmk[Y].numval - tmk[X].numval;
3 : Begin
c tmk[Y].arity - tmk[X].arity;
If (c = 0)
Then Begin 
aless(X,Y,c);
If c = 0 
Then Begin 
i := 1 ;
XI := tmk[X].args; Y1 := tmk[Y].args; 
While (i <= tmk[X].arity) And (c = 0) Do 
Begin
compare(Xl,Yl,c); i := i+1;
XI := tmk[Xl].args; Y1 := tmk[Yl].args; 
End 
End 
End 
End
End
End;
Begin
compare(U,V,c);
If c = 0
Then unify (Op ,eqid,Rest)
Else 
If c>  0
Then unify(Op,ltid,Rest)
Else unify(Op,gtid,Rest)
End;
#50,56,58#
Procedure P50R2(U,V:Integer; Procedure Rest); {* == 
Var O p : Integer;
Procedure terml;
Begin unify (Op,eqid,Rest); End;
Begin init(Op); P49R3(Op,U,V,terml); rep(Op) End;
#51,56,58#
Procedure P51R2(U,V:Integer; Procedure Rest); {* \== *} 
Label 1; Var Op ; Integer;
Procedure terml;
Procedure term2;
Begin goto 1 End;
Begin unify(Op,eqid,term2); End;
Begin init(Op); P49R3(Op,U,V,terml); Rest; 1: rep(Op); End;
#52#
Procedure P52R2(U,V:Integer; Procedure Rest); {* @< *} 
Var Op : Integer;
Procedure terml;
Begin unify(Op,ltid,Rest) End;
Begin init(Op); P49R3(Op,U,V,terml); rep(Op) End;
#53,56,58#
Procedure P53R2(U,V:Integer; Procedure Rest); {* @> *} 
Var Op : Integer;
Procedure terml;
Begin unify (Op,gtid,Rest) End;
Begin init(Op); P49R3(Op,U,V,termi); rep(Op) End;
#54,56,58#
Procedure P54R2(U,V:Integer; Procedure Rest); {* @=< *} 
Label 1; Vai- Op : Integer;
Procedure terml;
Procedure term2;
Begin goto 1 End;
Begin unify(Op,gtid,term2); End;
Begin init(Op); P49R3(Op,U,V,terml); Rest; 1: rep(Op); End;
#55#
Procedure P55R2(U,V¡Integer; Procedure Rest); {* @>= *} 
Label 1; Var Op : Integer;
Procedure terml;
Procedure term2;
Begin goto 1 End;
Begin unify(0p,ltid,term2); End;
Begin init(Op); P49R3(Op,U,V,termi); Rest; 1: rep(Op); End;
#56,58#
Procedure P56R2(P1 ,P2:Integer; Procedure Rest); {* sort *} 
Var P : Integer;
Procedure split(Pl,P2,P3,P4:Integer; Procedure Rest);
Var F 1,V 1,V2,F2,V3 ; Integer;
Procedure term 1 a 1 ;
Procedure term2al;
Begin split(Pl,V2,V3,P4,rest); End;
Begin P54R2(V1 ,P 1 ,term2a 1 ); End;
Procedure termla2;
Procedure term2a2;
Begin split(Pl,V2,P3,V3,rest); End;
Begin P53R2(Vl,Pl,term2a2); End;
Procedure split 1;
Begin 
init(F2); init(V3); 
conl(F2,Vl,V3); 
unify (P3,F2,termlal); 
unify (P4,F2,term 1 a2) ; 
rep(F2); rep(V3);
End;
Procedure split3;
Procedure term2;
Begin unify(P4,nullid,rest) End;
Begin unify(P3,nullid,term2) End;
Begin
init(Fl); init(Vl); init(V2);
conl(Fl,Vl,V2); 
unify (P2,F 1, split 1); 
rep(Fl); rep(Vl); rep(V2); 
unify(P2,nullid,split3) 
End;
Procedure quisort(P 1 ,P2,P3: Integer; Procedure Rest); {* quisort *} 
Var F 1,VI,V2 : Integer,
Procedure term la  1;
Begin unify(P3,P2,rest) End;
Procedure termla2;
Var V3,V4: Integer;
Procedure term2a2;
VarF2,V5 : Integer;
Procedure term3a2;
Begin quisort(V4,V5,P3,rest); End;
Begin 
init(F2); init(V5); 
conl(F2,Vl,V5); 
quisort(V3,P2,F2,term3a2); 
rep(F2); rep(V5);
End;
Begin 
init(V3); init(V4); 
split(Vl,V2,V3,V4,term2a2); 
rep(V3); rep(V4);
End;
Begin
unify(P 1 ,nullid,terml al); 
init(Fl); init(Vl); init(V2); 
conl(Fl,Vl,V2); 
unify (P1 ,F 1 ,terml a2); 
rep(Fl); rep(Vl); rep(V2);
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Procedure remdup(Pl,P2:Integer; Procedure Rest);
Var F1,V1,V2,F2,V3,V4 : Integer;
Procedure termO; Begin unify(P1,P2,rest) End;
Procedure term2al; Begin remdup(V3,V4,rest); End; 
Procedure term2a2; Begin remdup(F2,V4,rest); End;
Procedure termi;
Var F3 : Integer;
Procedure term2;
Begin
P50R2(Vl,V2,term2al);
P51R2(V 1, V2,term2a2);
End;
Begin
init(F3); init(V4); conl(F3,Vl,V4); 
unify(P2,F3,term2); rep(F3); rep(V4);
End;
Begin 
unify(Pl ,nullid, termO); 
init(Fl); init(Vl); conl(Fl,Vl,nullid); 
unify (PI, F I, termO); 
rep (FI); rep(Vl);
init(F2); init(V2); init(V3); conl(F2,V2,V3); 
init(Fl); init(Vl); conl(Fl,Vl,F2); 
unify (PI,FI, termi);
rep(Fl); rep(Vl); rep(V2); rep(F2); rep(V3);
End;
Procedure termi;
Begin remdup(P,P2,rest) End;
End;
Begin init(P); quisort(Pl,P,nullid,termi); rep(P) End;
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#57,58#
Procedure P57R3(X,P,S :Integer; Procedure Rest); {* bagof *} 
Var E,stack : Integer; {* end of list S *}
Procedure copy(X,Y : Integer);
Begin 
tmk[Y] ;= tmk[X];
X tmk[X].args;
While X o O  Do 
Begin 
init(tmk[Y].args);
Y tmk[Y].args;
init(tmk[Y].link);
copy(lookup(X),tmk[Y).link);
X := tmk[X].args 
End 
End;
Procedure push;
VarL,Y : Integer;
Begin
init(Y); copy(lookup(X),Y); 
init(L); conl(L,Y,nullid); 
tmk[E].link := L;
E := tmk[tmk[tmk[E].link].args].args 
End;
Begin 
stack := topt;
E := S; P34Rl(P,push); 
rest;
topt := stack
End;
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Procedure P58R3(X,P,S:Integer; Procedure Rest); {* setof *} 
Var U : Integer;
Procedure sort;
Begin P56R2(U,S,rest) End;
Begin init(U); P57R3(X,P,U,sort); rep(U) End;
#58#
#59#
Procedure P59Rl(T:Integer; Procedure Rest); {* time *} 
Var TI : Integer;
Begin 
TI := lookup(T);
If emptm(Tl)
Then Begin 
cons(digtid,0,Tl); 
tmk[Tl].numval := clock;
Rest; 
clear (TI )
End
End;
#0#
Procedure interact; 
Label 2;
Const 
cword = 2; 
csign = 3; 
cnumber = 4; 
cvar = 5; 
cquote = 6; 
cstring = 7; 
c91 -  8; 
c40 = 9;
{* atom starting with lower case letter *}
{* atom made up out of sign set *}
{* integer *}
{* variable starting with upper case o r *} 
{* atom - quoted 'characters’ *}
{* quoted "characters” *}
{*[*}
{*(*}
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c59 = 10 {*;*}
c44 =11 {*,*}
c46 = 12 {*. *}
c41 = 13 {*)*}
c93 = 14 {*]*}
cl24 = 15; (*!*}
c33 = 16 {*!*}
maxlength = 80;
Type tokenstore = Packed Array [1..maxlength] Of Char;
Var sym,class : Integer;
pos : Integer; {* position in line *}
sparsed, userend: Boolean;
line : Packed Array [L.maxlength] Of Char;
Procedure readquery(Var userend:Boolean);
Var i j  : Integer;
Function finish.'Boolean;
Begin finish (line[l] = *q’) And (i = 2) End;
Begin
Writeln;
WriteC?- ’); 
i := 1;
While Eoln Do Begin Readln; Write('?-') End;
While Not Eoln And (i <= maxlength) Do 
Begin 
Read(line[i]);
If line[i] = Chr(8) {* Backspace *}
Then Begin If i>l Then i := i-1 End 
Else
If line[i] < > ' ’ Then i := i+1;
While Eoln And (line[i-l] < > And Not finish Do 
Begin Readln; W rite(']...') End
End;
userend := finish;
For j := i To maxlength Do linejj] := 1 ';
Readln; 
pos := 1;
End;
Function getval(t:tokenstore; o,l:Integer):Integer;
Function av(o:Integer).-Integer; Begin av := ord(t[o])-48 End; 
Function ie(l:Integer):Integer;
Begin If 1 = 1 Then ie := 10 Else ie := 10 * ie(l-l) End; 
Begin 
If 1 = 1
Then getval := av(o)
Else getval := ie(l-l) * av(o) + getval(t,o+1,1-1)
End;
Procedure locate(token:tokenstore; len,sym:Integer);
Var found : Boolean; 
i,j,s : Integer;
Begin 
s :=  1;
found := False;
While (s <> topt) And Not found Do 
Begin 
If tmk[s] .length = len 
Then Begin 
i := 1; j := tmk[s] .offset; 
found := True;
While (i <= len) And found Do 
If token[i] = store[j]
Then Begin
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j :=j+i;
If (i <= len) And (j > maxstore)
Then found := False 
End
Else found := False 
End;
If Not found Then s := s+1 
End;
If found 
Then Begin 
tmk[sym].offset := tmk[s],offset; 
tmk[sym].length := tmk[s].length; 
tmk[sym].numval := tmk[s].numval 
End
Else Begin 
If class = cnumber 
Then Begin 
tmk[sym].numval := getval(token, 1,len); 
tmk[sym].offset := digtos; 
tmk[sym].length 2
End
Else Begin
Fori := 1 To len Do store[storetop+i] := token[i]; 
tmk[sym] .offset := storetop+1; 
tmkfsym] .length := len; 
storetop := storetop + len;
End
End;
If class = cvar 
Then Begin 
If found And (s > prestore)
Then tmk[sym].link := s 
Else Begin 
varc := varc + 1; 
iv(varc,sym)
End
End
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Procedure getsymbol(Var sym,class:Integer);
Const qch =
Type chset = Set Of Char;
Var upper,lower, digit, signs, alphas : chset; 
token: tokenstore; 
i,length : Integer;
Procedure catch;
Begin 
length length + 1; 
token[length] :=line[pos]; 
pos := pos-f-1 
End;
Procedure readtoken(chs:chset; c:Integer);
Begin 
class := c;
Repeat catch Until Not (line[pos] In chs);
End;
Procedure readqtestr(qm:Char);
Begin
catch;
Repeat catch; Until (token[length] = qm) And (line[pos] o  qm); 
If qm = 11,1
Then class := cstring 
Else Begin 
class := cquote; 
token[l] := qch; 
token[length] := qch 
End
End;
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End;
Begin
upper := ['A'./Z']; lower := ['a'..'z']; digit := ['0'..*91; 
signs := [V,'-7*7/,A7A7<7>7~\ 
V,7,'?7@7$7&7=7'']; 
alphas := upper+lo wer+digit+f J ] ;
For i := 1 To maxlength Do token[i] := ’
While (Ord(line[posj) <= 32)
Or (Ord(line[pos]) >= 127) Do pos := pos+1; 
length := 0;
If line[pos] In upper+f'J] Then readtoken(alphas,cvar) 
Else
If line[pos] In lower Then readtoken(alphas,cword) 
Else
If linefpos] In digit Then readtoken(digit,cnumber) 
Else
If linefpos] In signs Then readtoken(signs+['_'3,csign) 
Else
If (linefpos] = "") Or (linefpos] = "")
Then readqtestr(linefpos])
Else Begin tokenfl] := linefpos]; pos := pos+1 End;
If tokenfi] in [,(7)7[V]7,7;7.7!,,T]
Then Begin 
Case tokenfl] Of 
'(': class := c40;
')’ : class := c41;
T :
'[': class := c91; 
'] ': class := c93; 
7 : class := c44; 
7  : class := c59; 
7 : class := c46;
: class := c33; 
T : class := cl24; 
End;
length := 1;
End
Else
If (token[length] = And (length = 1)
And (line[pos] In ['0'..'9'])
Then Begin 
getsymbol(sym,class);
tmk[sym].numval tmk[sym].numval * (-1) 
End
Else locate(token, length, sym)
End;
Procedure initnull(Var wkt:Integer);
Begin
tmk[wkt] .offset := nullos; 
tmk[wkt] .length := 2; 
tmk[wkt].args := 0; 
tmk[wkt].arity := 0 
End;
Procedure initlist(Var wktilnteger);
Begin
tmk[wkt] .offset := listos; 
tmk[wkt] .length ;= 2; 
tmk[wkt].arity := 2 
End;
Procedure initargs(Var tilnteger);
Begin 
init(tmk[t].args); 
init(tmk[tmk[t].args] .link)
End;
Procedure morelist(Var wkt,wkl:Integer, lf:Boolean); 
Begin
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If if
Then Begin 
initargs(wkt);
initlist(tmk[tmk[wkt] .args] .link) ; 
wkl := tmk[tmk[wkt].args].link 
End
Else wkl := wkt 
End;
Procedure travlist(Var wkt,wkl:Integer);
Begin 
initlist(wkt); 
wkl := wkt;
While tmk[wkl].args <> 0 Do 
Begin 
wkl := tmk[wkl].args;
If tmk[wkl].args <> 0 Then wkl := tmk[tmk[wkl].args].link 
End 
End;
Procedure initstring(Var wkt:Integer);
Var wkl : Integer; 
i : Integer;
Begin 
wkl wkt;
With tmk[wkt] Do 
Begin
For i := offset+1 To offset+length-2 Do 
Begin 
initargs(wkl); 
wkl := tmk[wkl].args; 
store[storetop+l] := store[digtos]; 
store[storetop+2] := store[digtos+l];
With tmk[wkl] Do 
Begin
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numval := Ord(store[i]); 
offset := digtos; 
length := 2 
End;
initargs(wkl);
wkl := tmk[tmk[wkl].args].link;
If i = offset+length-2 
Then initnull(wkl)
Else initlist(wkl)
End
End;
initlist(wkt)
End;
Procedure terminal(Var sym:Integer; xc:Integer; Procedure Rest);
Begin
If sparsed Then getsymbol(sym,class) Else sparsed := True;
If (class = xc) Then Rest Else sparsed := False 
End;
PROCEDURE questMK(Var wkt:Integer; PROCEDURE REST);FORWARD; 
PROCEDURE goalMK(Var wktrlnteger; PROCEDURE REST);FORWARD; 
PROCEDURE termMK(Var wkt:Integer; PROCEDURE REST);FORWARD; 
PROCEDURE functorMK(Var wktrlnteger; PROCEDURE REST);FORWARD; 
PROCEDURE parametersMK(Var wkt:Integer; Var acrlnteger; PROCEDURE 
REST);FORWARD;
PROCEDURE listMK(Var wktrlnteger; PROCEDURE REST);FORWARD; 
PROCEDURE optparamMK(Var wkt:Integer; Var ac -.Integer; PROCEDURE 
REST);FORWARD;
PROCEDURE paramsMK(Var wktrlnteger; Var ac:Integer;
lfrBoolean; PROCEDURE REST);FORWARD;
PROCEDURE moreparamsMK(Var wkt:Integer; Var acrlnteger;
lfrBoolean; PROCEDURE REST);FORWARD;
PROCEDURE listexpMK(Var wktrlnteger; PROCEDURE REST);FORWARD; 
PROCEDURE restlistMK(Var wktrlnteger; PROCEDURE REST);FORWARD; 
PROCEDURE afterbarMK(Var wktrlnteger; PROCEDURE REST);FORWARD;
PROCEDURE questMK;
PROCEDURE TERM2;
BEGIN terminal(sym,c46,REST) END; 
BEGIN goalMK(wkt,TERM2) END;
PROCEDURE goalMK;
BEGIN termMK(wkt,REST) END;
PROCEDURE termMK;
PROCEDURE termMKl;
PROCEDURE TERM2;
PROCEDURE TERM3;
BEGIN If tmk[wkt].arity = 0
Then tmk[wktj.args := 0; REST END;
BEGIN parametersMK(tmk[wkt].args,tmk[wkt].arity,TERM3) END; 
BEGIN functorMK(wkt,TERM2) END;
PROCEDURE termMK4;
PROCEDURE TERM2;
BEGIN initstring(wkt); REST END;
BEGIN terminal(wkt,cstring,TERM2) END;
BEGIN
init(wkt);
termMKl;
listMK(wkt,REST);
termMK4;
terminaI(wkt,cnumber,REST); 
terminal (wkt,c var,RES T) ;
END;
PROCEDURE functorMK;
BEGIN 
terminal(wkt,cword,REST); 
terminal(wkt,csign,REST); 
terminal(wkt,c33,REST); 
terminal (wkt,c59,REST); 
terminal (wkt,cquote, REST);
END;
PROCEDURE parametersMK;
PROCEDURE TERM2;
PROCEDURE TERM3;
BEGIN terminal(sym,c41,REST) END; 
BEGIN optparamMK(wkt,ac,TERM3) END; 
BEGIN terminal(sym,c40,TERM2); REST END;
PROCEDURE optparamMK;
BEGIN paramsMK(wkt,ac,False,REST); REST END;
PROCEDURE paramsMK;
PROCEDURE TERM2;
BEGIN ac := ac+1;
moreparamsMK(wkt,ac,lf,REST) END;
BEGIN init(wkt); goalMK(tmk[wkt].link,TERM2); END;
PROCEDURE moreparamsMK;
Var wkl : Integer;
PROCEDURE TERM2;
BEGIN morelist(wkt,wkl,lf);
paramsMK(tmk[wkl] ,args,ae,lf,REST) END; 
BEGIN terminal(sym,c44,TERM2); REST END;
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PROCEDURE listMK;
PROCEDURE TERM2;
PROCEDURE TERM3;
BEGIN terminal(sym,c93,REST) END;
BEGIN listexpMK(wkt,TERM3) END;
BEGIN terminal(sym,c91,TERM2) END;
PROCEDURE listexpMK;
Var ac : Integer; 
wkl : Integer;
PROCEDURE TERM2;
BEGIN travlist(wkt,wkl); restlistMK(tmk[wkl].args,REST) END;
BEGIN paramsMK(tmk[wkt].args,ac)True,TERM2); initnull(wkt); REST END;
PROCEDURE restlistMK;
PROCEDURE TERM2;
BEGIN afterbarMK(tmk[wkt].link,REST) END; 
BEGIN 
init(wkt); init(tmk[wkt].link); 
terminal(sy m,c 124,TERM2) ; 
initnull(tmk[wkt].link); REST 
END;
PROCEDURE afterbarMK;
BEGIN terminal(wkt,cvar,REST); listMK(wkt,REST); END;
Procedure endq; 
Begin 
goto 2;
End;
Begin
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reinit;
more := False; 
sparsed := True; 
varc := 0;
readquery (userend);
If Not userend Then questMK(sym,endq); 
2:
If Not userend 
Then Begin 
P34R1 (sym,endpro); 
telluser 
End 
End;
#
Procedure P34R1; {* call *}
VarX,Y,i: Integer;
a : Array [1..50] Of Integer;
Begin 
X := lookup(V);
Y := tmk[X].args;
For i := 1 To tmk[X].arity Do 
Begin 
a[i] lookup(Y);
Y := tmk[Y].args 
End;
#
#0
Appendix C
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C.l Running ProtoCoIa
The ProtoCoIa system consists of three files :
P2CA.PAS
P2CA.TEXT
P2CA.LIB
PEPSI.PAS
P2ca.pas is the actual translator and needs to be compiled according to the 
machine's conventions that it is being used on. P2ca.text contains code that is always 
copied into the translated program and needs to be available to P2ca.pas as does 
P2ca.lib which contains the Pascal code mainly representing the built-in predicates of 
ProtoCoIa. Pepsi.pas is the file produced by the translator which is the Pascal 
equivalent of the Prolog program and executes in the same way as the original Prolog 
program would if compiled or interpreted under another Prolog system.
Thus to run ProtoCoIa :
1. Prepare the Prolog file to be translated.
2. Compile P2ca.pas.
3. Execute compiled P2ca.pas.
The following prompt will appear asking for the name of the Prolog 
file:
Prolog File [prosyn] :
The default name is 'prosyn' which is set by a carriage return, 
otherwise the name of the file needs to be typed in (backspacing 
allowed) followed by a carriage return.
4. If Pepsi.pas is successfully produced then compile and execute it.
Execution of Pepsi.pas proceeds as follows :
1. Any directives in the order in which they appear in the Prolog 
program are executed.
2. Any queries in the order in which they appear in the Prolog 
program are answered preceded by the statement 'query#' where '#' 
is the number of the query as it appears in the Prolog.
3. If the interactive mode is not switched off in the Prolog program 
then the program will issue the prompt '?-' and wait for a query 
from the user, otherwise it just finishes. To finish executing the 
program once in interactive mode the user needs to type 'q' 
immediately followed by a carriage return after th e '?-' prompt.
The responses to a query are given in the following way.
1. If there are no variables in the query then the program answers 'Yes’ 
or 'No' depending on the success or failure of the query and then 
proceeds to answer the next query if there is one, or if in interactive 
mode issues the '?-' prompt and waits for more user input.
2. If there are variables in the query then the instantiation of these 
variables is reported to the user and the prompt 'more?1 issued. 
Unless the user says 'n' or 'N' to this the program will attempt to 
backtrack and find more solutions, otherwise it finishes answering 
the query and attempts or waits for the next one depending on 
whether the interactive stage has been reached or not. If asked by the 
user to backtrack and no more solutions are found then the response 
'No more solutions' is given and the query is finished as before.
Once in interactive querying the user is only allowed to give one goal in a query 
(i.e. not a sequence of goals seperated by ',' or ';'), and this must be in functor 
argument form i.e. no infix or prefix expressions are allowed. Also, any built-in 
predicates used must have appeared in the original Prolog program otherwise they will 
not have been copied across from P2ca.lib, and will not be recognised by the program 
(thus failing them).
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C.2 Built-in Predicates
The following is a list of built-in predicates with a brief description of their 
function. Clocksin and Mellish, [Clocksin,84], give fuller descriptions of most of the 
predicates.
Arithmetic
is - Unifies the term X in the goal X is E with the numerical value of the 
expression E. If E does not evaluate to a number or if X is not already a number or a 
variable then an error occurs.
In the following X and Y are considered to be arithmetic expressions evaluating 
to a number when the operators are used in the context of the is predicate or any of the 
comparison predicates
X + Y -addition
X -Y  -subtraction.
- X - negation.
X * Y - multiplication.
X div Y - integer division.
X mod Y - integer value of X modulo Y.
X A Y- value of X to the power Y.
The following are the comparison operators implemented, requiring that X and 
Y both evaluate to a number before the comparisons are made otherwise they fail.
X =:= Y - succeeds if the values of X and Y are equal.
- succeeds if the values of X and Y are not equal.
- succeeds if the value of X is less than that of Y.
- succeeds if the value of X is greater than that of Y.
- succeeds if the value of X is less than or equal to the value of Y.
- succeeds if the value of X is greater than or equal to the value of
X =\= Y
X < Y
X > Y
X =< Y
X >= Y
Control
true - This predicate always succeeds, 
false - This predicate always fails.
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! - the cut - Sterling and Shapiro define the handling of this goal in a rule in 
the folloing way ; "The goal succeeds and commits Prolog to all the 
choices made since the parent goal was unified with the head of the 
clause that the cut occurs in." [Sterling,86].
not(P) - This predicate fails if P has a solution, otherwise it succeeds.
P,Q - The fundamental conjunction predicate of Prolog.
P;Q  - The disjunction predicate. This is only implemented at the top level of 
Prolog rules i.e. bracketed goals with the disjunction or conjunction 
predicate are not allowed.
repeat - Succeeds immediately when called and whenever reentered by 
backtracking. It is defined as:
call(X) - calls the goal X is instantiated to.
Inspecting Terms
var(X) - Succeeds if X is not instantiated, otherwise it fails.
nonvar(X) - Succeeds if X is instantiated, otherwise fails.
atom(X) - Succeeds if X is instantiated to a Prolog atom, otherwise fails.
integer(X) - Succeeds if X is instantiated to an integer, otherwise fails.
atomic(X) - Succeeds if X is instantiated to an atom or an integer, otherwise 
fails.
functor(T,F,N) - This predicate succeeds if the principal functor of the term 
T has name F and arity N.
arg(N,T,A) - Unifies A with the Nth argument of term T.
X L - L is a list whose head is the atom corresponding to the principal
functor of X and whose tail is the argument list of the functor headed by 
X .
name(N,L) - If N is an atom or a number, then L is unified with a list of the 
Ascii codes of the characters comprising the name of N.
length(L,N) - If L is instantiated to a list of determinate length then N is 
unified with the integer which is the length of the list; otherwise the 
predicate fails.
Comparing Terms
The predicates to be described in this section make use of a standard total 
ordering of terms which is as follows :
Variables, in a standard order of oldest first (the order is not related to 
the names of variables);
Numbers, in the normal numerical order,
Atoms, in alphabetical (Ascii) order;
Complex terms, ordered first by arity, then by the name of the principal 
functor, then by the arguments (in left-to-right order).
X == Y - succeeds if the terms currently instantiating X and Y are literally 
identical.
X \== Y - succeeds if the terms instantiating X and Y are not literally 
identical.
T1 @< T2 - succeeds if term T1 is before term2 T2 in the standard order.
T1 @> T2 - succeeds if term T I is after term T2 in the standard order.
T1 @=< T2 - succeeds if term T l is not after term T2 in the standard order. 
T l  @>= T2 - succeeds if term T l  is not before term T2 in the standard order.
compare(Op,U,V) - unifies Op with the result of comparing terms U and V. 
The possible values for Op are :
= if U is identical to V.
< if U is before V in the standard order.
> if U is after V in the standard order.
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sort(L l,L2) - sorts the elements of the list L I  into the standard order to give 
L2 and removes any duplicate terms.
Finding all Solutions to a Goal
setof(X,P,S) - This is read as "S is the set of all instances of X such that P 
is provable, where that set is non-empty". If there are no instances of X 
then the predicate fails.
bagof(X,P,S) - This is the same as setof except that the set returned will not 
be ordered, and may contain duplicates.
Interactive mode switch
noquery - turns off the interactive querying option.
Timing
time(T) - returns the CPU time (in milliseconds) since the start of the program.
C.3 Portabil i ty
The system is highly portable and will run on any machine which has a Pascal 
compiler installed and allows Standard Pascal.
The main problems with porting the system have been with the naming of the 
system files and the built-in predicate time.
The problem with the file names is that they may need to be changed for 
different operating systems and compilers. P2ca.pas needs to have access to P2ca.text 
and P2ca.lib. In P2ca.pas the names of these files are set at the top of program as 
constants. These names currently set to 'P2ca.text' and 'P2ca.lib' in the same directory 
as P2ca.pas. Thus if they are stored in a different directory to P2ca.pas or rather the 
executable object file then these names will have to be altered accordingly to include the 
correct path. Likewise the default Prolog file 'prosyn' is searched for in the current 
directory.
There is no standard procedure 'time' in Pascal and the implementation of this 
predicate will depend on the particular implementation of Pascal being used. For each 
different implementation of Pascal the procedure named 'P61RT in P2ca.lib will have 
to be changed.
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One other non-standard procedure call is the call to the procedure 'halt' if there 
is no more space in the 'talk' array. This occurs in the procedure 'init1 and results in an 
immediate exit from the program.
The only other problem that has arisen has been with the size of the array which 
stores the Prolog terms Pepsi.pas. This is set to 60000 records and is sometimes too 
big for a compiler and may need special options set to tell the compiler about it. This 
was found to be the case with the Prime mini-computers at the University of Surrey. If 
the problem can not be overcome by setting flags in the compiler then the sizeof the 
array may be altered in either P2ca.text or Pepsi.pas where it is stored as the constant 
TM Kstore'.
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